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HB   13fl3-010    SUPER-RUGGEDIZED   SLOW  SCAN  VIDICON
ELECTROSTATIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTION
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T.he   T.D   1343-010  vidicon  was  designed
specifically    fo.r    the   Mariner   Ill   and   IV
Si)acecraft.  It is  a. I.ully electrostatic vidicon
which is particular..1y  suitable  where power,
weight   ancl  -v'olume  are  all  of  prime   con-
sideratiofi.  A super-ruggedized tube  design
was   cl-iosen  to  wit'nstand  the  shock  of  the
pcwered phases of the flight anci to minimize
microphonics  induced  by  oth.er  spacecraft
equipment,  such as shutters, tape recorders
and   squibs.    The   patented   internal   con-
struction  permits  the  tube  to  be  operated
in any position.

In  typical  operation,  for instance in the
Mariner   camera,   the   light   input   from  a
200-millisecond   exposure   is   stored   in  a
slow   scan   photoconductor   of   proprietary
manufacture.  Subsequent readout and simul-
taneous tape  storage is accomplished during
a   24-second   frame.  The  system  consists
of  a  200  x  200  resolution  element  format
in   which    200    scanning    lines   are   used.

One  of  the  pai`ticula.r  i`equirements  for
which  the   1343-010   was   desig!-.ecl  was   tr.e
pulsed  beam  opei.ation  encctuntered  ill  the
Mariner    applii`.atio[`„   This   operition   r€-
quit.es  the  cathoc}e  to  be pulsecl  at  loo  Kci]s
to   provi(ie    an   i.iriproved  signal  and  allow
±`or  simplified circuit  desigii.  The  tube  may
also  be  operatecl using  true  t`iigitaLl  scan or

`!i;--S#,::-`ifl:j!t'aiF::?¥SfF
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conventiorial       continuous      s can.      Which
scanning  mode  to  select will depend on the
intended applic,ation.

Unity gamma is highly desirable from a
Circuitry   standpoint,   aLiid  from  &ri  optical
point    of   view   a   wide   dyiiamic   range   is
required.  The  photoconductor is c.rjtimized
to   provide   thes`e  mutually  conflicting  re-
quirements.  The  Mariner  mission,  for in-
stance,   calls  foi`  a  si)ectral  respoiise  tha.t
is  almost  flat  over  the  T,.isible  region;  the
photoconductor of the 1343-010 substantially
meets this  requirement. In slow scanappli-
cations,   the   photoconductor   dark  current
should   be   as   low   as  possible;  the   1343-
010 has a very low dark current of the order
of   Oc2   na,   even   at   the   24-second  frame
time  of  the Mariner camera. The low dark
current  permits   a   stable   camera.  set-up
by   use   of   the   black   level  reference  de-
rtosited inside the tube.

One  of the features of the  fully electro-
static  vidicon  is  the  Deflectron  defiecticjn
system   which   proif'ides  a  col-nmon  center
of   deflection,   thereby  minimizing  vidicon
electrori-optical     aberrations.     Since  dis-
tortioiis  can  occur  elsewhere  in  the  tele-
visictn  s?-stem,  it was  considered desirable
to   iirse  ficlucial  inarks  in  the  plane  of  the
photocon¢,uctor    for    cleterinination   of   the
precise  rela.tionship of objects being viewed.

ELE`CTF€Odilc  TLJiBE   D]VISION
GENERAL  ELF.cTftrJD¥i`iAMics  coRpoF]ATioN.   GAFiLAND.   TF_xAs
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TD  1343-010

GENERAL:

Operating Position

ae
Any

Method                                                                                                                                       Electrostatic
Deflection  Method                                                                                                                                       Electrostatic
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio)                                                                                                                                               0.625  in.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Heater
Voltage  (AC  or DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±  10%
150  rna  i  10q'c

Specti.a.I  R esponse                                                                                                   Visible 4000 to  7000 An stroms
Direct Interelectrode Capacities

Signal Electrode to all others
D 1  to D  2  (Horizontal  Plates)
D  3 to D 4  (Vertical  Plates)

rtBsOLUTE  MAxlMUM RATINGs:
Grid No.  1  Voltage

Negative Bias
Positive Bias

a

a

r)

300V
0V

Heater to Cathode  Peak Voltage
Heater  Negative  with Respect to cathode                                                                                              125 V
Heater Positive with Res ect to Cathode

Grid  No.  2 750V
Grid  No.  3 1000 V
Grid No.  4  Voita e                                                                                                                                                                    1000  V
Grid No.  5 Volta e                                                                                                                                                                    1000  V
Faceplate

Illumination                                                                                                                                                 1000 ft-c
and Stora eTem erature                                                                                        -54 to  + 7|°C

Electrode current                                                                                                                                  .60 uA
Shock                                                                                                                                             50g for  5  milliseconds;

30g for  11  milliseconds
Vibration: Sinusoi'dal

Gaussian Noise

0.7  inches da from  5 to  28 eps
20 g from  28  to  500 cps

from  20 to  2000 cps for  5  mins.
Microphonics                                                                                                           Shock Impulse of 5  g for  5  ms.

Observed microphonics less than noise
Acceleration                                                                                                                                       30 @  800  g/see
Ambient Accoustical Noise                                                                     150 db overall sound pressure level

TYPICAL OPERATION:

Minimum Peak-'to-Peak Blanking Voltage
When applied to Grid No.  1
When applied to Cathode

Ilow voltage                    High voltage

30V
10V

Deflection Voltages  (Peak-to-Peak)
Horizontal  (Dl  to D2)
Vertical  (D3 to  D4)
All Plates DC  Voltage

60V                                     90V
50V                                     75V

160to  240  V                     250to  350V
Grid No.  1  Voltage For picture cutoff

with no blanking voltage on Grid No.  1 -30to  -70V                  -45to  -100V
Grids  No.  2  and 4  Voltage                                                                                      200 V                                  300 V
Grid No.  3  Focus Electrode Voltage                                                             Oto  50 V                               30to  70V
Grid No.  5  Voltage   .                                                                                                   300  V                                   500  V
Signal Electrode voltage                                                                                                      10 to  25 V
Average Gamma of Transfer characteristic                                                               Unity
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                                     30° to  35°C
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prTRODucTION

It   is   assumed   that   the   principles   Of   operation   Of standard fully
magnetic   vidicons   are   wen   understood.   F`ully  electrostatic  vidiconss
employ  ari  electrostatic focusing fielcl and a Deflectron deflection  system.
Slow  scan  viclicons  employ   a  special  photoconductor.  in  the  following
paragraphs,   these  and other  differences between the standard magnetic
tube  and the  1343-010  will  be  discussed.

ELECTRON-OPTICAL

FOCUS.     Electrostatic  tocus  is accomplished in a saddle  field lens
arrangement  composed  of  grids  2,  3  and 4,  with grid 3  as the variable
focusing electrode.

DEFLECTI0N.     Electrostatic  deflection  in the  1343-010 is accom-
plished   through   the   use   of  a  specially  designed  deflection electrode
configuration  called  the  Denectron.  A  photograph  of the Deflectron its
shown  in  Figure   I.  The   conventional  crossed pair of deflection plates
causes    the    electron    beam   to   be   denected   sequentially;   that is,  in
ppasslng  between  the  first  set  of  plates  it is deflected in one plane and
then  `h/hen  reaching  the  second set of plates it is deflected in the  other
plane.  The  Deflectron causes the beam  to be  denected both horizontally
and  vertically  simultaneously   as  in  magnetic  deflection.  'I`his  common
center of denection reduces  defoc`ising caused try  dissimilar horizontal
and   vertical  scanning  angles,  the  undesirable  effects  of  fringe  fields
s`ich  as  astigmatism,  coma and keystoning  and other  abberations found
in conventional deflection plate scanning.in a GEC Deflectron,  quadrature
ls  as  good  as  that  obtained  in the best magnetic  deflection yokes.  The
Deflectron gives  considerable freedom in selection of scanning formats,
for  instance,  horizontal and vertical  deflection may be interchanged or
rotated as  desired.

Pbysicallythe  Deflectron is a cone of insulating material,  the  inside
of  which  contains  the  printed denection electrode pattern.  The pattern
of   the   Deflectron   is   inustrated   laid   out  on  a nat plane in  Figure  2.
If   the   pattern   is   rolled   to   connect   Side  A to Side  a,  four  individual
electrical paths  can be traced.

FIEI.D   CORREC'I`I0N.     A   special  mesh  electrode,  grid  5,   is  in-
ccorporated in the  1343-010 to assure  flat fieldoutput and to  compensate
for   beam   landing   error   and  optical  lens  distortion.  The potential of
this mesh  can be  varied independently  of the other electrodes.

SI.OW SCAN  PHOTOCONDUCTOR

CHARGE  S'I`ORAGE.     The  light  input  signal  is  stored  in  a photo-
conchictive   layer  whose  dark  resistance  is  very  high.  This high dark
resistance  results in  a low front-to-back leakage current which permits
Storage   of  information  for  long  ira.me  or  delay  times.  The high dark
rresistance   also   results   in   a   low   lateral   leakage  which permits the
slorage  of  high  resolution information.  It is to be noted that the  ability
of  this  layer  to  store  information  does  not  depend on photoconductive
lag. In fact,  the information is erased quickly  when scanned.

The  information  to  be  stored  in  the  photoconductive  foyer may be
received  either  at  a  low  light  level with a long exposure  time, or at a
hihigh  light  level  with a short exposure  time.  The  tube  will  saturate  at  a
given   foot-candle-second   exposure    level.   For   Mariner   Ill   and  IV
missions,   the   exposure   time   normally   is   200   milliseconds,   but an
alternate exposure  time of 18 milliseconds is  available.

SLOW  SCAN.     "Slow  Scan'  is generally  defined as  any  rate  slower
ththan  standard  TV  rate,  that  is,  slower  thaLn  30  frames per second.  At
these   longer    frame    times,   the   charge   leakage   of   standardphoto-
conchictors  is  excessive  and  slow  scan  photoconductors  are  required.
Either  continuous  scanning or single  frame  scanning  may be  employed,
depending on the application.

SCANNING  SYS'rEM.     'I`he  Mariner  scanning  system,  for  insta.nce,
produces  one  picture  every 48 seconds.  Twenty-four  seconds are used
for active frame scan during whichtime the stgnal  is  read o`lt arid stored
on   tape.   The   remaining   24   seconds   are   used  to prepare  the photo-
cconductor for  a new picture andto expose the  new picture.  The  exposure
time  is  either  200  msec.  or  18 Insec.  depending on the  available light
level.

There  are  200  horizontal   scan  lines,  one  line  occurring each  120
mmsec.  The active line time  is 14.4  msec.  during which time  the  cathode
is mochilated by a loo Kcps si\iare wave. The  remainder of the  120  msec.
is used to erase  residual information.

SIGNAL  OUTPUT  CURRENT.     The  signal  derived from the photo-
conductor  used  in  the   1343-010  is  a function of photoconductor  illumi-
natipn, target voltage,  area  scanned  and rate of scan.  In  the unattended
Mariner   application   only  the  illumination  is  a  variable,  and with the
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TD   1343-010

unity   gamma  provided,  the  output  current  is  directly  proportional to
the level of illumination.

DARK   CURRENT.     This   t]xpe   Of  slow  scan  photoconductor  has   a

#2icxal3/¥rikic:=:ei.°infin°r.k2£ra:n:tar¥sdw?,th¥¥:##eT:#:¥
travel  rate  so  that  for  the  Mariner application,  the  dark c`irrent is of
the  order  Of 0.2  na..

RESIDUAL   SIGNAL   AND   ERASURE.     Although  the   signal  can  be
stored   in   some   GEC   photoconckictors  tor  as  long  as fifteen minutes
with little degradation, the 1343-010 was optimized for a 24-second frame
rate.  The  residual  signal  after the  first scan is small and the  signal  is
erased  quite  readily  when  the  surface  is  subsequently  scanned lay the
electron   beam.   In   the   Mariner   application,   complete   erasure   was
effected  by  rescanning  each line several times  immediately  a.fter each
ire readout.

SPECTRAL RESPONSE.     Slow scan photoconductors have generally
the   same   spectral  response  as  S-18.  The  Mariner  mission calls  for
a   spectral   response   that   is  almost  flat  over  the  visible  region.  The
1343-010   has   a   relative    reaponse   above   75%  over  the entire  range
from    4000    to   6000   angstroms,   decreasing   to   0%   at approximately
7000 angstroms.

LIGHT   TRANSFER  CHARACTERISTIC.     The  light  traruter  char-
acteristic  is  best  expressed  by  the gamma,  or linear  slope of the log-
log   plot   Of   output   signal  as  a  function  Of faceplate  illumination.  'rhe
average   gamma  is  near  unity  within   the   dynamic   range of the tube.
(The  dynamic  range  is the  range of values of illumination between zero
signal  and  photoconductor  saturation.)  For Mariner,  a gamma of uluty
was highly  desirable from photogrammetrical  and circuitry standpoints.
Since   a  wide  rarige  of  illumination  levels  was  anticipated on Mars,  a
photoconductor  with  a wide  dynamic  range was  required.  'I'he  1343-010
is optmized to provide these  mutually conflicting requirements.

BLACK  LEVEL REFERENCE

In   stow   scan   applications,   it   is   very  important  to have  a stable
camera set-up. A very dependable  method for obtaining stable operation
is to provide  a reference black area vithin the vidicon,  which accurately
tracks  the  vidicon  dark  current,   to  which  the  video level  is  clamped.
The  black  level  reference  used  in  the   1343-010 is  shown in Figure  3.

FDuCIAL MARrs

Electronic  distcirtions  resulting in inaccurate spatial measurements           `
can   occur   at   many  points  in  the  television  system.  For the Mariner
mission,  fichicial marks  (these  marks  are often  referred to as a reticle
or  reseau  pattern)  are  deposited  in  the plane of the phtoconductor for
determination   of  the   precise   relationship   of   obiects   being   viewed.
The    fiducial    marks   used    in    the   1343-010   are   shownin Figure  3.

REsOLUTION

A  fully  electrostatic  vidicon  is  capable  of  a  limiting resol`ltion in
excess   of  600  TV  lines  in  the  center.  Slow scan photoconductors are
inherently  capa.ble  Of much higher resolution.  The  1343-010 thus  easily
exceeds  the  resolution  requirements  of  the  Mariner apphication which
is limited by the  §carming format and bandyas§ of the system.

SCANNING MOI)ES

This  type  of  vidicon  is  readily adaptable to  various unconventional
scanning   modes  such  as  spiral  scan  or  radial  scan.  Digital sea.nning
can  also  be  employed.  The  aspect  ratio  of rectang`ilar scanned areas
may   be   varied    as    desired.    In   the   standard   orientationforlinear
scanning,   horizontal   scan   lines   are   essentially   pa.rallel   to   a plane
passing  through  base  pins  Nos.  2  and 9,  but other orientations  may be
ned if desired.

In   the   Mariner   application,   the  design  parameters  of  the  optical
System  prescribed  the  `ise of a relatively small scanning area of 2Z x
.26,  and an  active  area. Of  .22  x  .22  inches.

ENvmoNMENTAL

'I'he   absolute   maximum   ratings   shown   on  page  2  list the  normal
environmental  levels  which  the  super-ruggedized tube  design used for
the  Mariner  application will  `^rithstand.  The  cameracontainingthe  1343-
010   was   subjected   to   three   orthogonal   vibration  tests  of  10-minute
duration   each,   with  GanssiaLn  noise  to   14g  rms  added with sinusoidal
vibration  to  9g  rms.  An additional low frequency  sinusoidal three-axis
shake  ot  several  seconds  duration  with levels up to  30g  rms was pel.-
formed.
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Flo.  5     BOTTOM    VIEW

FIG.  2
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NOTES

1.     Base-pin positions fit 0.25 inch thick,  15-hole  flat plate
gage   with   holes   located  as  follows:   14  holes,  0.0470
(±0.0005)  inch diameter, equally spaced, 0.2510 (±0.0005)
inch  apart  on  a circle,  0.6560  (±0.0005)  inch diameter,
plus    a    center   hole,    0.300    (±0.001)   inch   diameter,
concentric with  14-hole circle.

2.    All  dimensions  are  shown in inches.

3.     Fa€eplate  thickness 0.094 +  0.004  -  O.QO8.

4.    The   socket   for   this  tube  can  be  obtained  from GEC.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENE.RAL   ELECTRODyNAMICS   CORPORAT!ON,   GARLAND,   TEXAS
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TD  1342-010       SUPER-RUGGEDIZED  SLOW  SCAN  VIDICON
MAGNETIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTION

SEPARATE   MESH,150   MILLIAMP   HEATER   .

The    TD     1342-010    vidicon    w'as     specifically
dMei!r¥::  ,f6°9r  I,Faers teiervo;€:?nAcafT[i;asm:;`£:ta;:d t:£:
with  separate  mesh  and  an  unusual  electron  optical
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operated in any position.

GENERAL:
Operation Position

DATA

In  typical  operation  in  a  Mariner  '69  camera
one  picture  is  taken  every  84  seconds.  After  expos-
ure,  42  seconds  are  required   to  scan  the  704  line
raster.   Erase  and  prime   are   accomplished  by   one
25-second  scan  of the  photosurface`  A  typical  expos-
ure  might  contain  highlight  levels  equivalent  to a  .2
footcandle-Second  exposure  at  the  vidicon  faceplate.
Exposure  times  are  in  the  100  millisecond  range.

'     In   the   Mariner   application,   the   1342-010.is

operated  with  an   18.9  Khz   cathode  chopping   ire-
quency,  the  duty  cycle  being  50  percent.  This  scan-
ming method generates a large signal current than  is
obtained  with  conventional  continuous  scanning  and
is   recbmmended   for   slow   scan   television   cameras
with frame times longer than 20 seconds.

Any
MagneticFocusing Method

Deflection Method Magrietic

Max. Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image 0.625  in.

Orientation o[ Image Horizontal Scan should be
essentially parallel to a plane passing

through tube axis and the short index pin.

EI.EC'I`RICAL CHARACTERISTICS :

Heater
Voltage (AC  or DC) 6.3 V  ±  10%

Current  (at 6.3 V) .15  A  ±  10%

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
to  all  other  Electrodes(Signal  Electrode 3.1  pf

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS:
IIeater - Cathode Peak Values

Heater  Negative  with  Respect  to  Cathode 125V

Heater  Positive with  I(es ect  to  Cathode

Grid No.  1 Voltage
13ias  ValuesNegative 300V

Positive  Bias  Values

Grid  No.  2  Voltage 1000  V

Grid  No.  3 Voltage 1000  V

Signal Electrode current            A

EL.FCTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELEctR00YNAMICS  CORPORATION,   GARLAND.  TEXAS

p.   a    aox   79tl                                                                eFto^Dw^y   ®.iioi
BULLETIN  NO.  TD  t58-7-69



When applied to Gricl  No.  1

€0

A

©

TYPICAI+ OPERATION:   (For 42-Second Frame Time)

Minimum  Peak-to-Peak  Picture  Blanking  Voltage

applied to  Cathode 30V

Grid  No.  1  Voltage   (For  signal  cut  off  with  no
blanking

Gr;d No.
applied)

2 Voltage  (See Note A)
Grid No. 3 Voltage  (See Note a)

Focus Field Strength
Scanned Area

-50 to -loo V
600V

(Adjust)  60 gauss
.506 x .378 inches

Lo-

Fat.eplate Tempera ture

Average  Gamma  of Transfer Characteristic

Signal Electrode Voltage

Clenter Resolution, Minimum
(See Note C)

3o°  to 35°  C

(Adjust)  5 to 30  V

Goo rv Lines at 607o

Note A:      The  Grid 2 power supply must be capable of delivering up to 2  milliamperes at 600 Volt to Grid  2.
Note 8:       For best  shading and  resolution performance  the  ratio  of  Grid  3  to  Grid  2  voltages  should  be  close

=3 rt     Note a:      i: [o.:::; to nee"he resolution specifications, the following magnetic components will be ned:
DEFLECI`ION YOKE
FOCUS AND ALIGNMENT

COIL ASSEMBLY

ENVIRONMENTAL RATINGS

-2-

-GENERAL

a         €:Cme::::etu]r[:u*caet;::te)
Operating:
Storage:

`r

NON-OPERATIONAL  TESTS
Sine Wave Vibration:

vibration  on  all  3  axe.s  at  one  octave  per
minute at the following levels:

a.   5 to 30 Hz at 0.75 g rlns
b.   30 to 200 Hz at 15.0 g ms
c.    200 to 1000 Hz at 9.0 g rms
d.    1000 to 2000 Hz at 6.0 g rms

GEC ED 6080A

GEC ED 60808

fudom Vibration :
Vibration  on  all  3  axes  for  60  seconds  per
axis  at  18.1  g  rlns.  The 8pectruni is shaped
as follous:

a.    25 -.--. 50 hz   24 db/octave roll-off
b.   50-150hz   2.25 92/eps
c.    150-225hz   lineardecreaseto.065 92
d.   225-750   .065 92/cps
e.    750~200012 db/octave roll-off

Shack`:       Two250 g, O.5  ± 0.1 ms terminal peak
sawtooth shocks, alohg 3 axes in cach
direction  (12 tests).

Static Acceleration:  ± 9 g along 3 axes for 5
minutes (6 tests).
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PRINCIPLES  OF  OPERATION  OF  TD  1342-010

INTRODUCTION
It is assumed  that the principles of operation of standard  fully  magneti.c  vidicons  are  well  understood.  SLow

scan vidicons employ a special  photoconductor.  In the  following paragraphs  this and other differences between  the
standard magnetic  tube  and  the  1342-010 will  be  discussed.

SLOW  SCAN  PHOTOCONDUCTOR
CHARGE  STORAGE.  The  light  input signa.I  is

stored  in a  photoconductive  layer  whose  dark  resist-
ance  is  very  high.  This  high  dark  resistance  results
in a low front-to-back leakage current  which permits
storage  Of information  for  long f fame or  delay  times.
The high dark resistance also results  in i low lateral
leakage which  permits  the  storage  of high  resolution
information.  It is  to  be  noted  that  the  ability  of this
layer to store information does not depend on photo-
conductive   lag.   In  fact,   the   information   is   erased
quickly when scanned.

The  information  to  be  stored  in  the  photocon-
ductive  layer  may  be  received  either  at  a  low  light
level with a  long exposure time.  or a high  light level
with a short exposure time. The  tube will saturate at
a  given  foot-candle-second   exposure   level.

SLOW SCAN:  "Slow Scan" is generally defined
as  any  rate  slower  than  standard  TV  rate;  that  is,
slower  than  30  frames  per  second.  At  these  longer
frame  times  the  charge  leakage  of  standard  photo-
conductors  is  excessi`'e  and  slow  scan  photoconduc-
tors   are   required.   Either  continuous   scanning   or
single  frame  scanning  may  be  employed,  depending
on the application.

SCANNING SYSTEM:  The  Mariner  Scanning
System,  for  instance,  scans  704  lines  in  a  42-second
period.   The   photoconductor  used   in   the   1342-010
can be used for either longer or shorter frame times.

SIGNAL   OUTPUT   CURRENT.'   The   signal
aph       derived  from  the  photoconductor  used  in  the  1342-

010   is   a   furiction   of   photoconductor   illumination.
target voltage,  area  scanned  and  rate of scan.

DARK CURRENT. This type of slow scan pho-
toconductor  has  a   typical  dark  current  of  0.5  nA
at  standard TV  rates with  the  normal  1/2  x  3/8  inch
raster.   Dark  current  varies   with   frame   time   and
beam travel  rate §o  that for  the  Mariner application
the  dark current  is  of  the  order  of  .1  rianoamp.

RESIDUAL  SIGNAL  AND  ERASURE.
Although   the  signal  can   be   Stored   in  some   GEC
photoconductors  for  as  long  as  fifteen  minutes  with

en
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little   degradation,   the   1342-010   was   optimized   for
a   42-second   frame   time.  The   residual   signal  after
the  first Scan  is  small  and. the  signal  is  erased  quite
readily   when   th.e   surface   is   subsequently   scanned
by the electron beam. In the Mariner mode, typically
95%  erasure  is  effected  by  the  single  erase  frame.

LIGHT  TRANSFER  CHARACTERISTIC.
The  light transfer characteristic  is best expressed by
the   gamma   or  linear  slope   of  the   log-log   plot  of
output signal as  a  function of faceplate  illuminatioli.
The average gamma is near unity within the dynamic
range  of the. tube.  (The  dynamic range  is the  range
of  values  of  illumination   between   zero  sitgnal  and
photoconductor   sa.turation.)   Since   Mariner   is
expected  to photograph a wide  range of illumination
levels,  a  photoconductor  with  a  wide  dynamic  range
is  required.  The  1342-010  is  optimized  to  meet these
mutually conflicting requirements.

BLACK  LEVEL  REFERENCE
In  slow  sea.n  applications,  it  is  very  important

to  have  a  stable  camera  set-up.  A  very  dependable
method  for  obtaining  stable  operation  is  to  Provide
a reference black area within the vidicon. This refer-
ence.  to which  the  video level  is clamped. accurately
tracks the dark current.

FIDUCIAL  MARKS
Electronic   distortions   resulting   in   inaccurate

spatial  measurements  can  occur  at  many  points  in
the  television  system.  Fiducial  marks   (these  marks
are  often  referred  to  as  a  reticle  or  re§eau  pattern)
are deposited in the plane of the  photoconductor for
determination  of  the  precise  relationship  of  objects
being viewed.    .

RESOLUTION
The   1342-010  vidicon   is  capable  of  a   limiting

resolution  in  excess  of  1500  lines  at  the  center  at'IV  rates.  Slow scan  vidicons  are  inherently  capable
Of  much  higher  resolution  than  standard  TV  rate
vidicons.  Mariner system bandwidth  does not permit
measurement  of  the  limiting  resolution  of  1342-010
but  modulation  values  of  50%  at  800  TV  lines  are
typical.



Flo.I     VIEWOF   FACEPLATE
SHOWING     BLACK    LEVEL
REFERENCES    AND    FIDUCIAL    MARKS

SHORT   INDEX
PIN

FIG.  3   B0TTois    VIEW

PINl:      HEATER

PIN2:     6RIDNO.I

PIN3:      lNTERNAL    CONNECTION-DO"OT   USE

PIN4:      INTERNAL    CONt{ECTION-OONOT   uS

PIN5:     GRID   NO.  3    (MESH)

PING:     GRID   NO.2

PINT:    CATHODE

PIN8:     HEATER
FLANGE:     Sl®NAL

SHORT   INDEX    PIN:    lNTERNAL    CONNECTION-
00  NOT   USE

NOTE

I.    ALL     DIMENSIONS    ARE    SHOWN
IN    INcttES.

Flo.  2
ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION

GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS
p.   a.   eox   79o                                                                 BF`o^ow^y   o-!i®i
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FEATUF}ES:

Sensitivity Higher than Vidicon or Lead
Oxide Tubes  .  .  . 450 rnA/W at Peak

Extremely Broad Spectral  Sensitivity Bange Making
the Tube Suitable for Visible and  Near-Infrared
Applications

No burning to Light-Sensing Surface for High  Light
Levels (6 x  10'  I in/ft2)

APPLICATIONS:

Closed-Circuit Television

Videophone
Educational  Television

Hospital Surveillance
Industrial and  MHitary Applications

GEENEE!AL   ELECTEi@DYNAFfqlc§
4430  FOBEST  LANE.  GABLAND,  TEXAS  75042

PHONE:  (214)  276-1161    /   ll^/X  (910)  860-5193    /    TELEX  73-2395
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TYPES  TD  1306-046,   TD  1306-047
SILlcoN-DIODE-ARRAY IMAGE  TUBESrl
I)escription:

The TD  1306-046  and  TD  1306-047 Image Tubes  are one-inch  (25. 4-millimeter)  sincon-diode-array image
tubes utilizing scanning electron optics  of the all-magnetic 8507 type.  The  lightlsensing surface is a single
shce of a silicon crystal containing at  least 620, 000 diodes per  square centimeter,  with 750, 000 diodes with-
in a standard 3/8 inch X  1/2-inch (9. 5  mm X  12. 7-mm) beam-scanned raster.  The use of silicon material
as the light-sensing surface provides a spectral response from 0. 35 to  1.1 micrometers with low dark
current and low image-retention properties.

The TD  1306-046 and TD  1306-047 are standard silicon diode array devises for industrial and commercial
applications.  Versions of both can be provided which have the same perfol.mance with additiolral environ-
mental quanfications for mihtary applications.

I.?trical Data:

Heater  voltage,  AC  or  DC         .....................................................      6. 3V +  10%
Heater  Current  at  6. 3V  (See Note  1)  ...............................................      0.1A i  10%
Nominal Direct lnterelectrode Capacitance,  Target to Other

Electrodues  (See  Note  2)   ............................................................    4. 6  pF
Focusing Method  (See Note  3)     ......................................................      Magnetic
I)eflection Method  (See Note  3)       ....................................................      Magnetic

n
l,ptical Data:

Spectral  Response  (See  Figure 2)      ............................................
Target-to-Front-Plate  instance  (See Figure 8)     ..............................

Ta.rget-to-Face-Plate Distance  (See Figure  8)    ...............................

Faceplate Thickness  (See  Figure  8)   .........................................

rj  Faceplate Index of Refraction at 0. 5893 #m

0.0
1.

to  1.1#m
0. 010 in.
0. 25 mm
0. 007 in.
0.18 mm
0. 003  in.
0. 08 mm

NOTES:

1.   Cathodes with other  heater  currents are available on special request.
2.   This  capacitance will increase as the tube is inserted into the focus and deflection coil assemblies.
3.   I)eflection and focusing alignment  coils:  VYLFA  857 from  Cleveland Electronics Inc. ,  200 Highland

Road,  Twinsburg,  Ohio 44087  (or  equivalent).

GEC reserves the right to change or discontinue this product without notice.

a ®



TYPES  TD  1306-046,   TD  1306-047
SILICON-DIODE-ARRAY IMAGE  TUBES

target
Scanned  Area      ...........................................

Maximum  Useful  Diagonal .................................

..............    3/8inx1/2in
9. 5 mm  X  12. 7 mm

.....................      0.62in
15. 75  mm

Orientation of Raster:

Proper orientation of the tube occurs when the horizontal scan axis,  defined as the axis  given by the
short pin and the center  axis of the tube,  is parallel to the horizontal deflection plane with the short
I)in at 9 o'clock when viewed from  the rear  of the tube.

general mechanical data
Overall  LenLih       ..............................................................       6. 250  +  0.125  in

158. 75  +T3.18  mm

r`Grcatest  Diameter    .......................................... ® .................       1.125-+  0. 010  in28. 58  +-0. 25 mm
Base    ......................................................    Small  Button  Ditetrar  (JED-EC  E8-11)
Bulb......................................................................................T8
Socket      .................................................   Cinch  No.   8VT  (See  Note  4)  or  equivalent
Dellection and  F()cusing Alignment  Coils     ..............................................    See Note  5
Weight  (approximate)      ..................................................................       2. 3  oz

65.2
Detailed outliile  Dimensions       ......................................................    See  Figure
OperatinLrPosition........................................................................Any

i?olute maximum ratings  at 25°C faceplate temperature (unless  otherwis.e noted),  see notes 6 and  7

Tar.get  VoltaLre     ...........................................................................      10V
Grid-4  Voltag-e     ...........................................................................  350V
Grid-3  Voltag.e  (See  Note  8)    ......................................................      Grid  4  Voltag.e
Grid-2  VoltaLrc     ..........................................................................     350V
Grid-1  VoltaLrc     ..........................................................................- 150V
Heater-Cathode Peak Voltage  Range    ...............................................- 125Y to  I.OY6-x)62r5##j[Faceplatc  Illumiriation  (See Note  9)     ...............................................

3 X  107 w/m2

8,p.:raagt:nEe:,c,mc:::ua::r:a:::ge.(.s.e.e.T.o.t:.::)..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!8g::!88:g

sequently,  althoug.h no damage will occLi`  i.rom  operating the tube  at  100°C,  the obtaining of a usable
picture  cannot  be guai`.aiiteed at  that  temi)crature.

r``

NOTES:

4.   Manuflctured by  Cinch MaLnufacturingr Company,   1501  Morse Avenue,   Elk Grove Village,  Illinois  60007
5.   For  dimensions  and api]roximate position of these  coils,  see Figure 9.
6.   The maximum  I.atinLrs  in the tabuk`ted data are  established in accordance with the following definition

for  ratinLr  elcc.tron dcviccs:  absolute maximum ratings  are  limiting values  of operating and  environ-
mentnl t.onditioiis ai]plicable to any  electron device of a specified type as defined by its  published data
and should i`ot be exc.eeded under  the worst |]robable  conditions.

7.   All voltaLres  with the  exception of heater  voltag'e are with respect to the  cathode when the cathode is un-
blaluted.

8.   Grid-3  voltaire must  be  less  than grid-4  voltage.  The recommended ratio is between 0. 8 and 0. 9 to  1.

[3:¥£,:ecg:rdk{oc.:,:I::I:Lroet.tsufbhec:o,C:::i::ae,:da:::yt:nda:\ueb::sttveft:tu,:aoc.,Ltthoeogg[[:`tc_rsee;tss:n;g;[aaryrearyT]:t:opuetr:fu:::e6on~



TYPES TD  1306-046,  TD  1306-047
A,,IcON-DIODE-ARRAy IMAGE TUBEs

`-''.```               ```

recommended operating conditions at 25°C faceplate temperature,  see note  7

Grid-4  Voltage  ....................................................
Grid-3  Voltage (See Note 8)

....................      350V

Grid-2  Voltage     ..........................................................................      300V
Grid-1 Voltage for Picture Cutoff
Target  voltage         ...........................
Peak-to-P eak Blanking Voltage:

Appned to Grid  1

-40 to -75V
.............      10V

Applied to  cathode    ...................................................................        20V
Field Strength at  Center  of Focus  Coil       ..............................................  40 +  5  Gauss
Field Strength of Adjustable Aligrunent  Coil  ...........................................   0 t6 4  Gauss
Focusing Coil  Girrent     ..................................................................    54  rnA
Peak-to-Peak Deflecting Coil Alignment Current:

Horizontal       .......................................................................    370  rnA

A            Vertical       .........................................................................      36mA
Tube  and  coil positioning        ........................................................    See Figure  9

operating characteristics at 25°C facaplate temperature and recommended operating conditions

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS
1306-046 1306-047

UNIT
MIN    TYP   MAX MIN    TYP   MAX

SensitivitySignclCurrent

Moncohromatic  Light A = 0-7 4m 450 450 mAAV

un filtered Light trom Tungsten Source
Color temperatiire = 2854 K, 63cO 6300 vAllm
Faceplate illumination =  0.1  lm/ft2 395 395 nd

Visible  light
Color temperature =  2854  K, 1180 '180 „A/lm
See Note  11 74 74 nd

Infrared  Light See Note  12 j7 j7 nd
Dark Current 10 '5 nA

Leg
After 33 ms or third field

Signal current =  100 nA
15% 25%

After 50 ms or fourth field 10% 20%

Limiting Resolution See Note 13 350 325 TV  lines

Number Of Linear Gray Scale Steps
10 10 Steps

Reproduced on  Resolution Chart

Nonuniformity (See Note  14) 20% 20%

Transfer Characteristic, 7 Signal current = 4 nA to 500 nA 1.0 1.0

NOTES:
7.   All voltages with the exception of heater voltage are with respect to the cathode when the cathode is un-

blanked.
8.   Grid-3  voltage must be less than grid-4 voltage.  The recommended ratio is between 0. 8 and 0. 9 to  1.

11.   With a tungsten nght source of the specified color temperature,  an infrared-absorbing filter  (Schoot KG-3,

*me¥ntthiL:kigah¥a:gubrLceefra:FtE:Sthubs:u£::eap:a€:.r¥i['u¥:nwat¥o°nchoen]]tehJe¥k¥i].te°rr±:q#Ta]]:n/ti£:interp°Sedbe-
12.   With a tungsten light source at a color temperature of 2854 K,  an infrared-transmitting filter  (Coming

S8it7-s5o%'rca:a=3bt[heefL°bmefca°crenp£[naEe€[i[S]:m¥::F£So'n::rt¥:¥k¥±.]tYe.r.i:ro::u}`:a/`f:E:)isinterposedbetweenthe
13.   Resolution is measured with an uncompensated video amplifier with response that is flat within +  1 db to

10 MHz.   Limiting resolution is  defined as the TV-line number  at which the amplitude response rs  591o of
the response at some very low  TV-line number.   TV-line numbers are determined by the number of equal

r|      *cd:gfthe:kRaensdo]¥F££:£ £neeassuwr¥£he:#+[££: Ln:°d:hoenpahy4S_±bcya_[3h::5hetc:fr|£:o£:i:geaf8::§ :fn:a {¥3. C7a5Tfrma;tube
diagonal dim ension.

14.   Nonuniformity is the deviation within the scanned area expressed as a percentage of the peak video signal.
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TYPES  TD  1306-046,  TD  1306-047
SILICON-DIODE-ARRAY IMAGE  TUBES

defect definitions

The  quality  of  a  silicon-diode-array   tube  is  a  function  not  only  of  the size and the  number of white and  black defects
which  appear  on  the  scanned  area,  but  also  of  the  location  of  these  defects.  Three  nonoverlapping  zones  are defined
for defect  location  as shown  in  Figure  1.

A  blemish  is  defined  as  a  point-type  black  or  white
defect   within   t.he   image   that   produces   a   spurious
signal   that   exceeds  or  equals   10%  of  an  otherwise
uniform    signal.    An   area   defect   within   the   image
produces  a  spurious signal  that  exceeds  or  equals  3%
of an otherwise uniform signal.

Blemish  and  area-typerdefect  wic!ths  are  measured  in
equivalent   TV   scan   lines  in  a  525-scan-line  system,
with  a  raster  geometry  of  0.260  inch  by  0.346  inch
(6.6 mm  X 8,8 mm)  using  a uniform signal of  150 nA
at a faceplate temperature of 25°C.

The   table   below   shows   the   maximum   number   of
defects   allowed   according   to   size   and   location   for
each  of  the  tube  types.

DEFECT ZONES
Zone  1  is  15% of arcs.
Zone 2 is 45% of area.
Zone 3 is 40% of area.

FIGURE  1

TUBE  TYPE DEFECT SIZE
MAXIMUM NUMBER  OF  DEFECTS

ZONE  1             ZONE  2            ZONE  3

TD  1306
1  TV  line or lesstOver1TVline

122
-046 Over 4 TV lines 012

Over G TV  lines 001

Over 9 TV lines 000

TD  1306

1  TV line or  lesstOver1TVline

134

-047 Over 4 TV lines 012

Over 6 TV lines 00'
Over 9 TV lines 001

Over  16 TV  lines 000

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
iiE

SPECTRAL  RESPONSE  CHARACTERISTICS

loo

©rlo

TA= 25OC I

SILI CON

/
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VI DICON

0.2      0.3   0.4      0.5     0.6    0.7     08     0.9       I

A-Wavelength-Hm
FIGURE  2

VIDlcoN

•Regi§tered       trademark      of      North      American      Philip§

Corporation

SOuPICES:
Vidicon  curve  is from  F[CA  type  4503A data sheet dated
8-68.
Plumbicon     curve     is    from     an     article    entitled    "Ne`^/
Plumbicon   TV   Camera   Pickup   Tubes"   bv   a.S.   Lovitt,
Ampox    Eloctro-Optics   Carp.,   publishod   in   "Society   of
Motion  Picture  and  Tolovision  Enoine®rs."  Vol. 79.  No. 2,
February  1970.



TYPES  TD  1306-046,  TD  1306-047
PiilcoN-DI0DE-ARRAY IMAGE  TUBES

lsigna,    ,

I:`,::::,,

Equivalent  Narrow`Band
Peak  lrradiance

410           40100                1000           10000nA      '

1             4       10           40    100                 1000

"(i.bl   I   I  ` "`b`.1    I   'o'.t|TLT4  lJ\^//Cm2
0.01

Equivalentun{iltered                ```..`'         .
I:il;;;-n.i;-L.e;`:I.-26jo  K        0.001              0.01                 0.1        0.4

Equivalent  Filtered
Luminance  Level

0.001

2870   K,  KG-3  Filter  5  mm  thick

0.01                    0.1            0.4      1

FICURE  6

•.-, :L,.       i    ._.I.L.,.!       lm/(t2

„„1 .I
( 1.2 cm2)
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0.col   0.0040.010.04  0.1        0.41            410

Faceplate  I rradiance-4W/cm2

FIGURE  7
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TYPES  TD  1306-046,  TD  1306-047
SILICON-DIODE-ARRAY IMAGE TUBES

MECHANICAL  DATA

6.250" ± 0.125.'
(158.75 mm  ±  3.18  mm)

PIN  1    HEATEB
PIN  2   GBID  1   (BEAM)

PIN  3   GF}lD  4  (MESH)

PIN  4   INTERNAL  CONNECTION  (D0  NOT  USE)
PIN  5   GBID  2  (ACCELEPIATOF`)

PIN  6   GRID  3  (FOCUS)
PIN  7   CATHODE
PIN8   liEATER
SHORT  INDEX  PIN:    lNTEF`NAL  CONNECTION  (DO  NOT  USE)
FLANGE:   SIGNAL  ELECTBODE  (TABGET)

0.035"  NOM

a.135.'NOM          (0.88mmNOM)
(3.43 mm  NOM)

0.073" i 0.010"
(I.85 mm  ± 0.25 mm)

1 .125" i 0.0 I 0"
(28,58 mm

=.:2=----

PHYSICAL  DIMENSIONS
FIGURE  8

:.-,.-:.
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GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION
4430  FOREST  LANE,   GARLAND,   TEXAS  75040

Phone:    214-276-1161
TWX:  #901-860-5193  -TELF.X  #73-2395

TD      1302      SUPER-RUGGEDIZED   VIDICON
MAGNETIC  FOCL-S AND MAGNETIC DEFLECTI0N
IIALF-INCH DIAMETER

The TD  1302 Vidicon is designed for use where rugged environment, power,  weight and volume
are all  of prime ci3nsidera[irjn.   This half inch tube is  capable of withstanding  severe shock
and vibration,  high ambient noise,  and the low pressure encountered in space.

At the typical  operating voltage.s given below,  the limiting center  resolution is 600 lines .
This tube is  suitablc= for  televising live  scenes giving pictures  of satisfactory quality with
as little as 0. 2 foot-candles average illumination  on the faceplate.

GENERAL:
Operating Position Any
Focusing Method Magnetic
Deflection  MCJthod Magnetic

Useful  Diagf`na.I  of Rectangular Image (4 x  3 Aspect Ratio)            0.35 in.
Orientation of I.mage . . .Horizontal  Scan  should be essentially parallel

to a plane passim through tube axis  & the  short index pin.

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage (AC  ®r DC)
Current (at  6 . 3 V)I

Direct lnterelec,trede  Gap`a_city
al  Elec.trod€3  tii all  other  Electrodes)                                                       2 pf

Spec.tral  Response                                                                                                              S-18

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMLTM RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode Peak Values

Heater Nc-gative w:th Respect to Cathode
Heater Positr.ve with R-;spect to Cathode
Snc,.rt term  Overload

50V
10V

+125  V,1  min.max.
Grid  Nc`.  i  VcltagcJ

Negat.ivt`' Bid.s values                                                                                                    200 V
Pcsitiv€  Bias  valut.`s                                                                                                           0  V

-1-
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TD  1302 (continued):
SOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS (continued):

4

Grid No.  2 Voltage 750V
Grid  No.  3 Voltag.e
Signal  Electrode Current
Signal  Electrode Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

1000  V
•35  HA

50V

1000 ft-cdl .
-10 to +7|°  C
1250  C

Shock

Vibration: Gaussian Noise

loo g for  11  millisecs.
200gfor    5 millisecs.
20 g RMS,  from  10-2000

CPS for  20 mins . ,  60 g
RMS,  from  10-2000  CPS
for  5  seconds  in vertical
plane .

Ambient Acoustical Noise                                                                                              175 db  sound pressure
level

Humiditv

TYPICAL OPERATION:

3n
Minimum  Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied  to Grid No.  1
When applied  to Cathode

70V
30V

Grid No ,  1  Voltage (For picture cut-off with no blanking
voltage  on Grid  Noo  1) -45  to  -100 V

Grid  Noe  2 Voltage 400V
Grid No,,  3 Voltage 600V

al Electrode Voltage 10  to 50 V
Scanned Area                                                                                                                                         0.28 x 0.21  in.
Faceplate Temperature 3o°  to  35°  C

a    Average Gamma. of Transfer characteristic
Current Range of  .05 to •2HA .65over Signal Output

Typical Signal Output Current at  .05 [iA dark current and
1  ft. -candle average faceplate illumination • 15  HA

Limiting Resolution,  TV  Lines,  At Center 600
At corner                                                                   500

HIGH VOLTAGE  OPERATION:
Grid No€  1  Voltage (for picture cut-off) -80 V to  -175 V

Grid  No.  2 Voltage 700V
Grid  Noo  3 Voltage 1000  V

Limiting Resolution,  Minimum,  At Center,  TV lines 800
Minimum,  At corner,  Tv lines                                               700

-2-
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TD  1302 (continued

I.onnections: Pin  1:

Pin  2:

Pin  3:

Pin 4:

Pin  5:

Pin 6:

Pin 7:

Heater

Cathode

Grid No.  1

Grid  No.  2

Grid  No.  3

Heater

Short Index pin:          Internal connection -DO Not use.

Flange -Signal Electrode.

NOTES:
I.   Base-pin positions fit 0. 25 inch thick,  9-hole flat plate gage with holes located as follows:

_.,~
8  holes,  0 .0470 (+ 0 .0005) inch diameter`  equally spaced 0 .1200 (i 0 .0005) inch apart on
a circle,  0.3125 r+ 0 .0005) Inch diameter;  plus a center hole,  0.187 (± 0.001) inch diameter,
concentric with 8 --hole circle .

2.   All dimensions are shown in inches.

3.  -Faceplate thickness 0 .055 + 0 .001.

4 The socket for this tube can be obtained from GEC.

5.   The following coils can be used with this tube supplied by-Cleveland Electronics:
Alignment coil            5 VA362
Deflection Yoke          5HVY36l
Focus coil                    5VF225.

cr
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FEATUF]ES:

Sensitivity Higher than  Vidlcon or Lead Ox!de Tubes
45 rnA/W at peak
Extremely Broad Spectral  Sensitivity Bange  Making
the Tube Suitable for Visible and  Near-Infrared
Applications

No Burning of Light-Sensing  Surface for High
Light Levels  (6 x  10'  I in; ft  )

APPLICATIONS:

Color capabil!ty for Closed-Circuit and  Educational
Television

Monochrome Closed-Circuit Television

Videophone
Portable  lrid.jstrial  Tele\Jision  Equipment

Hospita!  Sijrveillance

lndustr!al and  M!litary Applications

GEF*£EfiAL   ELECTBicEi¥[t]fiFiEics
4430  FOBEST  LANE.  GABLAND,  TEXAS  75042

PHONE:  (214)  276-1161    /    TWX  (9.10)  860-5193    /    TELEX   73-2395



TYPES  TD  1304-004,   TD  1304-005
SlfigoN-DIODE -ARRAY IMAGE TUBES

•----::::-:-:----:;,---:---i::::-i

Description:

The  1304-004 and  1304-005 Sincon Vidicon tubes are two-thirds-inch (18-mimmeter) silicon-diode-array image
tubes utiHzing scanlring electron optics  of the all-magnetic separate-mesh type.  The nght-sensing surface is a
sing`1e suce of a sihcon crystal containing at least 620, 000 diodes per square centimeter,  with 360, 000 diodes
within a standard 0. 260-inch X 0. 346-inch (6. 6 mm X 8. 8 mm) beam-scarmed raster.  The use of sincon material
as the light-sensing surface provides a spectral response from 0. 35 to  1.1 micrometers with low dark current
and low image-retention properties.

The  1304-004 and  1304-005 are standard Silicon mode Array devices for industrial and commercial appncations.
Versions of toth can be pl.ovided which have the same performance with additional erivironmental quanfications
for military appncations.

n
electrical data

Heater  voltage,  AC  or  DC      ....................................... a . ......     6.3V+loco

ii;;i;i  dirre-nt' at  6. 3V  (Nominal)    ....................................................      95 rnA
Nominal Direct lnterelectrode Capacitance,  Target to Other  Electrodes  (See Note  1)   ........    3 pF
Focusing Method  (See Note  2)    ......................................................  magnetic
Deflection Method  (See Note  2)    .....................................................  magnetic

(.1
opiical data

aspectral Response  (See Figure 2)      ...........................................      0. 35 to  1.1 #m

Target-to-Front-Plate Distance  (See Figure 9)   ................................   0. 070 i 0. 010  in
1. 78  +  0. 25 mm

Target-to-Face-Plate  Distance  (See Figure  9)    ................................   0. 020-± 0. 007 in
0. 51  +  0.18  mm

Faceplate Thickness  (See Figure  9)   ..........................................   0. 050-± 0. 003  in
1. 27 +  0. 08  mm

FaceplatelndexofRefractionat0.5893     in   ......................................... I..1.487

®

NOTES:

1.   This  capacitance will increase as the tube is inserted into the focus and deflection coil assemblies.
2.   I)eflection and focusing angnment  coils:  Sanyo R-W-1861  or  Mullard KV-12  or  equivalent.

a
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TYPES  TD  1304-004,   TD  1304-005
SIL.ICON -DIODE -ARRAY  IMAGE  TUBES

Scanned Area     ..........................................................     0. 260  in x  o. 346  in
6. 6  mm X  8. 8 mm

Maximum Us eful Diagonal 0. 435  in
11. 05  mm

Orientation of Raster:
Proper orientation of the tube occurs when the horizontal scan axis,  defined as the axis through
the index (gap in pin circle) and the  center axis  of the tube,  is parallel to the horizontal deflec-
tion plane with the index at 9 o'clock when viewed from the rear of the tube.

general mechanical data
Overall Length

n Greatest Diameter

Base
Bulb
Socket

3. 935  +  0. 035  in
99. 95  +-0. 89  mm
0. 778-+  0. 005 in
19. 76  +-0.13  mm

7-Pin Miniature Small Buttofi mtetrar
....................................................................     E7-1
........................................    Amphenol  78-7P  (See Notes  3  and  4)

Deflection and Focusing Alignment Coils
Weight  (approximate)

See Note  5

Detailed Outline Dimensions

0. 77 oz
21.8

See Figure
Operating Position    ....................................................................    Any

absolute maximum ratings at 25°C faceplate temperature  (unless otherwise noted),  see notes 6  and  7
1         Targetvoltage    .......................................................................     10V

Grid-4  Voltage     .......................................................................  350V
Grid-3  Voltage  (See Note  8)   ..................................................     Grid  4  Voltage
Grid-2  Voltage     ................................ o ............,........................     350V
Grid-1  Voltage     ............................................................
Heater-Cathode Peak Voltage Range
Faceplate Illumination (See Note 9)

Operating Temperature Range  (See Note  10)  . . .

6-xL2L%Y

-150V

HHHfi

to
r]RE

::/lmng
6X1

3  X  1o7
-100C to  |oo°c

a       aro;La-8':"fe+in-;`::;;u";:.fa+I;;`:b.-. \.~.-.-. :1.v.'r. ::'. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :    _ ;zoa ;; i6606

NOTES:

3.   Manufactured by Amphenol,  2801  South 25th Ave. ,  Broadview,  I.1rinois  60153.
4.   Center hole requires  enlargement.
5.   For dimensions  and approximate position of these coils,  see Figure  10.
6.   The maximum ratings in the tabulated data are established in accordance with the following definition for

rating electron devices:  absolute maximum ratings are limiting values of operating and environmental
conditions applicable to any electron device of a, specified type as defined by its published data and should
not be exceeded under the worst probable conditions.

7.   All voltages with the exception of heater voltage are with respect to the  cathode when the cathode is un-
blanked.

8.   Grid-3  voltage must be less than grid-4 voltage.  The recommended ratio is between 0. 8  and 0. 9 to  1.
9.   Silicon Diode Array image tubes  can stand the image of the sun on the  light  sensing layer  without damage.

The dark current o-f sihcon-diode arrays doubles with each  10°C increase in array temperature.   Conse-
quently,  although no damage will occur  from operating the tube at  100°C,  the obtaining of a usable picture
cannot be guaranteed at that temperature.

rr\lo.i,.
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TYPES  TD  1304-004,   TI)  1304-005
SILICON-DI0DE -ARRAY IMAGE  TUBES

ZI
recommended operating.  conditions  at 25°C faceplate temperature,  see note  7

Grid~4  Voltage      ........................................................................        350V
Grid-3  Voltage  (See  Note  8)    .............................................................       300V
Grid-2  Voltage  .........................................................................       300V
Grid-I  Voltage  for  Picture  Cutoff   ..................................................- 40  to  -75V
Target  voltage     ........................................................................          10V
Peak-to-Peak  Blanking Voltage:

Applied  to  Grid  1        .................................................................- 75V
Applied  to  cathode    .................................................................          20V

Field  Strength  at  Center  of  Focus  Coil     .............................................    55  +  5  Gauss
Field Strength  of Adjustable Alignment  Coil   .........................................    0  t6  4  Gauss
Focusing  Coil  Current      ................................................................   136  rnA
Pea.k-to-Peak  Deflecting  Coil AHgriment  Cfurrent:

Horizontal     .......................................................................   135  rnA
Vertical     .........................................................................      20  rnA

a   Tube  and  Coil Positioning     .......................................................    See Figure  10

operating characteristics at 25°C faceplate temperature and recommended operating conditions

PAF`AMETEF` TEST CONDITIONS
1304-004 1304-005

UNIT
MIN    TYP   MAX MIN    TYP   MAX

SensitivitySignalCfurrent

Monachromatic  Light ^ = 0.7 #m 450 4sO rr\ANN

un filtered  Light from Tungsten Source
Color temperature = 2854 K, 6300 6300 FLAllrr,

Faceplate  illumination  =  0.1  lm/it2 395 395 nd

Visible  Light
Color temperature =  2854 K, 1180 1180 #A/lm
See Note  11 74 74 th4

Intrared  Light See  Note  12 j7 j7 nd
Dark Current 10 15 nA

Log
After 33 ms or third  fleld

Signal  current =  loo nA
15% 25%

After 50 ms or fourth field 10% 20%
Limiting  F`esolution See  Note  13 350 325 TV  lines

Number of Linear Gray Scale Steps
'0 10 Steps

Fleproduced on  F`esolution  Chart

Nonuniformity  (See  Note  14) 20% 20%
Transfer Characteristic, 7 Signal cilrrent = 4 nA to 500 nA 1.0 1.0

}-OTES:

7.   All `.oltages  with the exception of heater  voltage are with respect to the  cathode when the cathode is un-
b lanked.                                                                                                                                                                                                    .

8.   Grid-3  voltage must be  less  than  grid-4  voltage.   The recommended ratio is  between 0. 8 and 0. 9 to  1.
11.   With a tungsten  light source of the specified  color temperature,  an infrared-absorbing filter  (Schoot  KG-3,

t5u.ne]emn:¥ec{£'ghatv:I;[uarbc[:;rn°dmth:i:uhb:hfuarc:pa[nat::r[P[ijm¥:¥ttE:Cohne[t[he:[E.XitJer°:sea:`]V]aie/nftt)2:S[nterp°Sedbe-
12.   With a  tungsten  light source at a  color  temperature  of 2854  K,  an infrared-transmitting filter  (Coming

€§it7-s5o6u'rcaevaa!::bt]hee£:u°bmefca°cre;£]na¥e?[]a[S[:m¥::E£So.n::rt¥engk¥£.[tYe.rJ£:ro.eEu,i:a/1f:g:)isinterposedbetweenthe
13.   Resolution is  measured with an uncompensated video amphifier  with response that is  flat within +  1  dB to

10 MHZ.   Limiting resolution is  defined  a,s  the TV-line  number  at  which the  amplitude response rs  5CTo  of
the response at  some very  low  TV-line  number.   TV-line numbers  are determined by the number  of equal
``.idth black and white  nnes which will fit into the physical height of the image focused on the  camera-tube

t|    i,?::Pla_t.e...Resolution measurements  are made on a  4-by-3  aspect ratio with a  0. 435-inch  (11. 05-mm)`    diagonal dimension.

14.   Nonunif6rmity is the deviation within the scanned area  expressed as  a percentage of the peak video  signal. ®
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TYPES  TD  1304-004,   TD  1304-005

SILIC`ON -I)IODE -ARRAY  IMAGE  TUBES

defectdefinitions--------____i_
The  quality of  a  silicon-diode-array   tube  is  a  function  not  only  of  the  size  and  the  number of white  ancl  black defects
which  appear  on  the  scanned  area,  but  also  of  the  location  of  these  defects.  Three  nonoverlapping  zones  are  defined
for defect  location  as shown  in  Figure  1.

A  blemish   is  defined   as  a  point-type  black  or  white
defect   within    the    image   that   produces   a   spurious
signal   that   exceeds   or   equals   10%   of  an  otherwise
uniform    signal.    An   area   defect   within   the   image

produces  a  spurious  signal  that  exceeds  or  equals  30/o
of an otherwise uniform signal.

Blemish  and  area-type-defect  widths  are  measured  in
equivalent   TV   scan   lines  in  a  525-scan-line  system,
with  a  Taster  geometry  of  0.260  inch  by  0.346  inch
(6.6 mm  X  8.8 mm)  using  a uniform signal of  150 nA
at a faceplate temperature of 25°C.

The   table   below   shows   the   maximum   number   of
defects   allowed   according   to   size   and   location   for
each  of  the  tube  types.

DE FECT ZONES
Zone  1  is  15% of area.
Zone 2 is 45% of area.
Zone 3 is 400/a of area.

FIGURE  1

TUBE  TYPE DEFECT SIZE
MAXIMUM  NUMBER  OF  DEFECTS

ZONE  1             ZONE  2            ZONE  3

TD  1304
I  TV  lint3  or  lesstOver1TV:ine

122
-004

Over 4 TV  lines 012

Over 6 TV lines 001
Over 9 TV lines 000

TD  1304
1  TV  line  or  lesstOverITVline

134
-005

Over 4 TV lines 012

Over 6 TV  lines 001

Over 9 TV  lines 001

Over  16 TV  lines 000

TYPICAL CHARACTER ISTICS

rl
SPECTRAL  f`ESPONSE  CHAPIACTEFuSTICS

TA = 25°c I

ISILI ICON

/
P/'.UMB

/CO/V * \
'''

''',

V'D lcoN

0.2      0.3    0.4      0.5     0.6    0.7     0.8     0.9       1

A-Wavelength-Hm
FIGURE  2

VIDICON



'I'YPES  TD  1304-004,   TD  1304-005

SILICON-DI0DE-ARRAY IMAGE  TUBESfl

A

1304-004
PERCENT  lAG

C
TABGET  VOLTAGE

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Ill

\ 11
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FIGUBE 3
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FIGUF`E  6
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FIGURE 7

1304-005
PERCENT  LAG

us
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FIGURE 4
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7-PIN  MINIATURE

INDEX
(GAP)

0.032" MAX
(0.81  mm MAX)

MECHANICAL  DATA

PIN  1:   CATHODE

PIN  2:    GF}lD  NO.  4  (MESH)
PIN  3:   HEATER
PIN  4:    HEATEf]
PIN  5:   GRID  NO.1   (BEAM)

PIN  6:   GPID  NO.  2  (ACCELERATOF`)
PIN  7:    GF}lD  NO.  3  (FOCUS)

FLANGE:   SIGNAL  ELECTRODE  (TARGET)

3.935" ± 0.035"

0.265" ± o.oi5w(99.95 mm  ± 0.89 mm)
(6.73  mm  ± 0.38  mm)

TYPEs TD  1304-oo4,   TD  1304-no5
SILICON -DIODE -ARRAY IMAGE  TUBES

See Note 8

0.700" ± 0.003" DIA
(17.78 mm  ± 0.08 mm)

0.500„
(12.7  mm)
See Note A

0.030" ± 0.006"
(a.76 mm  ± 0.15 mm)

0.120''  ± 0.012"
(3.05 mm  ± 0.30 mrn)

0.070`` ± 0.0,0"
1.78 mm  ± 0.25 mm

TARGET PLANE

NOTES:     A.    Diameter of tube  near  enc!s  may  shrink  as  required  for sealing.

a.   Faceplato ls  Coming type  7056  glass with  8 thickness o{ 0.050"  ±  0.003'.  (1.27  mm  ±  0.08  mm).

PHYSICAL  DIMENSIONS

FIGURE 9

DEFLECTION  COIL

FOCUS Col L

1/4"
(6.4 mm)

21/16"
(52 mm)

APPROXIMATE COIL  LOCATIONS
SANY0  R-W-1861  YOKE

FIGURE  10

0.778" ± 0.005" DIA
(19.76  mm  ±  0.13  mm)
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TED   1305-CGq     SUPER-RUGGEDIZED    ViDICON

ELECTFtosTATIC   FOCUS   AND   MAGNETIC   DEFLECTloN
HALF-INCH    DIAMETER

The  TD  1305-001  Vidicon is  designed
for use where  rugged environment, power,
weight    and   volume    are    all    of   prime
consideration.  This half-inch tube is capa-
ble    of   withstanding    severe    shock   and
vibration,  high ambient noise,  and the low
pressure  encountered in space.  The 1305-
001  employs electrostatic focus,  and as  a
result,   the   power  required  is  less,  and

GENERAL:
C)perating  Position
Focusing  Method
Deflection Method
Max.  Useful  Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4  x  3 Aspect  Ratio)

the   deflection   coils  can  be  smaller  and
lighter  than  for  fully  magnetic  half-inch
vidicons. At the typical operatingvoltages
given  below,  the  limiting  center  resolu-
tion   is   500   lines.   This  tube  is  suitable
for  televising  live  scenes giving pictures
of   satisfactory   quality   with  as  little  as
0.2  foot-candles  average  illumination  on
the faceplate.

Any
Electrostatic

Magn_4i£

0.35  in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should be

essentially  parallel to  a  plane  passing through
tube axis and the  short index pin.

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3V±     5%
.17  A  ±  10%

Direct Interelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode to  all other  Electrodes)

pectral  Response S-18

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Values

Heater Negative with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect to  Cathode
Short term  overload

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias Values
Positive .Bias Values

50V
10V

±  125  V,  1  min.  max.

200V
0V

E
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM

-D   1305-001

®

®

a

RATINGS  (Continued):
Grids No.  2  and 4  Volta.ge 750V
Grid No.  3  Voltage                                                                                                                                                        750
Gi`id  No.  5  Voltage 750V
Signal  Electrode  curl`ent                                                                                                                                    .35 ua
Signal  Electrode voltage                                                                                                                                     50 V
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

1000 ft-c
-10 to + 7|°  c

1250   C
Shock                                                                                                                                     100  g for  11  milliseconds

200 g for    5 milliseconds
Vibration: Gaussian Noise              20 g RMS,  from  10  -2000 CPS for 20 mins.

60  g  RMS,  from  10  -  2000  CPS for  5
seconds in vertical

Ambient Acoustical Noise                                                                                    175 db sound ressure level
Humidity

TYPICAL  OPERATION:
Minimum  Peak-to-I'ea.k Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid No.  1
When a lied to Cathode

70V
30V

Grid No.  1  Voltage  (For picture  cut off with no bla,nking
voltage  on  Grid No.1)                                                                                                                   -45 to  -100  V

Grids No.  2  and 4  Volta,ge                                                                                                                                     400 V
Grid No.  3  Voltage                                                                                                                                         60 to  100 V
Grid No.  5  Volta e                                                                                                                                                       600 V

Electrode Volta e                                                                                                                                    10to50V
Scanned Area                                                                                                                                                  0.28  x 0.21  in.
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                                                     3o°  to  35°  c.
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal Output current Range of  .05 to.2 uA                                                                                .65
Typical Signal  Output Current at  .05 ua dark current and

1  footHcandle  average  fa.ceplate illumination                                                                                   .15 ua

T85

TARGET   RING
DIAMETEF{

.564 ±  .010

SIS  i  .001

THIS   AfiEA   MAY
SHRINK  AS   REOD.

+LJ>-
.500

SHORT   INl)EX   PIN

Flo.   2     BOTTOM    VIEW

NOTES

1.     Base-pin  positions  fit  0.25 inch thick,  9-`hole  flat plate
gage   with   holes   located   as   follows:   8  holes,  0.0470
(±O.OC05)  inch  diameter,  equally  spaced o.1200 (±0.0005)
inch  apart on  a circle,   0.3125  (±0.0005)  inch  diameter,
plus    a    center    hole,    0.18?    (±0.001)   inch   diameter,
concentric with  8-hole  circle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  sllown in  inches.

3.     Faceplate  thickness  o.055  ±  0.001.

4.     The   socket   for   this  tube  can  be  obtained  from GEC.

5.     The  following colts can be  used with this tilbe:
Allgnme nt coil              5VA362
Deflection    Yoke           5HVY361
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L38053L.ooi      V|DICON

MAGNETIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTION
SEPARATE   MESH

The TD  1306  is   a   high   resolution   1
Inch   vldicon.    It    has   a   separata   mesh
electrode,    permitting   higher   resolution
and   improved  uniformity   of   focus.  The
TD  1306  has  been  specially designed for
televising  live  scenes  giving  pictures  of
satisfactory  quality  with  as  little  as  0.2
foot-candles  of  illumination  on  the face-
plate.      The   improved      photoconductive
coating  features  high  sensitivity,  resist-
ance to burn-in,  and excellent uniformity,
so that optimum pictures may be obtained

GENERAL:
Operating  Position

by adjustment of the  signal electrode volt-
age   without   limiting  restrictions  on  the
dark   current.   The   1000-line/inch  mesh
provides    improved   uniformity   of   focus
over  the scanned area and maintains high
resolution  and  sensitivity  at  the  corners
as   well   as   in   the   center   of   the   face-
plate.      Patented   internal      construction
allows   the   tube   to   be   opera,ted   in   any
position and in high ambient noise environ-
ments.

Any
Focusing  Method Magnetic
Deflection Method                                                                           Magnetic
Max. Useful  Diagonal  of Rectangular Image

(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio)                                                                     0.625  in.
a         Orientation of Image .... Horizontal scan should

be essentially parallel to a plane pa.ssing
through tube axis and the  short index pin.

EI.ECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or D.C)
Current

`.a

6.3V
.10A

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
(Signal  Electrode to all  other  Electrodes)

Spectral  Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater - Cathode  Peak Values

Heater Negative with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect to Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias values                                                                   300 V
Positive Bias Values OV

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
CENEfl^L  ELgcTR.OOYNAMICS  CORPORATION.   GARLANO.   TEXAS

BulLETIN  NO.   TD l`6-S4l
-_f_|`
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Continued):
Gricl  No.  2  Volta.ge
Grid No.  3  Voltage

1000  V
1000  V
1000 VGrid No. 4  (Mesh)  Voltage

Faceplate
Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

1000 ft-c
71OC

1250  C
Signal  Electrode  current                                                                                                                    .60 uA

TYPICAL  OPERATION:
Minimum  Planking Voltage  (Peak to Peak)

When applied to Grid No.  1
When applied to Cathode

Low voltage            High voltage

30V
10V

Grid No.  1  Voltage For  signal cut off with
no blanking applied)                                                                            -45 to  -100 V

Grid No.  2  Voltage 300V                                            300V
Grid No.  3  Voltage 265V                                             450V
Grid No.  4  (Mesh)  Voltage                                                           400 V                                            675 V
Focus  Field Strengt,h
Signal

40 gauss 50 gauss
Electrode  Voltage

Scanned Area
15  V to  75  V

0.500 x  0.375  in.
Faceplate Temperature 3o°  to  35°  c
Average Gamma o£ Transfer Characteristic

over Signal Output from  .05 to  .20 uA
Typical,Signal output current at.02 ua dark current and                   .2 ua

1 foot-candle face late illumination

For   optimum  results  it  is  recommended  that  the. mesh voltage (Ec4) be  1.1 to  I.5
times   the  anode  voltage  (Ec3).  Under  no  conditions  shouldEc4 be lower than Ec3

i---
Flo.  2    BOTTOM   VIEW

~ ,€     I,T(I
A,I  I,         eAIO   U.  I

a,' *      „'g ,a,  (,(SN'
•iAi ~       ur¢l.eii com.(CT.oq-.oo.er  tat
I,I  t        cO,a   „O a
I ,,,, to  .a )

*11,i         C,T',cO(

in ®     rtyn,
fl.ies!.    9a¢.^i tilc"oes
•ed  ii.eE]  .Ial:   i.T(8.I.1  co.in.cTio.-.co ur  u3.

NOTES

•.       eo( .-..   pe.rf.col  I.I  a.z3  .®  .hict.  io-dy.  .lo.-olal.   qoq.  -I.l`
col..   lac®l..  a.  lollou..     a  hole..   oa.so  (!Oor)05)   .rich   a.an`.I..
•q`toni   ior]c-d.   a.2o.a   lio.c}009l   J.ch   a.atl    on   a  clrc!..   06co
®Oooa.I  OCA   eiom.I.i,   pJv.   -   c..ler  hol..   a Joe   .IO,coll   I.,   dic-
•Of~.  Cdrul.t ml-  l.to(.  C./CO,

Flo.  I

&.     ~l ¢e-aem...h`m d.Acl`n.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  €LECTRODYNAMics  CORPORATION.   GARLAND.  TEXAS
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TD    1325-C®1    VIDICON
MAGNETIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTloN

The  TD  1325-001  Vidicon has beende-
signed   for   industrial   televising   of   live
scenes,  where  the  low burn-in character-
istic of the  tube  makes it especiallyuseful
for observing scenes which may be station-
ary    for    extended   periods   of   time.   Its
photoconductor  is  ideally  suited for pick-
up    of   high   contrast   information   where
maximum sensitivity i.s  not  required.  Ex-
cellent  lag  characteristics  make  the  tube
suitable  for televising live  scenes,  giving

GENERAL:
Operating  Position
Focusing  Method

pictures   of   satisfactory   quality  with  as
little  as  0.5  foot-cancne  average  illumi-
nation  on  the  faceplate.   The   1000-lines/
inch mesh provides exceptional uniformity
of   focus   over   the   entire  scanned  area,
thereby   maintaining   high  resolution  and
sensitivity   at  the  corners  as  well  as  in
the  center  of  the  faceplate.   I>atented in-
ternal  construction  allows  the  tube to be
operated in any position and in high ambient
noise environments.

Any
Magnetic

Deflection  Method                                                                                Magnetic
Maximum Useful  Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio)                                                                        0.625  in.
Orientation  of Image .... Horizontal  Scan  should

be  essentially parallel to a plane passing
throug.h tube  axis  and the  short  index  pin.

ELECTRICAL  CRARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6. 3  V)

6.3V
0. 60  A

Direct Interelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode  to  all  other  Electrodes)

Spectral  Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Values

Heater  Negative  with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with  Respect  to  Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias  Varlues
Positive  Bias  Values

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENE:RAL   ELECTFioDYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   GARLAND.   TEXAS

•:'..._-I.i,.
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS  (Continued)
Grid No.  2 Voltage
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

Signal Electrode Current

1000 V
1000 V

1000 ft-c
710C

1250  C
.60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Minimum Peak-to-Peak Picture  Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid N6.1
When applied to  Cathode

Grid No.  1 Voltage  (For picture
voltage  on  Grid No.1)

off with no blankirig

Grid No.  2 Voltage
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Average Gamma of Transfer

Current operating range

30V
10V

-45 to  -100  V
300V

200 to  300 V
Characteristic over Signal Output
o£  .05  to  .2  uA .65

Scanned Area
Faceplate Temperature
Typical Signal Output Current

0.500 x  0.375  in.
3o°  to  35°  c.

at  .02 ua dark current and
1  foot-candle  average  faceplat.e illumination

current)
•06 ua

Electrode VoltageSignal typical signal Output 15  V to  75  V

Swofl,   ,ND€I    FIR

Flo.   2     BOTTOM    VIEW

P(N     I                  HEATER

PIN     2                 GRID     No      I

PIN    3                lNTERNAI    CON?lECTION.-OO   NOT    USE

piN   4i             iNTEBNAL    cONNECTicN--DO   Nor    i,sc

PIN     5                 GRID     No      2

PIN    6                GP[D     hlo     3

PIN    7                CATHOD€

pin    e.            HEATER

FLANGE          S'6NAI   EltcTfloo[

St`ORT    INOEX    PIN        }NTEFINAL   CONNECTION--cO   .loT   USE

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENE:RAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS
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HB   fl32§     STORAGE    VIDICON
FOR   BRIGHT   TV   DISPLAY   FROM   SLOWER

The TD  1326 broadcast quality vidicon
is  designed  to  provide controllable short
term   storage   and   is   suitable   for   such
applications  as  pickup  from a radar dis-
play  tube  or  slow  scan  televisiono  Mag-
netic focus  and deflection are usedthereby
enabling  a  standard  industrial camera to
provide    a   bright   screen   display   on   a
tele','ision  monitor®  Erasure  with special
circuits  or  flood lighting is not required,
making  an  easy  adaptation of the camera

GENERAL:
Operating Position

DATA

I     I,fly,'.„.     `j.                   +

Srfuxp<i*<,€`t..~.4*,,,;;;ct.R.a.<A3fri*/€;fe;:I

•.....      \    `        .....,... ``: .,..        ;

THAN   TV   SCANS

a,^  €.*ra *€7is ee>439 Si€   fr ~J ~-~' ` fr
a:+-`..}   `:`      .,`,-```.-

`'.`.`.:;¢.;;::;.+.l'..\}.i.`:`.`.``h.`..

to   the  systemo  The  photoconductor  used
in   this   vidicon    is   also   available   with
other    vidicon   features    should  they   be
found   necessary  in  special  applicationso
Some  of  these  are:  separate mesh,  short
envelope,150 rna filament,  hybrid orfully
electrostatic   focus   and   deflectiono  With
the patented GEC internal particle shield,
the   tube  may  be  handled  or  operated  in
any position.

Focusing Method
Deflection Method
Maximum  Useful  Diagonal  of Rectangular Image

(4  x  3  Aspect Ratio)
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan  should be

essentially  para.Ilel to a  pla.ne  passing through
tube axis and the  short index

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6. 3  V)

Direct Interelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode  to all  other  Electrodes)                                           3.1  pf

Spectral Response                                                                                                    S-18

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Va.Iues

Heater  Negative with Respect to  Ca.thode
Heater  Positive with Respect to  Cathode

125V
10V

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias  values                                                                                   300 V
Positive  Bias values                                                                                      0 V

Grid No.  2  Voltage                                                                                                  1000  V

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVIS.ON
GENE.RAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GA-.RLAND.   TEXAS

P.    0.    BOX    798                                                                                  BFioADWAY    6-116!
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ABSOLUTE  ItIAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Continued):
Gi`id  No.  3  Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Tempera.tui`e
Storage Temperature

1000 V

200 ft-c
710C

1250  C
Signal  Elcctl.ocle  Current

TYPICAL  OPERATION:
Minimum  Pe:ut-to-Peak Picture Blanking Voltage

When ai)I)lied to  Gi.id No.   1
When  applied  to  Cathode

.60 uA

30V
10V

Grid No.   1  Voltage

A

For  pit.lure  cut off with  Ilo blanking
voltage  on  GI.id  No.1)                                                                                                                                       n45  to  -100  V

Grid No.   2  Voltflge
Grid No.   3  Voltage

*Optimum Sjg`iia,I  Outi)ut  Current
Sigml  Electi-ode  Voltag`e

200 to  300  V

See  Figure  2)
Signal  Eleclrode  Voltage  (for  optimum  signal  output current

12  to  25  V
Decay  Cha,racteristic  (storage time) See  Figure  1

.65
Average Galnma of Transfer Characteristic  over Signal Output

Curi`ent  operating  range  o£  . 05  to  . 2  uA
Scanned Area
Faceplate  Tempera.ture

0.  500  x  0. 375„
3o°to  35°  c.

Magnetic  Field Intensity  at  Center  of Device                                                                            40
Magnetic  Field Intensity  of Adjustable  Alignment  coil                                                                   0 to 4 gauss

*Signal output current equals  signal electrode current  minus  da.rk current

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS :

r|TDT[h3e26r::e:ti:itcytfocnhao:ascftgenr:[St:[Cec°tfr:a:
voltage,   light   level,  and  exposure  time.
Figure  1 illustrates the storage chara.cter-
istic at several different light intensities.
In  each  case,  the  target  voltage was re-
adjusted  to  bring  the  signal  to  the same
initial   level.  The  storage  characteristic
of  the  8484 vidicon is shown for  compar-
ison4

Generally,   it   can  be  said  that  if  the

r\

-2-

faceplate illumination is decreased and the
signal'  electrode  voltage increased to re-
turn the signal currentto .2 microampere,
the  storage  time  will  be  increa.sed.  The
tube  signal  current can be made to decay
to  the  dark  current  value  in from  1/2 to
12  seconds,   depending  on the light inten-
sity,  exposure,  and  target voltages. With
this  decay  characteristic,  the TD  1326 is
ideally   suited   to   weather  radar  pickup.
Other decay characteristics are available
for   special  applications  requiring  them.
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FIG.  2

St{Of}T    INDEX    PIN

BOTTOM    VIEW

Flo.  3

PIN     I:               HEATER

PIN    2:               GFilo     No.    I

PIN    3:              lNTERNAL    CONNECTioN-~D0   NOT   USE

PIN   4:             lNTERNAL   CONNECTION--00   NOT   USE

PIN     5:               GRID     No.    2

PIN    6.               GRID      NO.    3

PIN    7:              CATHODE

PIN    8:             HEATER

FLANGE:         SIGNAL    ELECTRODE

SHORT    iNOEx    piN.`      INTERNAL    CorlNECTioN--DO   NOT   use

NOTES

I.     Base-pin   positions   fit   0.25   inch   thick,   10-hole   flat-
plate    gage    with   holes    located   as   I-ollows:    9   holes,
0.0550   (±0.0005)   Inch   dian`.eter   equally   spaced,  0.Z052

(±0.0005)    inch    apart    on    a    circle,    0.6000    (±0.0005)
inch   diameter,   plus  a  center  hole,   0.300   (|0.001)   in.
diameter,  concentric  with 9-hole  cil`cle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  shown  in  inches.

3.     Faceplate:
Mechanical  Thickness  (t)       0.094    +    0.004   -0.008
Re[ractive   Index  (u)                1.484 at 5893   angstroms
Optical Thickness  (t/u)          0.063  nominal

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIY.SION
GENERAL  ELECTFioDYNAMICS  CORPORATION.   GARLAND,  TEXAS

P.    a     BOX    798                                                                                BROADWAY    6-1161
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TD   1339-001

ABRIDGED   DATA
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TD   133®-C91     SUPER-RUGGED[ZED   VIDICON

ELECTROSTATIC   FOCUS,   MAGNETIC   DEFLECTION

D®

)A

The  1339-001  Super-ruggedized vidicon
is   designed  for  use  where  environment,
resolution,  power,weight and  volume  are
all    major   criteria.   This   tube   employs
electrostatic  focus,   and  as  a  result,  the
deflection power  required is less,  and the
deflection coils  can be  sin.|ller andlighter
than  for  conventional vidicons.  At normal
voltages,   the   limiting   center  resolution
is   better   than   6001ines,   and  athigher
voltages,  the resolution is correspondingly
higher.    The    1339-001    is    suitable    for
televising    live    scenes    giving   pictures

GENERAL:

Operating  Position

of   satisfactory   quality   with  as  little  as
0.2   foot-candles  average  illumination  on
the  faceplate.  The photoconductive coating
has excellent uniformi`ty over a wide range
of  dark  currents.  Patented  internal  con-
struction  allows  the  tube  to  be  operated
in any position.

Modified   versions    of   this    tube    are
available  with  slow  scan photoconductor,
reticle,   and  black  reference  mask;   con-
sideration   can  be  given  to  more  severe
environment   and   other  special  require-
ments.

FoCusing  Method
Deflection  Metliod
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular  Image

Electrostatic
Menetic

0.625  in.(4  x  3  As ect Ratio)
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should be

essentially parallel to a plane passing through
tube axis  and the short index

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Heater
Voltage  (AC  or DC)
Current  (at 6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±10%
.15  A  ±10%

Direct Interelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to  all other  Electrodes)                            4 pf

Spectral Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Values

Heater Negative  with Respect to Cathode
Heater  Positive  with  Respect to Cathode

125V
10V

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative Bias  values                                                                 300 V
Positive Bias values                                                                    0 V

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TE:XAS
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Continued):
Grid No.  2 Voltage

..-......-- `__ .-.-.            ~ -_`4i

750V
Gricl No.  3  Voltage
Grid No.  4  Voltage
Grid  No.  5  Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

Signal Electrode  Cur.rent
Signal Electrode  Voltage

1000  V
1000  V
1000  V

1000 ft-c
710C

1250  C

.60 uA
100V

Acceleration
Shock                                                                                   100  g  for  11
Vibration Gaussian Noise:

seconds  duration
20  g  HMS,  from  10-2000  CPS  for

5  mins.  in  each of 3 planes
60  g  HMS,  from  10-2000 CPS  for

5  seconds in lateral planes
Ambient Accoustical Noise
Altitude

175 db Sound Pressure  Level
Space

TYPICAI. OPERATION:
Minimum  Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid No.  1
When applied to  Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage  (For picture  cut off with no blanking
voltage  on Grid No.1

30V
10V

-45  to  -100  V
Grid No.  2
Grid No.  3  Voltage

300V
30  to  60 V

Grid No.  4  Voltage
Grid No.  5  Voltage

300V
500V

Signal Electrode voltage                                                                                              15 V to  75 V
Scanned AI`ea                                                                                                                     0.500 x  0.375  in.
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                           3o°  to 350  C.
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal Output Current Range of  .05 to  .2 uA .65
Typical Signal Output Current at  .02 ua dark current and

1  foot-candle faceplate illumination .18  ua

'¢0*,  '|e(I  ,'1

FIG.  2     BOTTOM.VIEW

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS
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NEW   SIMPLIFIED  AID   FOR   TV  SYSTEM   TESTING

TD  1350

LINEARITY
Pattern-OO1

RESOLUTION  BUPST
Pattern-004

RESOLUTION  BUFisT
Pattern-003

111111111;:::11111             I     lllll!il,:;,:!I             1111111(I:i::1111

11111111;,::#!1            i    llll)li'LL:::ill           I    ]11111'11]:!!1111

The  RETICON   is  a  vidicon   with  a  special
reticle for use in making geometric accuracy
tests   on  TV   cameras.   It   generates   a   test
patter.n  image  without  requil.ing  oi)tics.  The
photoconductive  coating  permits  t,he  supei.-
imposition of an extei.nal  test I)attern on the
internally   genei.ated   I.eticle   patt.ei`n.

The RETICON uses the same photoconductor
a.nd  electron   optics   as  the  GEC  type  8484
vidicon  which   pi-ovides   satisfactoi.y  picture

F!EGISTFtATION
Pattern-002

SLANT  LINE  BURST
Pattern-005

quality  with  as  little  as  0.2  foot-candles  of
faceplate   illumination.   The   photoconductor
features high sensitivity, resistance to burn-
in and excellent uniformity, so that optimum
test conditions  can  be  established.

The  RETICON  is  designated  as  GEC  type
TD  1350  and  is  available  with  your  selection
of  one  Of  the  reticles  shown.  Other  reticles
or  electron  gun  structures  are  available  on
a custom basis.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GE:NEFtAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS`   GARLAND.   TEXAS



GENERAL:
Operatin
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Position                                                                                                                                                               Any
Focusing Method                                                                                                                                                        Ma
Deflection Method                                                                                                                                                         Ma
Max.  Useful Diagonal  of Rectangula.r  Image

(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio)                                                                                                                                                       0.625  in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizoiital  Scan  should be

essentially parallel to a  plane  passing through
tube axis and the  short index

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current

6.3  V  ±10%
.60  A  ±10%

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode to all  other  Ele

Spectral Response                                                                                                                                                              S-18

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater - Cathode  Pea,k Values

Heater  Negative with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect to  Cathode

125V
10V

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bia,s Values
I>ositive  Bias  Values

300V
0V

Grid No.  2  Voltage 1000  V
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Croerating Temperature
Storage Temperature

1000 V

1000 £t-c
710C

1250  C
Signal Electrode current                                                                                                                                        .60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Minimum Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.  1
When applied to Cathode

30V
10V

Grid No.  1  Voltage  (For picture cut off with no blanking
e on Grid No.  1 )                                                                                                                                  -45to  -100V

Grid No.  2  Volta e                                                                                                                                                                     300 V
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Signal Electrode  Voltage

For  5 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal output
current of .2 uA

For  .2 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal output
current of  .14 uA

200 to  300 V

20 to  50 V

40 to  100  V
*Optimum Signal Output Current

For uniform 28700  K Tungsten Illumination on faceplate
dour to .5 ft-c

For uniform 2870°  K Tungsten Illumination on faceplate
from  .2 ft-c to  .5 ft-c

.2uA

.14 to  .2 uA
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic over Signal Output

Current  operating  range of  .05 to.2 uA                                                                                                             .65
**Scanned Area                                                                                                                                                            0.500 x  0.375"

Temp3rature                                                                                                                                      3o°  to  35°  C.
Magnetic  Field Intensity at Center of Focusing Device
Magnetic  F'ield Intensity

40 gauss
of Adjustab-1F-Alignment coil                                     -                           0 to 4

*Signal output current  equa.1s signal electrode current minus dark current.

**A scanned area of 0.500 x 0.375" was used to obtain all da.ta and cha.racteristic curves.
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TD   1355-010
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TB   q355-Oq®    BUGGEDIZED   VIDICON

MAGNETIC    FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTloN
SEPARATE   MESH,150   MILLIAMP   HEATER,   SHORT   TUBE

The  TD   1355-010  is   a  ruggedized,  non-microphonic,
short   (5-1/8   in.)   vidicon   with  separate  mesh.   The
1355-010  is  capable  of  withstar,cling  shock  impulses
of  100  g  for   11  milliseconds,   and the tube  is  able  to
prc)vide   usable   pictures  uiider   conditions  of   140  db
ambient  noise  or  10  g sinusoiclal  vibration.  This  tube
has   a   150   rnA   heater   ancl  it  is  intendedpi`imarily
for  ruggeclized  applications  in ti.ansistorized camel`a
equipment  where  space  is  restricted and heat  clissi-
pation  must  be kept to  a minimum.  The  1355-010 has
a  separate  mesh  electrode,  providing higher  resolu-
tion,   improved   uniformity  of  focus,   and  flatness  of

GENERAL:
Operating Position

GENERAL EIECTRODYN.A.MICS  C®RP.

4430  Forest  Lane     Garland,  Texas    75040

214.276.1161

TWX #901-880-5193  -  TELEX  #73-2395

fielcl.   It   has   been  specially   designed  for  televising
live   scenes   giving   pictures   of   satisfactory  quality
with  as  little   as  0.2  foot-cancues  of  illumination  on
the  faceplate.   The  imi]roved  photoconcluctive  coating
features  high  sensitivity,   resistance  to  image  bui`n-
in,  and excellent unifoi.mity,  sc` that optimumpictures
may  be  obtainec!, by  adjustnient  of the  signal  electrode
voltage    without    limiting    restrictions   on   the   dark
current.  The  patented  internal  construction  permits
the   tube   to   be  operatecl  in  any  position  and in high
ambient noise  environ}!ients.

Any
Focusing Method
Deflection  Method

Magnetic
Ma.gnetic `.=T==`-

Max.  Useful  Diagonal  of Rectangular Image
(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio) 0.625  in

Orientation of Image .Horizontal  Scan  should
be essentially parallel to a plane passing
through tube axis  and the  short  index  pin.

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±
.15  A  I

Direct Interelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electi.ode  to  all  other  Electrodes)

Spectral  Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Values

Heater Negative with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect to  Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias  Values
Positive  Bias Values

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   GARLAND,   TEXAS

P.    0.    BOX    798                                                                                  BFioADWAY    6-1161
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AL>SOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Continued) :

G1.id No.   2
Gi.id No.   3  Voltage

4  (Mesh) VoltageGrid NO.

1000  V
1000  V
1000  V

Signal Electrode  Current

TYPICAL OPERATION :
Minimum Peak-to-Peak Picture Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.   1
When a )lied to Cathode

G1-id  No. 1  Voltage  (For  signal  cut  off with no
blanking ai)pliecl)

Grid No.   2  Voltag`e

a

30V
10V

-45 to  -100 V

Note  A)
Grid No.   3  Voltage

VoltageGrid No.   4  (Mesh)
Focus  Field Strength
Scanned Area

300V
400 to  500

(See Note  F)

TemperatureFaceplate

675V
50 gauss

8  inch
to  35`J  C

Average Gamma
Signal Output

of Transfer  Characteristic  over
Current Range from  . 05 to

Typical Signal Output
and  1  ft-c  a`.erase

Signal

Current  at  . 02 ua
20ua

Dark Current
facep}ate  illumination

.65

Electi`ode  Voltag.e  \For  Ty pical S igmll Output
Resolution,  Limiting,  Minimum

Center
Corner

15  to  75  V

(See Note a)

Shading  (See Note 8)
Signal  (See Note  C)
Dark Current  (See Note D)

750 TV lines
600 TV lines

30%
20%

NOTE  A:       The   Grld  No.  2  power  sui)ply  must  be  capaible  of  delivering
up  tc)  2  milliamperes  at  300  `'olts  to  Grid No.  2.

NOTE  a:       In  orcler  to  nieet the  resolution  and shading specifications,
the  following  magnetic  coi``ponents  will  be  used:

Focus  coil                      VF-115-4AL*,  or  equivaLlent
Denectic,n  Yoke           VYL-160*,  or  equivalent
Alignm,ent  coil             VA-132*,  or  equivalent.

tThese   components   are  manufa.ctured  by  Cleveland  Elec-
tronics,     liic.,    1974    East    61st    Street.    Clevelzinc`,    Ohio.

NOTE  C:       The   faceplate   is   illumimted  by  uniform  white  light.  Sigi`dl
shading   is    measurecl   by   adjustii`g   the   tai.get  voltage   and
illumiiiation   to   obtain   0.02    ua   dark   current   aiicl  0.20  ua
sigml   current.  The  wavefoi`n`,  oscilloscope  gain  is  adjusted
so    tliat   the    `iideo    oiitput    frown   black   to  v,'liite  represents
100  percent.  No  \\Jhite  iirea  shaLll  have  a  sisml  output  which
depa.rts    from    tl`e     100    Lierceiit   level   by    more   thanthe
acceptance  limit.

NOTE  D:       D:`rk    current    unitorniity-is    measured   a,t   0.1   uA   dark
current    with   no   illur`.iimticjn   on   the   I.iceplate.   The   scope
is  ad)usted  lil  a  nianner  sirmlar  tj  h'ote  |T.  aho`,'e.

NOTE  E:       Acljust    Grid   *To.    3   voltage    for    best   overdl.i    resolution.

NOTE  F:        Mesli    voltage    shoulcl   be    I)e!`I,.Gen    1.1   anli   1.5   tin`es  Gi`id
No.     3    voltage.    The    exact    .,'oltage    depends   on   desired
picture  charlcteristics.

-2-
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ENVIRONMENTAL RATINGS:

This  tube  is  capable  of withstanding the  following  conditions:

GENERAL

Faceplate  Illumiiiation                 1000  ft-c
Temperature  (Faceplate)           MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.14.2,  Proc.  II

Operating                                -40 to +  71° c
Storage                                       -70  to  +  125°C

OPERATIONAL  TESTS:

The   tube   will  be  operated  as  under  TYPICAL. OPERATION,  as  shown on page  2.  Throughout
the  operational  tests,   the  amplitude  of any  spurious  signals generated by the vidicon must not
exceed   80   percent   of   the   maxiinum   white-signal   value,   a,ndthe tube  must provide  a center
I`esolution of at least  300  TV lines.

Vibration:   Sinusoidal: The  following vibration  cycle  sha.1l be  applied to  the  tube  in
each of the  three  orthogonal  axes,  consecutively:

Frequency               Acceleration

5to28cps                 0.35to  log
28to  500  eps                         10  g

Double
Amplitude

0.250  in.
0.25  to  0.0007  in.

The   rate   of   frequency  change  shall  be  logarithmic   (wit}`,
no  dwell  at  .resonant  frequeiicies)  all.d  shall I)e  such that  a
complete    cycle    (5-500-5)   will   consunie   appi`oxima.tely   5
minutes.

Vibration:   Random: The   tube   shall   be   tested   for   white    (Gaussian)   noise  by
subjecting   the   tube   to   a   vibration   with   an   amplitude of
log  rms  for  5 minutes,  in each of three  orthogonal planes.
The   noise   shall  be  band-1imitecl  between   15  and  1500  cps.

a

Ambient Noise:                                140   db   overall  sound  pressure  level,   20  to  2000  eps,  for
5  minutes.

Altitude: Space Environment:     At some intermediate attitudes, potting
of  the  tube base  may be  requirecl to prevent corona, et`fects.

NON-OI'ERATIONAL  TESTS:

Shock: These  tests  2ire  conducted inaccordance withMIL-E-5272C,
I]ar.  4.15.4,   Proc.  IV  except that the  shocks  are  increased
to  an  11  milliseconds  time duration and a 100g peak  acceler-
ation.

A

Vibration:   Sinusoidal: MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.7.12,  Proc.  XII.
A   resonance   survey   is   conducted   with  vibration  applied
along  each  axis  of  any set of three  mutually perpendicular
axes.   Vibra.tion   is   performed   at   log   for   a  periodof 30
minutes   at   each  resonance  in  each  axis,   and  then cycled
between  5  and  500  eps until  a total  of 3  hours  vibration per
axis  is attained. The cycled vibration is swept logarithmically
from   5  to  500  and back to  5  cps  cluring  a  15-minute period.

Vibration:   Random: White  (Gaussian)  noise  log  rms  band-limited between  5  and
2500   cps   for   a  period  of  10  minutes  ih  each of the  three
orthogonal  axes.

Acceleration: MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.16ol,  Proc.I.
An  acceleration of 30 g applieclfor 1 minute  in  each  direction
along each of three  mutually perpendicular planes.

-3-
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FIG.  2

FIG.  3   BOTTOM   VIEW                  .

PIN     I:              HEATER

PIN    2:                GFilD     No.    I

PIN    3:               GF3lD     NO    4    (MESH)

PIN   4:             INTERNAL   CONNECTION--DO    NOT   USE

PIN    5:              GRID     NO   2

PIN    6:               GRID     NO.3

PIN    7:             CATHODE

PIN    8:             HEATER

FLANGE:         SIGNAI    ELECTRODE

SHORT     INDEX    PIN:      INTERNAL    CONNECTION--C)O   NOT   USE

NOTES

1.     Base-pin   positions   fit   0.25   inch   thick,   10-hole   nat-
plate    gage    with   holes   located   as   follows:   9   holes,
0.0550   (10.0005)   inch   diameter   equally   spaced,  0.2052
(±0.0005)     Inch    apart    on    a    circle,    0.6000    (=0.0005)
inch   diameter,   plus   a   center  hole.   0.300   \=0.00i)   in.
diameter,  concentric  wlth 9-hole  ci.rcle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  shown  in  inches.

3.     Faceplate:
Mechanical  Thickness  (t)       0.094    +    0.004   -0.008
Refractive   Index   (u)                 1.484 at 5893   angstroms
Optical  Thickness  (t/'u)          0.063  nominal

4.     Diameter   of   tube   near  ends  may  shrink  as  required
for  sealing.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
CE:NERAL   E.LE.CTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS

P.    a.    BOX    798                                                                                 BROADWAY    6.1161
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7038    VIDICON
MAGNETIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTloN

The 7038  Vidicon is primarily desigr`.ed
for    applications,    such   as   film   pickup,
where  rapid  motion  is  to  be viewed with
a   minimum   of   streaking   and   blurring.
This   tube  is  suitable  for  televising  live
scenes,    giving   pictures   of   satisfactory
quality  with  as  little  as  0.5 foot-candles
average    illumination   on   the   faceplate.
The photoconductive  coatirig ha.s excellent

GENERAL:
Operating Position
Focusing Method
Deflection Method

.;. i.` ty \``= . -, 1.,,,eyul..`>t! .S€, ¢. + `=:`.t .....  ;`=.+i+ -`                        `            .

uniformity   over   a  wide   range   of   dark

:¥drersenft£.prTo:eed]%°n%:in=/t±yncohf Foec:hs :;:=   .
the  scanned area and maintains high reso-
lution   and   sensitivity  at  the  corners  aLs
well   as   in   the   center   of  the  faceplate.
Patented  internal  construction allows the
tube   to   be  operated  in  any  position  and
in high ambient noise environments.

Any
Magnetic
Magnetic

Max.  Useful  Diagonal of Rectangular Image
(4  x  3 Aspect  Ratio)

Orientation of Image .... Horizontal  Scan
0.625  in.

should
be essentially parallel to a plane passing
through tube  axis and the  short index pin.

ELECTRICAL  CIIARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±
.60 A  ±

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode to  all  other  Electrodes)

Spectral  Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS:
Heater  - Cathode  Peak Values

Heater Negative with Respect to Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect to  Ca.thode

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias  VaLlues
Positive  Bias Values

125V
10V

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTF}ODYNAMICS   CORPOF!ATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS  (Continued)
Grid No.  2 Voltage
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Faceplate

Illumination
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

Signal Electrode Current

1000 V
1000 V

1000 ft-c
710C

1250  C

.60 uA

TYPICAL OI'ERATION:
Minimum Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.1
VVIien applied to Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage  (For picture  cut off
voltage  on Grid No.  1)

Grid No.  2 Voltage
Grid No.  3 Voltage
Average Gamma  of Transfer

Current operating range

30V
10V

no blanking
-45 to  -100 V

300V
200 to  300 V

Characteristic over Signal Output
of  .05  to  .,2 uA .65

1
Scanned Area
Faceplate Temperature

0.500  x  0.375  in.
3o°  to  35°  c.

Typical Signal Output Current at  .02 ua. dark curreiit and
1 foot-candle faceplate illumination .08ua

Signal Electrode  Voltage 15  V to  75  V

St.OftT    IMOH    PIH

Flo.  2     BOTTOM    VIEW

Pin    I,             H[ATEFt

PIN    2:              Cf(jo     Na      I

PIN    I               lNTEf!NAL    CONNECTION-too   NOT   USE

PIN   4`              INTERNAL    CONNECTION--OO    NOT    U5£

PIN    S                 Gf`lD     No      2

PIN    6                G8IO     NO.    3

PIN   7              CATHOO[

PIN   0.            HIATER

FIAWGE.         SIGNAI   EIECTFIODE

StloRT    INDEX    PIN        INTEfiNAL   CONNECTION--OO   ^loT   USE

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENE.RAL  E.LECTF:ODYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   CAR;_AND.   TEXAS
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7226A    RUGGED!ZED    VIDICC)N

MAGNETIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTI0N
150    MILLIAMP   HEATER,    SHOF}T   TUBE

The   7226A  is   a  ruggedized,   non-microphonic,
short   (5-1/8  in.)  vidicoli.  The  7226A  is  capable
of  withstanding  shock  impulses  of  100  g  for  11
milliseconds,   and   the  tube  is  able  to  provide
usable    pictures    under    conditions   of   140   db
ambient noise  or  10 g sinusoidal vibration. This
tube   has   a   150   rnA  heater  and  it  is  intended
primarily for ruggedizecl applications in transis-
torized  caliiera  equipment  where  space  is  re-
stricted   and   heat  clissipation  must  be  kept  to
a  minimum.  It  has  been specially  ctesigned for
televising`  live  scenes  giving pictures of satis-

GENERAL:
Operating  Position
F`ocusing  Method

Method

ap#f=r.     .
ee€;aaife ¢=zp  t;6  `   i-<  ¥. t'~p  ^xp + q`*S det   c>ngIr`   i
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factory  quality with  as little  as  0.2  foot-candles
of  illumination  on  the  faceplate.  The  improved
photoconductive    coating   features   high   sensi-
tivity,   resistance   to   image   burn-in,   and  ex-
cellent   uniformity,   so   that   optimum  pictures
may   be   obtainecl   by   adjustment  of  the  sig.nal
electrode  voltage  '^rithout  limiting  restrictions
on  the  dark  current.  The patented internal  con-
struction   permits   the   tube   to  be  operated  in
any  position and in high  ambient noise  environ-
nlents.

Any
Magnetic
Magnetic

Max.  Useful  Diagonal  of Rectangular Image
(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio) 0.625  in.

Orientation  of Image .... Horizonta,I  Scan  should
be  essentially  pa.rallel to  a plane passing
through tube  axis and the  short index  pin.

ELECTRICAL  CRARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±  10%
..15  A  ±  10%

Direct Interelectrode  Capacity
(Signal  Electrode  to  all  other  Electrodes)                            3.1

Spectral  Response

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater  -  Cathode  Peak Va.Iues

Heater Negative  with Respect to  Cathode
Heater  Positive with Respect  to  Cathode

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias  Va.Iues
Positive  Bias  Values

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GE.NERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   GARLAND,   TEXAS

P.    0      BOX    798                                                                               BROADWAY    6-llGl
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1BSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS  (Continued) :
Grid No.   2  Voltage

No.   3  Voltage
nal  Electrode  Current

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Minimum  Peak-to-Peak Picture Blaliking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.   1
When applied to Cathode

Grid NO.

A

1  Voltage  (For  signal  cut off with no
blanking applied)

Grid No.   2 See Note A
Grid No.   3  Voltage
Focus  Field Strength
Scanned Area
Faceplate  Temi)erature
Average Gamma  of Transfei`

Signal

1000  V
1000  V

30V
10V

-45 to  -100  V
300V

250  to  300  V

2 x  3,/8  inch
3o°to  35.   C

Characteristic  over
Output  Current Ra,nge from  . 05 to  . 20 ua

+
Typical Signal Output

and  1  ft-c
Current  at  . 02  ua, Dark

late  illumination
Electrode Voltage  {For  Typical Signal

Resolution,  Limiting,
Center
Corner

Output  Current)
Minimum  (See Note

Shading  (See  Note  8)
fi            Signal (See Note c)

Dark Current  (See  Note D)

fi

8)
15  to  75  V

650 TV liries
450  TV lines

NOTE  A:       The   Gricl  No.  2  power  supply  niust  be  capable  of  delivering
up  to  2  milliamperes  at  300  volt,s  to  Gric{  No.  2.

NOTE  8:      In  order  to   meet  the  resolution  and shading specifications,
the  following  magnetic  compone[its  will  be  used:

Focus  coil                     VF-115-4AL*,  or  equivalent
Denection  Yc>kc            VYL-16()+,  or  equivalent
Alignment coil            VA-132t,  or  equivalent.

•These   coniponents   are  manufactured  by  Cleveland  Elec-
Cronies,     Inc.,    1974   East    6ls[   Street,    Cleveland,    Ohio.

NOTE  C:       The   faceplate   is   Illuminated  by  uniform  white  light.  Signal
shading   is    n`easured   by   adjusting  the   target  voltage   ancl
illumination   to   obtain   0.02   ua   dark   curreiit   and  0.20  iia
slgnal  current.  The  wave form oscilloscope  Sam  is  adjusted
so   that   tl`e    video   output    front   black  to   white  represeiits
loo  percent.  No  white  area  shall  have  a  signal  output  which
departs    froni    the     loo    percei`t   level   by   niore   thanthe
acceptance  limit.

NOTED:       Dark    curl.ent    unifoi-mity    is     measurgd   at   0.I   uA   dark
currei`t   with   no   illuminatioii  on   the   faceplate.   The   scope
is  adjusted in  a  mat`I`er  similar  to  Note  C,  above.

-2-
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ENVIRONMENTAL RATINGS:

This tube  is  capable  of withstanding the  following  conditions:

GENERAL

Faceplate  Illumination
Temperature  (Faceplate)

Operating
Storage

1000  ft-c
MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.14.2,  Proc.11
-40 to +  7|° c
-70  to  +  125° c

OPERATIONAL  TESTS:

The   tube   will  be  operated  as  under  TYPICAL  OPERATION,  as  shown on page  2.  Throughout
the  operational  tests,  the  amplitude  of any  spurious  signals generated by the vidicon must not
exceed   80   percent   of   the   maximum   white-signal   value,   and the tube  must provide  a center
resolution of at  least  300 TV lines.

Vibration:   Sinusoidal: The  following. vibration cycle  shall be  applied to the tube  in
each of the three  orthogonal axes,  consecutively:

Frequency               Acceleration

5to28cps                  O.35to  log
28to  500  cps                         10  g

Double
Amplitude

0.250  in.
0.25  to  0.0007  in.

The   rate   of   frequency  change  shall  be  logarithmic  (with
no  dwell  at   resonant  frequencies)  and  shall be  such that a
complete    cycle   (5-500-5)   will  consume  approximately   5
minutes.

Vibration:   Random: The   tube   shall   be   tested   for   white   (Gaussian)   noise by
subjecting   the   tube   to   a   vibration   with   an   amplitude of
log  rms  for  5 minutes,  in each of three orthogonal planes.
The  noise  shall  be  band-limited  between  15  and  1500  eps.

Ambient Noise:                               140   db   overall  sound  pressure  level,   20  to  2000 eps,  for
5  minutes.

Altitude:                                           Space  Environment:     At some intermediate altitudes, potting
of  the tube ba.se  may be  required to prevent corona effects.

NON-OPERATIONAL  TESTS:

Shock: These tests  are  conducted inaccordance withMIL-E-5272C,
Par.  4.15.4,  Proc.  IV  except that the  shocks  are  increased
to an  11  milliseconds  time duration anda 100g peak acceler-
ation.

rJ

Vibration:   Sinusoidal: MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.7.12,  I>roc.  XII.
A   resonance   survey   is   conducted   with  vibration  applied
along  each  a.xis  of  any set of three  mutually perpendicular
axes.   Vibra{.ion   is   performed   at   log   for   a  periodof 30
minutes   at   each  resonance  in  each  axis,   and  then cycled
between  5  and 500  eps until  a total of 3 hours vibration per
axis is attained. The cycled vibration is swept logarithmically
from  5  to  500  and back to  5  cps  during  a  15-minute period.

Vibration:   Random: White  (Gaussian) noise  log  rms band-limited between  5  and
2500   cps   for   a  period  of  10  minutes  ih each of the three
orthogonal  axes.

Acceleration: MIL-E-5272C,  Par.  4.16.1,  Proc.I.
An acceleration of 30 g applied for 1 minute  in each direction
along  each o]E three  mutually pei`pendicular planes.

-3-
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SIGNAL

ELECTf}ODE

FIG.  2

SH0f]T    INDEX    PIN

FIG.  3    BOTTOM    VIEW

PIN    I:              HEATER

PIN    2:              CPID     No.    I

PIN    3:              lNTERNAI    CONN[CTION--OO   NOT   USE

PIN   4:              INTERNAL   CONNECTION--DO   NOT    USE

PIN    5.               Gf]lD     No.    2

PIN    6:              GRID     NO.    3

PIN    7:             CATHODE

PIN    8:             HEATER

FIANGE:        SIGNAL   EIECTfioDE

SHORT    INDEX    PIN:      lNTEfiNAI    CONNECTION--OO   NOT    USE

NOTES

1.     Base-pin   positions    fit   0.25   inch   thick,   10-hole  flat-
plate    gage    with   holes   located   as   follows:   9   holes,
0.0550   (±0.0005)   inch   diameter   equally   spiiced,  0.2052
(±0.0005)     inch    apart    on    a   circle,    0`6000    (=0.0005)
inch   diameter,   plus   a   center  hole,   0.300   (±0.001)   in.
diameter,  concentric  with  9-hole  circle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  shown in  Inches.

3.      Facet)late:
Mecliaiucal  Thick!iess  (t)       0.094    +    0.004    -0.008
Refracti`.e   Index   (u)                 1.484 at 5893   angstroms
Optical  Thickness  (t/u)           0.063  nominal

4.     Diameter   of   tube   near  encls   may  shrink  as   required
for sealing.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVIS.ON
GENE.RAL   E.LECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   GARLAND.   TEXAS

P.    0.    BOX    798                                                                                  BROADWAY    6-1161
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MAGNETIC

VIDICON,   SHORT    BULB
FOCUS     AND     DEFLECTION

The  7262A  Vidicon   has  b.een  specially  designed  for

televising   live   scenes   giving  pictures   of  satisfac-

tory quality  with  as  little  as   0. 2 foot-candles  of  il-

fl  lumination  on  the faceplate.   The  improved  photo-
conductive  coating  features   high   sensitivity,    re-
sistance  to burn-in,   and  excellent   uniformity,  so
that  optimum   pictures   may  be   obtained  by adjust-
ment   of the  signal   electrode  voltage  without  limit-

GENERAL:

erati n Position

A Focusin Method

Deflection  Method
Maximum   Usef ul   Dia or.al  of  Rectan
Orientation  of   Image

gular   lma

i

i    -    '^-    A_'^  A ,-,,, J^esii-

•`=`     .   `

ing   restrictions   on  the  dark  current.    The  7262A
features uniformity  of  focus  over  the  scanned  area
and  high  resolution  and  sensitivity at the corners

as  well  as  in  the  center  of the  faceplate.     Patented

internal   construction   allows  the  tube to be   oper-

ated  in  any  position  and  in high  ambient  noise  en-

vironments.      The  short  gun  gives  thetube   sorrie
degree  of  ruggedization.

(4 X  3 Aspect  Ratio)                                       0.625  jn.
Horizontal  Scan  should  be  essentially parallel

throu h  tube axis  and  the  short  index

ELECTR I GAL  CHARACTE R I ST I C S  :

Heater
Voltage  (AC  or  DC)

Current  (at  6.  3  V)

Direct  I nterelectrode  Capacity

Spectral  Response

6. 3 V I  10%
0. 095 I 10 7o

Electrcx]e  to all  other

ABSOLUTE  MAX IMUM   RATINGS  :

Heater  -Cathede.Peak  Val ues

Heater  Negative  with  Respect to Cathode
Heater  Positive  with  Respect  to  Cathode

E!ectredes)

125V

lov

BULLETIN      NO`     8-140    (Rev.9/74)
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:    (Continued)

a     GridNo.   IVoltage

Negative  Bias  Val ues

Positive  Bias  Values

_i^._ .` dr_-]r rfu~ .... I „+utaL"arL;>±-try-   .w _ri>.d±--iin±~", ` ._  .__=±

300V

0V
Grid  No.   2  Voltage

Grid  No.   3 and  Grid  No.   4 Volta

Faceplate
I I I u in i nati on

Operating  Temperature
erature

Signal  Electrode  Current

a          W'H;H:

TY P I CAL 0 PERAT lo N :

Minimum  Peak-to-Peak  BIanking  Volt`age

a             vyhen  applied  to Grid  No.   I
lied  to Cathode

Grid  No.   I  Voltage  (For  picture  cut  off  with

Grid  No.   2  Volta

a

n

1000  V

1000  V

noblanking  voltage  on  Grid  No.   I)                            -45to  -loo  V

Grid  No.   3  Volta

Average  Gamma  of  Transfer  Characteristic  over  Signal  Output  Current
operating  ran e  of . 05  to . 2  uA

Scanned  Area

250 to 300 V

.65

o.500#t:7355bnc.
late Temperature

Typical  Signal  Output  Current at . 02  uA dark  current and  I  foot-candle
faceplate  illumination

Signal  Electrode  Voltage (for  typical  signal  output  current)

SICHAL

EL(CTIOD[

\

'

62

-i-

-I.a

2S

L'\

„'111

FIG. I

.2uA
15  V  to  75  V

i-.
N

PIN     I:       HEATER

PIN   2:       CRIDNQ   I

PIN    3:        lNTERNALCONNECTION--DO   NOTUSE

PIN    4:        lNTERNALCONNECTloN--DONOTUSE

PIN    5:        GRIDNO.    2

PIN    6:       CRIDNO.    3

k                      PIN    7:       CATHODE
PIN    8:       HEATER

FLANGE:     SIGNAL  ELECTRODE

SHORT   INDEX  PIN:     INTERNAL  CONNECTloN  --D0   NOT  USE

Sl'O|,  "DEX   P'lll

oo±.o5o         FIG.2   BOTTOM  VIEW

I.B     S'ZE      ,,

\--e in BASE
IEDEC     E8-ll

NOTES

I.         AH  dimensions  are  shown  in  inches.

2.          Faceplate:
Mechanical  Thickness  (t)

Refractive   Index  (u)

Optical  Thickness  Wu)

0. 094  +  0. 004  -  0. 008
I. 484 at  5893 angstroms
0. 063  nominal

GENERAL       ELECTRODVNAMICS       CORPORATION,       GARLAND,       TEXAS

+
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7522  VIDICON
ELECTROSTATIC   FOCUS   AND    DEFLECTION

The   7522   electrostatic   focus  and  de-
flection  vidicon  was  clesigned  for  equip-
ment   with    a  primary   requirement   for
small  size  and  weight  and for low power
input  which  can  be  achieved by the  elim-
ination  of  the  magnetic  focusing  and de-
flection    componentso    Electrostatic    de-
flection is accomplished with a deflectron,

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating Position
Focusing Method
Deflection Method

thereby reducing the geometric  distortion
attributable    to   the    vidicon.   Resolution
in  excess  of  600  lines  is  obtained in the
center with high voltage  operation.  I>ower

::gr[±yres=:;i:edan£]t°hpecroaifpn[get::;t::::s:::        r|
torized circuits.

Any
Electrostatic
Electrostatic

Maximum useful  diagonal  of rectangular  ]lmage
(4 x  3  aspect  ratio)

Orientation of Image  -  Horizontal  Scan is  essentially
parallel  to  a plane passing through pill.s  No.  2  and 9

ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

Spectral Response

0.625  ill.

6.3  V  i  10%
300  rna  ±  10%

M.odified S-18  (FIG.  3)
Direct Interelectrode  Capacities

Signal  Electrocle  to  all others
D  1  to  D  2  (Horizontal  I>lates)
D 3 to  D  4  (Vertical  Plates)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:
Heater to Cathode  Peak  Voltage

Heater Negative  with Respect to  cathode                         125  V
Heater  I]ositive  with Respect to  ca.thode                           lo  v

Grid No.  1  Voltage
Negative  Bias
Positive  Bias

Grid No.  2  Voltage
Grid No.  3  Voltage
Gi`id No.  4  Voltag'e
Grid No.  5  Voltage

300V
0V

750V
1000  V
1000  V
1000  V

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GA.RL.AND,   TE.XAS

P     a,    BOX    798                                                                                BROADWAY    6-1161
BULLETIN   NO.  TD  113 -2-66
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ABSOLUTE  P\IAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Continued):a Faceplate
Illumination
Operating  Temperature

eTem erature
Signal  Electi`ode  Current

TYPICAL  OPERATION:
Minimum  Peak-to-Peak  Blanking  Voltage

When  applied to  Grid  No.  1
When  a.i)plied  to  Cathode

Deflection  Voltages  (Peak-to-Peak)
Horizontal  (Dl  to  D2)
Vertical  (D3  to  D4)
All  Plates  DC  Volta

Grid No.  i  Voltage  (For  picture  cutoff
with  no  blanking voltage  on  Grid  No.  1)

Grids  No.  2  and 4a

rt

Grid  No.  3  Focus  Electrode  Voltage
Grid  No.  5  Voltage

1000  ft-c
710C

1250   C
.60 uA

Low  voltage                    High voltage

30V
10V

60V                                           90V
50V                                             75V

160to  240V                          250to  350V

-30to  -70V                      -45to  -100V
200  V                                        300  V
0  to  50  V 30 to  70  V

Signal  Elecli`ode  vollfig.c  (for  tyi)ical  sig`n.n.I  ()uti)ut  current)                                20  to  100  V-

Typical  Sigiial  Output  Current a.t  .02 ua  dark  current
and  1  ft-candle  average  faceplate  illumination

Average  Gainma of  Transfer  Cha.racteristic  over
Signal  Output  Current  Range  of  .05  to  0.2  uA

Sea.nned Area
Faceplate  Temperature

.18  ua

0.500  x  0.375  in.
3o°  to  35°

PRINCIPLES  OF  OPERATION

Electrostatic    deflection    in    the    7522
is   acccomplished   through   the   use   of  a.
specially    designed    deflection   electi`ode
configuration    called   the    Deflectron.   A
photograph  of  the  Deflectron  is  shown in

A:f±gud::LeLc.t±:nhepf:tnevsenct::::::::S:Leedc:rao£:
beam   to   be   deflected   sequentially;   that
is,   in   passing   between   the   first  set  of
plates   it   is   deflected   in   one  plane  and
when   reaching   the   second  set  of  plates
it   is   deflected   in   the   other  plane.  The
Deflectron   causes   the   beam   to   be   de-
flected  both   horizontally   and   vertically
simultaneously  as  in  magnetic deflection.
This  common  center  of deflection reduces
defocusing    causecl   by   dissimilar   hori-
zontal  and vertical scanning angles.

Astigma.tism,   coma,   key-stoning,   and
other   abberations   found   in  conventional
deflection   plate   scanning   are   also   re-

h    duced.   In  a  GEC  Deflectron,  quaclrature
is   as   good   as  that  o.btained  in  the  best
magnetic  deflection yokes.  The Deflectron
gives   considerable  freedom  in  selection

/ -2-

of  scanning  formats.  Horizontal and ver-
tiical   deflection   may  be  interchanged  as
identical   circuits   can   be   used  to  drive
either one.

Physically  the  Deflectron  is  a  cone  of
insulating   material,   the  inside  of  which
c()ntains  the  deflection electrode pattern.
T]he   pattern   of   the   Deflectron  is  illus-
trated laid out on a flat plane  in Figure  2.
If  the  pattern  is  rolled to  connect Side A
to Side  8,  four individual  deflectionplates
can be traced.

This type of vidicon is readily adaptable
to various unconventional scanning modes
such as  spiral  scan or radial scan. Digital
scanning can also be employed. The aspect
r2itio of rectangular scanned areas may be
varied  as  desired.  In the  standard orien-
tation for linear scanning,  horizontal scan
lines  are  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane
p€issing  through  base  pins  Noso  2   and 9,
but   other   orientations   may   be   used   if
desired.

A
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„To¥ACc                    FIG    6    BOTTOM    VIEW

NorF.S

I.      Base-pin  positions  fit  0.25  inch  thick,  15-hole  flat
plate  gage  with holes  located as  follows:  14 holes,
0.0470    (±0.0005)   inch   diametel`,    equally  spaced,
0.2510    (=0.0005)    inch   apart   on   a   circle,   0.6560
(±0.0005)  inch  diameter,   plus  a center  hole,  0.300
(±0.001)   inch   diameter,    concentric   with   14-hole
circle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  shown iri inches.

3.      Faceplate:
Mechanical  Thickness  (i)        0.094  +  0.004  -0.008
Refractive  Index (u)            1.484 at  5893 arigstroms
Optical Thickness  (I/u)                          O.063 nominal

4.      The   socket   for   this   tube   can   be  obtained  from
GEC.  Specify part  number  SB-5201-Ool.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVIslopI
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CC)RPORATION.   GARLAND,   TE.XAS

P.    0.    BOX    798                                                                            BROADWAY    6-"61
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The ED 6030-A features solid construction with plug-in  printed circuit boards
to   assure   easy   access.   Rigid   unitizedl   mechanical   assembly   with   standard
components provides maximum reliability.  System weight~less than  loo  lbs.

EiE
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The  ED  60`30-a  is  a  complete  variable  scan  television  system  consisting  of
camera  head,   camera  control,   monitor   and  power   supply.   The   system  is
transistorized,  providing  small   size  and  weight  with  minimum  power  con-
sumption and maximum reliability.  It is contained in  a cabinet  approximately
20 x  19 x 35  inches  in  height  with  easily  accessible  internal  layout.   Weight
of  the   entire  system   is   less   than   loo   pounds.   Operating   on   single   phase
105  -  125  V  58  -62  cycle  AC,  the  system  consumes  only   150  watts.

i:-^    :4   -:    ,-i',i:+--'.    :            ,`\      `      -`s.`
`J      J      ,>              ~    -.---  ``    `-.      `-.-. i ,-.-      a

The  lens,  vidicon,  deflection  components  and  preamplifier  are  contained  in
the camera head.  The  head may  be  operated  at  distances  up  to  25  feet  from
the  cabinet.  The  camera  uses  a  rugged  GEC  vidicon  tube  which  may  be
shipped,  stored  or  operated  in  any  p()sition  without  special  precautions.  A
25mm i/1.9  lens  is  supplied with the  camera.  A keyed clamp  circuit  is  used
to obtain excellent frequency response.

`ed\._  `.  t                ry-i      -'tTrne`  'fuky€±£i,isrd

+

C€)fqTP`OL   £HASS!S

:i(icfoEt.r::e:h:s.si:r:?n:fri::i,:plug;irTn:::wc;:ca:i,in::aurl3
form. The control chassis contains all the circuits necessary

:Ours,1;P;::iti3Fe°cfo#reoiv;df{Ctg:.s:ahn;:i:gfirgE::idceysf:::t;?ouf
frames  per  second  up  to  2  frames  per  second.  Line  fre-
qu(mcy is continuously variable from  10 cycles per second
up  to   1000  cycles  per  second.  A  "one  shot"  feature  is
included which allows only one frame to be  scanned when
the panel  mounted push button is  actuated  or  an  external

g:]T]St:nuaopups]i;d+a=:%Tes!Sftr°era:::c;Wseae\?tog:Eerwa;%orp::V;f€:
driving  the  line  and  frame  sweep  amplifier  as  well  as  for

::1::::i',Tses.w:ehpeyammpalyfieE:,saylg:h::ani3:sioriinztee::a:Lypp?;
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tive  current feedback  around  the  amplifier,  and  amplifiers
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gray.  Video  signals  are  supplied  at  1  volt  from  a  75  ohm
impedance.  The  system  operates  with  a  standard  4  volt
sync pulse.
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The   monitor,   provided   as   part   of   the
system,  is  designed  around  the  5  CK  high
resolution   cathode   ray   tube   with   a   P12
long  decay   time   phosphor.   Other   phos-

phors   are   available   on   special   request.
The monitor chassis  consists  of a cathode
ray   tube   assembly   and   plug-in   monitor
control    moclu]e.    The    monitor    control
module  contains the  circuits  necessary for
driving  the  monitor  tube.  The  amplifiers
which   drive   the   monitor   tube   are   DC
coupled   and   similar   in   design   to   those
which  drive  the  vidicon.  A  high  level  DC
coup]ed video  amplifier provides  sufficient

gain to fully  modulate  the CRT.  The  high
resolution   flat   face   cathode   ray   tube   is

protected from stray fields by a magnetic shield. Provisions are made to mount
a polaroid camera.  A  shutter  control  circuit  is  incli`dc.d  to  provide  a  contact
closure  during  the  frame  sweep  period  for  external  camera  synchronization.

P0i¥i'ig,'ER   S'JPPL¥

The power supply provides all regu-
lated  voltages  for  the  complete  sys-
tem  in  addition  to  the  high  voltage
for the CRT.
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FEATijr{E§

Fully magnetic  Vidicon Tube
Sampling of yoke  current
assures  vidicon  protection

from  sweep failure.
Plug-in  printed circuits

Solid  state  system

OPT!DNAL
AG€E`S:;E=i:L>:iES

Electronically  actuated  shutte].
Remote  monitor

Recording  film  camera
Scan  converter

Disc  recorder stor{ige

SPEC!F!£¢`l-!#:,`v!:+3`

Input  Voltage .
Power   C()nsumption    .
Deflection  Gi`nerators

Line
Frequency  (Two  Ranges)
Input   Sweep   Sensitivity.
Sweep  Voltage  Output .
Input  Sync
Output   Sync    .

Frame
Frequency  (Two  Ranges)
Input   Sweep   Sensitivity
Sweep   Voltage   Output
Input  Sync   .
Output   Sync

BlaonL#8tGencrator

Video
Frequency  Response
Output  Amplitude

Resolution
Number  of Gray  Scales
Cathode  Ray  Tube
Lens

105-125  VAC/58  to  62  cps
.     150   watts

10

4v
4v

1000  cps
volts   P-P

s   negative
s   negative

.  . ±   ]0  volts  (blanking  negative)

Essentially  DC  to   I   MC
1.0  volt  nominal   (white   positive)

600  lines
.    NineI    5CKP12

•. iv6li:nsak.f./.i.;  25mm  F.L.

-
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a            MINIATURE

Three  actual  size  photographs  on  succeeding  pages  tell  how
small  the  camera  really  is.  What  they  cannot  tell   is  that  the
ED   6038   A   camera   head   weights   only   14   ounces   and   the
ED 6038  A-1   camera  head  weight  is  48  ounces.  The  control
unit  has  a  depth  of  6]/2  inches  and  weighs  81/4  pounds.

RUGGED

®

®

®

Look  at  the  environment  in  which  this  camera  will  operate:

Vibration

Shock

Temperature

Relative  Humidity

Explosive  atmosphere

Ambient acoustical  noise

Altitude

VERSATILE

20  cps --2  kc  random
distribution

20 G's  RMS  in  each  of three  axes

60 G's  RMS for three  seconds,  in
each of three  axes

100  G's  for  11   ms

_|o°C  to   +71°C,  Operating

1000/o

More  than  175  db  overall
'sound  pressure  level

Space   Environment

General   Electrodynamics   Corporation's   total   electro-optical
capability  enables  it  to  quickly  engineer  most  application  re-

quirements   where    instrumentation    television    is    indicated.
Our   Electronic   Tube    Division    supplies   the   `'eye"   for   this

camera..  All  you  have  to  tell  us  is  what  the  ``eye"  must  see. ®
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To i.o

24 to  36  V.D.C.
15 watts

feet

COMPOSITE   Vl[)EO   SIGNAL
CONFORMS  TO  EIA
STANDARD  Fas-170

H  RG-59
0   LINE  AMPLIFIEF{S

7
ED  6038  A  USES  1/2-INCH  TD  1305  VIDICON  500  TV  LINES   RESOLUTION

0-i.         {
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Emaeifro_ i hast E
..~ , _1a (ACTUAL   SIZE)

a

USES  1-INCH  TD1339  VIDICON  700  TV  LINES   RESOLUTION

^.  ' `.                   ee
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(ACTUAL , SIZE )
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MOUNT

LENS
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~                              FEATURES

Electrostatic  Focus  Vidicon  Tube

J^

S.i

Sampling  of  yoke  currents

assures  vidicon  protection
from  sweep  failure.

Plug-in  printed  circuits

Solid  state  system
Reliable,  detailed  pictures  under

adverse environmental  conditions.

ACCESSORIES

LENSES

5.5  mm            f/1.8

10  mm             f/1.8

25  mm             f/1.4

38  mm             f/2.8

75  mm             f/4.2

(GEC  1499)

(GEC  2035)

(GEC  2036)

(GEC  2037)

(GEC  2038)

HEAD  MOUNT  MODEL  MD  380

SPEC[F!CATIONS
Horizontal  scanning  Frequency ......... 15,750  cps

Vertical  Scarining  Freqiiency
Interlace
A'spect  Ratio,  Height  to  Width
Sweep  Linearity

60  cps
2:130  ti-/sec

Better than   ± 10/o
Sync  and  Blanking  ........ Standard  Broadcast  EIA

Video  Output ........ 1.4  V  PP  composite  into  75-ohm  load
Automatic  Constant  Video  Output  ..10-10,000  ft.  candle
Usable  pictures ....... obtained  with  1  ft.  candle
Color  Response  ....... Approximates  human  eye
Grey  Scale  Reproduction 10  steps
Kieyed  clamp ........ Provides  constant  black  level

Voltage  Regulation  holds  picture stable over 24 to  36  VDC
Input  Power

BLOCK  DIAGRAM

24  to  36  VDC,15  watts

ELECTRONICS  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION,  GAFiLAND.  TEXAS  75040

p.  o.  Box  79a                          A/c  214                          276-il6i
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The  camera  head's  small  size  gives  it  easy  access
through  small  openings  or  inspection  ports.  Inter-

nal    inspection   of   finished   tanks   or   other   large

enclosures    of   critical    systems    is    easily    accom-

plished.   Pipe   lines,   narrow   raceways,   sewers,   or
other   distribution   systems   can   be    internally   in-
spected  with  ease.  Small  size  enabled  the  camera
head   to  be   mounted   in   the  center  of  the  cata-
dioptric   lens   pictured   at   the   left.   The   complete
200mm  focal  length  lens  and  camera  head  has  a
total   ipackage   size   of  41/4   inches   diameter   by   6
inches  long.

Whether  observing  an  operating  rocket  engine  at
close  range  or  used  at  the  end  of  a  crane  for  ma-
nipulation control, the ED 6038 A can  take it. Other
tough applications for which the ED 6038 A is easily
suitable  are   terrain   surveillance   from   slow  flying
aircraft,  blast  furnace  monitoring,  or  in  any  areas
of extireme  noise  and/or  vibration.

Here  is a good example of a stringent  requirement

placed  on  the  ``eye"  of  the  ED  6038  A.  Look  at  a
TIC  arc  weld  in  process  and  give  a  detailed  pres-
entation   of  the   torch   tip,   molten   metal   puddle,
incoming  seam,  and  finished  weld.  Sound  impos-
sible?  The  ED  6038  A  does   it.

LET.S  TALK  ABOUT  YOUR  APPLICATION

ELECTRONICS  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPOF{ATION.  GARLAND,  TEXAS  75040

P.   a.  BOX  798                             A/{:214                             276-I:Cl
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¢5¢c€S   BR!G|lT   DispLAY ...,..............

90
`S¢y€p  CONTROLLABLE  STORAGE ........

¢¢?€>   D!RECTLY  RECORDABLE ....,..,..

R^L  ELECTRO[)YNA`tlcs  CORPOR4`TION
[11  t .-..  I-t\  ` . ,-````  I,

tt         C, t±.
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Bright   televi5.ion   dis[)lay   can    be   easily

viewe(i,   even   in   normally   illuminated
rooms.  Any  numbci-of monitol-s  can  be
connectecj  to  the +D  6052,  then-eby pro-
viding  mullip!e  viewing  screens  at  stra-
tegic   locatic>ns.

By  adjusting   the   storage  period   the
television    presentation    can    be    o!iti-
mized   for  any  antenna   rotation.   After
an   image   is   read   in,   storage   can   be
adjustcc!   to   provide  a   long   pericjd   for
concentrated  study  of  the  phenomena.

The composite video signal may be used
with any recording equipment presently
availa!]Ie   for   television.   Addilionally,
the  bright  monitor  display  can   be
readily photographed.

GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   COR-
PORATION   ED   6052   SCAN   CONVER-
TER   CONVERTS   RADAR   liNFORMA-
TION   TO   STANDARD   TV  DISPLAY

ADJUSTABLE  STORAGE  for  display  op-
timizatioii  DYNAMIC  FOCUSING  for
uniform   resolution    RHO-THETA
SWEEPS   generated    and    rotated   elec-
tronically   RANGE   RINGS   electronically

generated

REMOTE  CONTROL  of  both   range
change  and  erase  function

MAP   OVERLAY   GENERATOR   available
for   superimposing   area   map   to   aid
viewer   in   orienting   himself   with   the
radar   presentation

FRONT  PANEL  is  hinged  for  complete
front  access

COMPLETELY  TRANSISTORIZED  with

plug-in  circuilry

STANDARD  19"  RACK  MOUNTING

'`II--,

+
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INPUTS:
ilo VAC 60  cps,1.5a
Antenna  synchro  or  resolver  signcil
Sweep  trigger
Radar  video
Television  sync  and  bl.inking
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OUTPUTS:
Television   rate  composite  video   signal
which  ccln  be  used  to drive clny number
of  closed  circuit  television   monitors
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UNOBSTF`UCTED
FPONT   FACEPLATE   AFiEA

LOW   NOISE
VIDEO   PF}EAMPLIFIER

Vl[)lcoN   CENTEF}lNG
CLAMP

HIGH   RESOLUTION
VIDICON

VIDICON   VOLTAGE
FILTEFts

VIDICON   BLANKING
&   BEAM   ALIGNMENT

CIRCUITF}Y

F`UGGED   MIL-C-26482
CONNECTOR

7~:``
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TD  1306-0

X-RAY

RELATIVI=  SPECTRAL  RESPONSE
VIDICONS  AVAILABLE

.3         .4              .5         .6     .7                 1.a
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OPTIONS -60738

®

I

®

n

Video  Polarity Switch
DC  Coupled  Video  Output
CCU  Shock  Mounts
Gamma  Correction
Fast-Betrace  Vertical

Deflection
35mm  Bayonet  Mount  Lens

Adapter
F}emote  Beam,  Target  &  Focus

Controls -Short  Distance

r-=rtu`     -

E'REm

6073-00740
60738-00741
03411
60738-00742

60738-00743

60738-10012-5

60738-00744

-=Eiii5_L====[jF=j=-+5_i=-=i#;e'al~T:5

F`emote  Beam, Target &  Focus
Controls -Long  Distance

F}emote  Gamma  Control
Bemote Video Gain & Pedestal
Bemote Video  Polarity Control
Remote  Horizontal  Sweep

F`eversal
F]emote  Vertical  Sweep

Beversai
Pulse  Driver  (Sync,  Blanking
and  Drives)

60738-00745
60738-00746
60738-00747
60738-00748

60738-00749

60738-00750
6073-00732
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HIGH  F3ES®LUT!®ged  iN  NEff>Sit  DAEEB{utFiELD  ENviFzoNMENTs"

ED  7070

WHAT  IS  THE  ED  7070?
The   ED   7070   Television  Camera  combines  a
16  mm  silicon-intensifier  target   (SIT)  camera
tube   with   a   sturdy,   compact,   high  resolution
camera  head  and  control  unit  capable  of  con-
tinuous  operation  near the  photo-electron  noise
limit.  In other  words,  a television camerawhich
can   resolve   detail    (that  your  eyes  cannot)   in
a  near dark-field environment.

ADVANTAGES  OF  THE  ED  7070.
® Ve.ry  high  sensivitivity

•High  resolution/very  low light  level
(700 lines/  5  x  10  -  4 ft  candles)

®Small  compact  size

®Signal    changes   W/Scene   illLumination   auto-
matically  corrected

•Low noise preamplifier

®Assured  stability  and performance  over long
periods  without adjustments

® Programmable  sync.  generator

® LOw lag

• Fast acting automatic gain control

® Solid-state  circuitry

•Optional   30   MHz   preamp   for   operation   at
higher line frequencys.

CAMERA   HEAD   DIFflENSION

GE!'€EffiffiL   ELE8TFisBYFEflF¥3E!8§
4430  FOPEST  IANE,  GAF}LAND,  TEXAS  75042

PHONE:  (214)   276-1161     /    T\/VX  (910)  860-5193    /    TELEX   73-2395
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ED  7090  SELF-CONTAINED VERY  LO\V  LICIIT  LEVEI.  'l`L`LEVISION  CAMERA

llic  ED  7090  is  a se].I-contained,  vei`y low lit;`ht level,  moi}ochrome t,elevision
camei`a cat)able  of operating at lig`ht levels  equivalent to  a full  moon oil a clea,r
night.    A wide  dynamic  i`ange  is  .|chicved by using. a lolls  with wide  rang.e
attenuation,  which is  usually achieved wit,h an iris  spot or by introducing neutral

freonift:J±±itoc-r3S.tos]L;9j}f:oct:[n:'::::.£tos[:givesexcellentresultswithsceiiebi`ig`htness

The ED 7090 can opci.ate from the built-in internal  sync  ge,nei`ator or can be
driven from an external  sync g`encrator.    Simply connecting or discormecting
the sync  generator bo{rii.d by means  of plug-in connectors  changes  fi-om one
mode of operation to the  other.

POWER REQumEMENTS:   Operates  from either  105  to  130 VAC,  47 t.o  420  Hz,
19 watts  max.  or from 12 to 36 VDC  at 1  a.  maximum.    No damage to camera
with 1  msec.  over voltage of 170  volts  on A.C.  operation,  and momentary or
continuous  under voltage to  zero volts  on AC  or DC  opei`ation.

VERTICAL SWEEP RATES:   30 frames per second;    60  fields per second,
interlaced 2:1.

HORIZONTAL  SWEEP RATES:   15, 750  Ii-z derived from cT7ystal controlled
master oscillator operating at 31,  500  Hz with a stability better than 0. 01%.

SCANNING:   2:1  interlace with 525  scanning lines per frame.

SCAN  FORMAT:   Adjustable-can be  4:3,1:1,  or 3:4.    Sweep  sizes  are
variable by i 30% of the nominal 4:3  scan size.

SYNC  & BIjANKING WAVEFORM:   Conforms  to  EIA  Standard RS-330.    All
pulse widths are adjustable and are temperature compensated to stay within 1%.
May be adapted to synchronization from an external sync  generator by simply
un-plugging the sync generator board.

CAMEIIA  TUBE  TYPE:   1-inch silicon-intensifier target  (SIT)  tube with magnetic
foc`is aiid deflection.    Normally supplied with a type 4804 (SCI).,    Other  grades
ai.e available.

SENSITIVITY:   One volt pettk-to-peak black negaLtive video output using a type
4804 SIT tube and f/1. 81ens with neutral density filter viewing a scene with a
brightness  of  1 x 10-21`oot-laml]erts.    The peak-to~peak signal to  rms noise
ratio with this  illumination is  40  db.

{t``Ti=-rg7     GEftjEF3AL    ELECTROE3yfndA!p`¥fl!cs
4430    FOREST   LANE

GARLAND,  TEXAS    75040
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AUTOMATIC  LIGIIT ltANGE:    Ol`}Lciincd with  a  combination of aut,omatic  sensitivity
conti.ol of the  intoiisirier section  rind aut,omatic  control  of tl`ie  light thro`ig.h the
lens.    There  is  less  th:`n 6  clb  clmug.c  in vicl<:`o  sig`nal with ]].`g.ht  variation of
3,000,000  to  1  using a lens with \',tide  rang`c  atteiiuation.    Automatic  bandwidtli
reduction is provided to improve  sig`nal to noise  ratio at low lig-ht level  extremes.

GEOMETRIC  DISTORTION:   Less  than 2%  for both vertical and horizontal directions.

GRAY SCALE RENDITION:   10  shades  of gi`ay using EIA  g.i.ay  scale overlay
sti.lps  in  conjunction with the  EIA  `IW  Resolutieii Chart,  1956.

BLACK LEVEL CONTROL:   Black level is  controlled by circuitry that maint.ains
a fixed black level  in i;he  output signal within plus or minus  5 percent.    The
circuit is  of the driven clamp type.

VIDEO PEAK CLIPPING:   An adjustable video peak clipper is provided.    The
peak clipping level is  adjustable between plus  or minus  3  db of the normal output
level.    The peak clipper  operation does not deteriorate video quality in "below
clipi)ing"  signal levels or cause synchronizing instability in the associated monitor.

RESOLUTION:   Opcr.nlting. at  30  frames  per  second.i  2:1  int,erlace with 525  scanning
lines per frame,  the following resolution is obt`ained.

With photoconductor illumination of 3 x 10-4 foot-ca]-idles the horizontal
limiting resolution in the  center is better than 600  TV lines  and in each cornet.
better than 500  'IV lines.   With photoconductor illuminator of 10-4 the horjzont.al
limitillg resolution in the center is  approximately 500  TV lines.

APERTUF£E:   The camera contains aperture correction circuitry which is
adjust2Lble fi-om 0  to  6. 0  db  and peaked at  10  Mhz nominal.    The  circuit
is of the low phase distortion type.

:.€fo
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OUTPUT-VIDEO ADJUSTA131,E:   Co:11}.!ositc  sit;.n:il  usually  set with 0. 7  volt peck-

to-i]eftk I;hck nc`giLivc video and tot,al composite  sigrial of 1. 0  volt peak-to-peal{.

n          ££jpu]:::'::: S%n£: e.`otTapv[::::;jcLe£So ::S7u5aL:% [=C,LtT:e°,: :}Lli'i'„a[::::::I:`o:`tcf[;}i. 37°57°o::ttt]i:n:° tat
driving.,  €ind video  is  optionally av..~ilable  on  12+i  ohm bad.{inced  lii`ie  output
for loiig viclco line  driving®     A vicleo "Tcst''  Bl\TC  t}/pe  output is  available
on the camera rear plate.

SCAN  FAILURE  PROTECTION:   Vertical  and horizontal sweep voltages  and
currents are sampled.    Iiistantzlncous,  transistori7jed circuit.ry fully protects
the vidicon.

HORIZONTAL SCAN FREQUENCY:   Conti.oiled from either external  drive  or
internal camera sync generator.    internal camera generatoi. has a master
oscillator which is a tcmperature stabilized cryst,al controlled master
oscillator with less thari 0. 01yo chcange  from -loo C  (14°  F)  to + 490 C  (+|2o°  F).

VERTICAL SCAN FREQUEi\TCY:   Controlled from either external drive  or
internal camera sync generator.   Derives the vertical  frequ6ncy from the horizontal
frequency with binary div]..ders.

DC  COMPONENT TRA}\TSMISSION:   None.    Video is AC  couplecl to the  outputs.

:vEesr°aLtueTm[:eNrast:feB:::r:?::SiLOTOE%4?LE4%AF7Ut:`::49Loe;LS2:P,ari):°%deg.radation

RESOLUTION STABIIulTY VS.  INPUT VOI.iTAGE VARIATION:   No perceptible
change with an input AC  voltage variation from  95 VAC  to 135 VAC,  or an
input DOC.  voltage variation of 12 to  36 VDC.

OPERATIONAL STABILITY:   Stable operation is acbieved within five minutes of
turn-on for tempcrat.ures above zero degrees centigrade andwithin 15 minutes
at lower temperatures.

CONTROLS:
External Controls
P;wer on/off
Beam
Focus

External controls may be provided locally with a small control unit connected to
the remote-control connector on the camera or may be remotcd up to a distance
of 3,000  feet.    Mechanical optical focus adjustable from front .of camera.
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C ONNEC TORS :

i.' u  n          i T¥_e,`':¥::[<`::°^L`47.5oT:°]f]^¥ :ion,e ^°,:[n?:t.,, ^°,:.^:£ti,?;::|15,'
1 Amphcnol  Type  6225 for  124 ohm bfLla,need video  line  outpu.t
1  Zoom  Leiis  output
1 Remote  functions input,  containing inputs for:

a.  Beam
b.  focus                \
c.  Power input,   105 to  130 VAC  or
do  Power input,  +12 to +36 VDC
e.  Optional vertical clrive input
f.  Ctotional horizontal di`ive inr2ut
9.  Zoom lens controls
h.  Automatic/manual iris control

GENEF3AL   ELECTF3oD¥NAgijiies
4430    FOREST   LANE
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ED  7085 SELILCONTAINED ULTRA  LOW  I.ilGT-IT LEVEL TELEVISION CAMERA

rl        tile   ED 7085 is a self-contained,  ultra low light level,  monochrome television
camera capable of operating at light lcvcls equivalent to starlight with no moon
present.    in most applications ,  overcast nig.ht shies provide enough reflection
of scatt,ered light for very satisfactory viewing.   A wide clynamic  range is
achieved by using a lens with wide range attenuation,  which is usually achieved
VI;i;I:sa:x±cr:;leg:t°:e°sTulbtys±:::h°dsucc:£]:egbnre±:;:::sdscnf::tzfi:t-ea`:;:#foao:_01::£`ea::::

The ED 7085 can operate from the built-in ERA  STD.  RS-170  Internal sync  generator,
or`can be driven from dri external sync generator.    Simply comecting or disQomecting
the sync generator board by means of plug-in connectors changes from one mode
of operation to the other.

POWER REQumEMENTS:   Operates from either 105 to 130 VAC,  47 to 420  Hz,  19
a        wattsmax.  orfroml2to36VDc at la.  maximum.   Nodamagetocamera

•  with 1 msec.  over voltage of 170  volts on A.C.  operation,  and momentary or
continuous undei. voltage to zero volts on AC  or I)C  operation.

VERTICAL SWEEP RATES:    30 frames per second,  60 fields.  per second,
interlaced 2:1.

n        ::gt{czr°oNs:£[Latso¥7:I:epraRtfn:Ea: : 3 i,55'o705°H}z[:,,,:tehr;V:far:;£Ty cbre¥:::i:oat;:;][e%:.

SCANNING:£  2:1 interlace with 525  scanning lines per frame.

SCAN FORMAT:   Adjustable  -Can be 4:3,  1:1  or 3:4.    Sweep sizes  are
variable by ±30qlo of the nominal 4:3 scan size.

SYNC  & BIANKING WAVEFORM:   Conforms to  ERA Standard RS-170.    All
pulse widt.hs are adjustable and are temperature compensated to stay within 1%.
May be adapted to synehronization from an external sync generator by
simply un-plugg`ing the sync generator board.

CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE:   1-inch intensifier silicon-intensifier target (ISIT)
tube with magnetic focus and deflection.    Normally supplied with a
type 4849.

SENSITIVITY:   One volt peak-to-peck black negative video output using a type 4849

g::£tguhbt:e=sdoff/:;!aef::t`_V]±::1:::::=[:ehnes;t:a:{£±::I:eva±£::;:a:::ern:swfth
gtip with th,i: il_|`_i:¥i_n=:i+:: ::  €!  gp`.   With a scene brightness ofnoise I

5 x 10" the signal to noise ratio is 36 db.
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AUTonIATIC  LIGHT RANGE:,  Obtained   with a, combination of automatic  sensitivit
rl        conti.ol   of tlie iritensificr s8ctions and automatic control of the lig.ht thi`oug`h the

lens.    There is less thali 3 db change in video signal with light variation of
50,000,000  to 1  using a lens with wide  range  attenuation.    Automatic band\\Jidth
reduction is provided to improve  signal to noise ratio at low light level ext,rcmes.

GEOMETRIC  DrsTORTION:   Less than 2% for both vertical and horizontal
directi6ns.

GRAY SCALE RENDITION:   10  shades  of gray using EIA  gray scale overlay
strips  in conjunction with.the EIA  TV Resolution Chart,  1956.

BLACK IjEVEI, CONTROL:   Black level is cont,rolled by circultry that
maintains a fixed bla,ck level in the output signal within plus or minus 5 percent.
The circuit is of the driven clamp typeorl
VIDEO PEAK CLIPPING:    An adjustable video peak clipper is provided.    The
peak clipping level is adjustable between plus or minus 3 db of the normal output
level.    The peak clipper opei-ation does not deteriorate video qualit.y in "below
clipping"  signal levels or cause synchi.onizing instability in the associated monitor.

RESOLUTION:   Operating at-30  frames per second,   2:1  interlace with 525
scarming  lines per frame,  the following resolution is  obtained.

With .photoconductoi.   illumination of 5 x 10-5 foot-candles the horizontal
limiting resolution in the center is better than 600  TV lines  and in each corner
better than 500  TV lines.   With photoconductor illuminator of 5 x 10-6   the
horizontal limiting resolution in the center is approrima,tely 500  TV lines.

APERTURE:   The camera contains aperture correction circuitry which is
adjustable froin 0  to 6.0 db and peaked at 10  rmz nominal.    The circuit

A        is of the low phase distoi.tion type.

GENERAL   ELECTR®.BYNAP`~Aiics
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OUTPUT~VIDEO ADJUSTABIjE:   Composite  signal usutrtlly set with 0. 7 volt peak~
to~peak black negative video and total composite  signal of 1. 0 volt-peck-to-peak.

If              Adjustable sync amplitude ls usually set to occupy approximately 30% of the total
fi    am-plltude.   Video zivaflable on 75 ohm  Type "UI-IF'  cormcctor for 75  ohm line

drlvlng,  and video ls optionally available on 124 ohm bar;inced line ctutput for
long video line drlvlng.   A video ''Test"  BNC  t.}pe output is  availa,ble on the
camera rear plate.   Built-1n. switch-selectalJle video coax pre-equalization to
compensate for up   to 3000  ft.  of cable.

SCAN FAILURE  PROTECTION:   Vertical and horizontal  sweep voltages and
currents are sampled.   hstantaneous,  translstorlzed clrcultry fully pi.otects

•  the vldlcon.

HORIZONTAL SCAN FREQUENCY:   Controlled from either external drive or
internal calnera sync generator.   internal camera generator has a master
oscillator which ls a temperature stabilized crystal controlled master .oscillator.

r`   VERTICAIJ SCAN FREQUENCY:   Conti`olled from either external drive or
internal camera sync generator which derives the vertica]. frequency from the
horizontal frequency with binary dividers.

DC  COMPONENT TRANSMISSION:   None.   Video ls AC  coupled to the outputs.

RESOLUTION STABILITY VS.  IFmuT VOLTAGE VARIATION:   No preceptible
change with an input AC voltage varlatlon from 95 VAC to 135 VAC ,  or an

;}!rl     input D.C.  voltage variation of 12 to 36 VDC.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE:   -20°C  (-40F)  to +6o°C  (+|4o0F).

RESOLUTION STABILITY VS.  TEMPERATURE:   Less than 10% degradation
over a temperature range of -10°C  (|40F)  to +48° (|2o°F).

OPERATIONAL STABII.ITY:   Stable operation is achieved within five minutes of .
rl    turn-on for temperatures above zero degrees centitgrade and wlthln 15 minutes

at lower temperatures.

CONTROLS:

External Controls
Power on/off                 .
Beam
Focris

External controls may be provlcled locally with a small control unit colmected to
the remote-control connector on the camera or may be remoted up to a distance
of 3,000  feet.   Mechanical optical focus adjustable from front of camera.

GEf#ERAL   ELEeTROBy!tiA¢ply4!cs
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CONNECTORS:

ri         : Z¥peh':¥oHLF#°cr67252-5°Fon: i¥4e o°huip:t:1::c::t::I::]oL¥ine output
1  Zoom Lens  output
1 Remote functions input

a.  Beam
b.  focus
c.  Power input,  105 to  130 VAC  or
d®-Power input,  +12 to  +36 VDC
e.  aptional vertical drive input
I.  Optional horizontal di.ive input
9.  Zoom lens  controls
h.  Automatic/manual iris control

GEFl!ERAL    ELECTRODYN.j3,f!Sfli!CS
4430    FOREST   LANE
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ELECTRONIC   TUBES

GEC  Type Description

Vidicons

February  i,  1962

User
P|.ice

rl

A

1320

1326

1343

6326A

7038

7226

7226A

7291

7325

7336

7522

7697

7735A

7828

52-01

Special Industrial

Ruggedized   Electrostatic

$230.00

$725.00

$2088.00

TV  Film  pick  up  (Dynamic  Focus)          $515.00

TV  Film  pick  up                                             $230.00

Short Length,  Low Power Heater                $275.00

Ruggedized   7226                                                  $66i5.00

TV  Film  pick  up                                              $375.00

High  sensitivity                                                   $230.00

Broadcast  Live  Pick  Up  (Dyn.  Focus)      $515.00

Electi.ostatic  Focus  and  Deflection            $1265.00

Industrial  Low  Target  voltage                   $230.00

Industrial

Scan  Conversion  Tubes

Simultaneous  Read  and  Write,
Controllable  Storage

Accessories

7522  Socket

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTF{ODYNAMICS   CORPOFiATION,   GAFiLAND,   TEXAS

$230.00

$2340.00

$6.05

BULLETIN    NO.   GEC-106-2-62
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VIDICON    APPLICATloNS

GEC  1320

GEC  1326

GEC  1343

GEC  6326A

a GEC  7038

GEC  7226

GEC  7226A

GEC  7291

GEC  7325

GEC  7336

GEC  7522

GEC  7697

•:::   i   =`: a .±  .i

Special Industrial Vidicon.  Designed for high contrast scenes where ultimate
sensitivity is not needed. Insensitive to image retention from stationary scenes
such as plotting boards and water gages.

;t:::hgeerTiEiacros:bFeetfii;i-:;.ageaftersceneisremoved.IdeallysuitedforTV

Ruggedized  Electrostatic  Focus  and  Deflection  Vidicon.  Electrical  charac-
teristics  similar  to  7522.

TV  Film  Pickup.  Characteristics  controlled  for  optimum  film  pick-up  oper-
ation.  Provision for  dynamic  focus.

TV  Film  Pickup.  For  cameras  adjusted  for  this type.

Short   Length,   Low   Power   Heater   Vidicon.   Designed  for   transistorized,
compact  cameras.

Ruggedized  Vidicon.   Includes   advantages   of  7226  with  ruggedized  con-
struction.  Operates under MIL-E-5272A environmental conditions. Primarily
used for military applications such as missiles and aircraft or severe industrial
environments.

TV  Film  Pick-Up.  Identical  to  6326A but without  dynamic  focus.

Latest  Advance  in  Vidicon  Camera  Tubes.   Highest  sensitivity,  lowest  lag
tube  available.  Excellent  pictui.es  obtained  from  low  light  level  scenes.  I_his
i~mpr_9`y_ed   tube   gives  pfr.fo.rlp_.an.c.Q >_ superior  t_o.  .7735A_i

:;3fi:::is.tns%:iiybiL::ehiElicks-eun:i.tiJi:;::I::if5ngwi:'iveprs.cvei:ie.snip.rb5;andacma::
OCuS.

Electrostatic  Focus  and  Deflection.  Low  power  requirements  for  focus  and
deflection.  Capable  of  any  type  scan.

For  Industrial  Cameras  with  automatic  sensitivity  control.  Target  voltage
held to low value and close limits as required in some automatic TV cameras.
Other characteristics identical to the 7325.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPOFtATION,   GARLAND,   TEXAS BULLETIN   NO.   GEC-108~5-6I
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EIA   REGISTERED   AND   GEC   STANDARD   VIDICON   TYPES May,  1965

TYPE

a

a

FEATURE S:  APPLICATIONS

6326A

7038

7226

7226A

7290

7291

7325

7336

752:2.

7697

7735A

` 835 5

o   8484

8485

8507

8572

8633

TD1305-001

TD1320

TD1326

TD1337

TD1341-001

TD1348-001

TD1354-001

TD1355

6-1/4

6-1/4

5-1/8

5-1/8

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/8

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

5.81

3-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/8

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

6-1/4

TV  film  pickup;  kovar  seal;  dyn.  focus

Live  scenes  and  TV  film  pickup

Short  length;  low  power heater

Ruggedized  7226

Slow scan

TV film  pickup;  kovar  seal

Superseded by  8484

Broadcast  live  pu;  Prov.  for  dyn.  focus

Electrostatic  with  Deflectron

Low  target voltage  for  ATC

Superseded by  8484

8484  construction

Standard high  sens.  &  high  res.

Hi res.;  separate  mesh;  new gun design

High resolution;  separate  mesh

TV film  pickup;  separate  mesh

Missile;  surveillance

Extreme  environment;  small  size

Plotting boards;  stationary  scenes

Radar display;  short term  storage

Hybrid;  compact  camera

High resolution;  stationary  scenes

High resolution,  high  sensitivity

Plotting boards;  stationary  scenes

Separate  mesh;  low power heater

M -Magnetic                 E  -Electrostatic            R  -Ruggedized              SR -Super-ruggedized

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GE.NERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPOFiATION,   GAFiLAND,   TEXAS

P.    0     BOX   79S                                                                                                     214-276-1161

BULLETIN  NO.  TD  126-5fo5
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GEC  1343  RUGGEDIZED  ELECTROSTATIC  VIDICON

Tentative Data

.The  GEC  1343  Ruggedized  Electrostatic  Focus  and Defi:;:=ion Vidicon operates  in
severe  environmental conditions  typically found in miii=L=.i-y and space  applications.
Camera volume,  weight and power requirements  a-re I.i~:i_imized because no  external
focus  or deflection components  are  needed.    A  low po.`,`,,;ei-:n.eater  is  used.    Other
electrical characteristics are  similar to the  GEC  7522.

GENERAL:
Operatin Pos ition                                                                                                                          An
Focusin Method                                                                                                  Electrostatic
Deflection Method                                                                                                 Electrostatic
Max.   Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                                                        0. 625  in.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS :

Heater
Voltage  (AC  or  DC)
Current

6. 3  V  i  1097o
150 rna

Spectral Response                                                                                                                          S-18
Direct lnterelectrode Capacities

Sigrial  Electrode to all others
D  i  to  D 2  (Horizontal Plates)
D 3  to  D 4 (Vertical Plates)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS :
Grid No.   i Voltage

Nega.tive Bias
Positive  Bias

300V
'OV

Heater to Cathode Peak Voltage
Heater Negativelwith Respect to  cathode                                                              125 V
Heater Positive with Respect to  cathode                                                                  10 V

Grid No.   2ivolta e                                                                                                                     750V
Faceplate

Illumination                                                                                                                 looo ft-c.
Temperature  (0 eratin )                                                                                           7lo  c.

al  Electi-ode  current                                                                                                   O. 6  uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Scanned Area                                                                                                         0. 500 x  O. 375  in.
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                       300 to  350  C.
Optimum  Signal Output Current

(Less  Dark Current,  with uniform  2870° K
Tungsten  illumination on faceplate. )

5 £t-c and greater
0.  2  to  0. 5  ft-c

0. 2  uA
. 05  to  .  i  uA

al  Electrode Vo 20 to  loo V
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TYPICAL OPERATION,   Continued:
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over  Signal Output Current Range  of  . 05 to
0.  2  uA.

Grid No.
.55

5 Volta 300V
Focus  Electrode Volta e                                                                                                        Oto50V
Grid No.   2  and Grid No.   4 Volta e                                                                                     200 V
Gr,id No.   I  (For signal cutoff with no  blanking

On  G|) -45  to  -loo V
Minimum  Blanking Voltage  (Peak to  Peak)

When applied to Grid No.1,                                                                                           30V
When a plied to Cathode |OV

Deflection Voltages  (Peak to  Peak)
Horizontal (D  I to  D 2)
Vertical  (D 3  to  D 4)
Horizontal Plates  DC  Voltage
Vertical Plates  DC  Volta

60V
50V

200 V to  250 V
200 V to  250 V
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.1Ii.Oooi.13PinBase

See  GEC  75

Bulletin  No.   GEC  2-118,   October,    1961,   Page  3

Short  Index  Pin

Direc::t`jri  or-Light
Into  Faceplatc-of Tube

Pin   i:    IieaL-er
Pin   2:   DI  Horizont£I,  Dcflection  Plate
Pin  3:    Grid  No.   2  &  i
Pin  4:   Internal  Connection--Do not  use
Pin  5:   D4  Vertical  Deflection Plate  ..
Pin  6:    GridNo.   I
Pin  7:   G3  Focus  Electrode
Pin   8:   Internal  Connection--Do not us'e
Pin  9:   D2  Horizontal Deflection Plate
Pinlo:.   Grid No.   5
Pinll:   Cathode
Pin 12:   D3  Vertical  Deflecti6n Plate
Pinl3:   Heater
Short Index  Pin;  Internal Connection--Do  not use

Flange:   Signal  Electrode

22  Bulletin

Electronic Tube Division
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas
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GEC   1326   STORAGE   VIDICON
TENTATIVE   DATA

The  GEC  1326  broadcast quality  vidicon is  designed specifically to  provide controlled
short  term  storage and is  suitable for  such  applications as  radar display tube pickup
and slow  scan television.    Its  special photoconductive faceplate coating permits  stor-
age of the video  sigrialover a controlled periodof time, yet the  image will decay with-
out  erasure by external  light or by  special  erasing  circuits.    With the patented GEC
internal  particle   shield  construction,   the  tube  may  be  handled  or  operated  in  any
position.

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating position                                                                                                                         Any
Focusing Method                                                                                                                 Magnetic

® Deflection Method                                                                                                              Magnetic
Maxo  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                          0. 625  in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should

be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  tube  axis  and  the  short  index pin.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or DC)
Current

6. 3  V   ±1097o

.60
Direct lnterelectrode Capacity

(Signal Electrode to  all other Electrodes)                               3.1 uuf

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS :
Anode voltage                                                                                                 350 V
Grid No.   2 Voltage                                                                                          350 V
Grid No.   i Voltage

Negative  Bias values                                                                               125 V
Positive Bias  values                                                                                    0 V

Heater  -  Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                     125 V
Heater positive with Respect to cathode                                       lo v

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GE.NE:RAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   COFtpoRATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS

BULLETIN    NO.  GEC-I  12-10-60
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ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS,   Continued:
Faceplate

Illumination
Temperature

200 ft-c
710  c.

Signal Electrode current                                                                                                     . 60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Scanned Area                                                                                                                        0. 500 x  O. 375"
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                              300 to 35° C.
Optimum  Signal-Output Current

(Signal Electrode Current Minus Dark Current)
For uniform  2870° K Tungsten Illumination on

faceplate .2uA
Signal  Electrode Voltage

For  1 ft-c faceplate  illumination and signal-
output current of . 2 uA 12  to  25  V

Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic over
Signal-Output Current operating range of . 05

to  . 2  uA .65

Anode Volta e                                                                                                                        200to  300V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                                                        300 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage (For picture cut-off with

no blanking voltage on Grid No.1)                                                                  -45 to  -100 V
Minimum Peak-to -Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid Noo   1                                                                                                     30 V
When applied to cathode                                                                                                      10 V

etic Field Intensity at center-of Focusing Device                                        40 gauss
Magnetic Field intensity of Adjustable  Alignment coil                                  0 to  4 gauss
Storage Time (During Continuous  Reading)

Variable with signal electrode  voltage,   light level and exposure.    See Figure  2.

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS :
The retentivity characteristic of the GEC 1326 is a function of signal electrode voltage,
light level and exposure time.    Figure  1  illustrates  the tube  storage characteristic  in
comparison  to  the 6326A vidicon.    The graph represents  the decay  for only one con-
dition of light level and sigrial electrode voltage.    If the faceplate  illumination is  low-
ered,  and the  signal electrode  voltage raised to return the  signal current to  . 2 micro-
amperes,  the  storage will  increase.   Figure 2  illustrates the effect of a range of lens
stop settings on the storage of the tube,  with  scene  illumination constant.   In any case,
the tube  sigrial  current will decay  to dark current value  in from  5 to 30 seconds,   de-
pending  on light  and tube operating potentials  without the necessity of erasure by ex-
ternal  light  or  special  circuits.     For  this  reason,  the  tube  is  ideally  adaptable  to
weather radar pickup and  will provide proper decay characteristics for  this purpose.
The  GEC  1326  may be used in any  standard camera utilizing a  1  inch  vidicon.

-2-
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SCENE   ILLUMINATION    CONSTANT.

6fc  /326

11
I 6326A

3    TV   FIELDS

1234567 89
SECONDS  AFTER   REMOVAL   OF   UGHT

FIG.  I   DECAY  CHARACTERISTICS   OF  6326A   AND   GEC   1326   VIDICON§

SCENE    ILLUMINATION    CONSTANT.

TAR GET    VOLTAGE    ADJUSTED   TO   PRODUCEa=JaJa5.0cO
.2 MICROAWPER ES    11101+ LIGHT    CURf`ENT
FOB    EAcll    f    STOP.

2.e                                                                                      4                                                    5.6 811'62 2
LENs    f   stop  sETTiNe

FIC.  2   STORACE   VS   FACEPLATE   ILLUMINATION   6EC   1326   VIDICON

-3-
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FIG.   3

FIG.  4

1.          Base-pin    positions    fit    o.25   inch   thick,    lo-hole   flat-pl,ate    gage   with
holes    located    as   foHows:      9  holes,   oo55o   (±o.ooo5)    inch   diameter
equally   spciced,    0.2052    (±0.0005)    inch     apart     on    ci   circle,    0.6000
(±o.oo05)    inch    diometer,   plus   a   center   hole,    O.300    (±o.ool)   in.   dici-
meter,    concentr`ic   wlth    9-hole    circle.

2.         All   dimensions   cire   shown   in   inches.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS

®
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6EC   6326A   VIDICON

The GEC 6326Avidicon has characteristics  controlledfor optimum broadcast television
film  pick-up.    Its high resolution and freedom  from blemishes,  together with its ability
to be operated  with dynamic focus,   makes  the tube  well  suited to broadcast and  other
high quality applications.  The patented GEC  improved internal construction allows  the
tube to be operated in any position.

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating Po sition

®

A

cry
Focusing Method
Deflection Method

Magnetic
Magnetic

Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image
(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                        O. 625  in.

Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should
be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  tube axis  and  the  short  index  pin.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage (AC or DC)
Current

6. 3 V  ±10%
. 60  A  ±10%

Direct Interelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to  all other Electrodes)                             3. i uuf

Spectral Response                                                                                      S-18

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:
Anode voltage                                                                                            350 V
Grid No.  3 Voltage                                                                                    350 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                    750 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage

Negative Bias values                                                                         125 V
Positive   Bias values                                                                               O V

Heater  - Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                 125 V
Heater  positive  with Respect to cathode                                   lo v

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION.   GARLAND,   TEXAS
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GEC

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS,   Continued:
Faceplate

Illum ination
Temperature

1000 ft-c
710  c.

Signal Electrode voltage                                                                                       125 Volts Max.

TYPICAL OPERATION Wlrn+ STATIC  FOCUSING:
Scanned Area                                                                                                                   0. 500 x 0. 375"
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                            30° to 350 C.
Sigrlal  Electrode Voltage

for Dark current of o. 02 uA                                                                                  Io to 75 V
Signal Output Current (Signal

Electrode current Minus Dark current)                                                   0. i to o. 2 uA
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal -Output Current operating range
of . 05 to  . 2 uA .55

Anode voltage                                                                                                                      ZOO to  300 V
Grid No.   3 Voltage                                                                                                           200 to  300 V
Grid No®   2 Voltage                                                                                                                            300 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage (For picture cut-off with

no blanking voltage on Grid No.1)                                                                 -45 to  -loo V
Minimum Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.1                                                                                                   30 V
When applied to cathode                                                                                                  lo v

Magnetic Field Intensity at center of Focusing Device                                       40 gauss
Magrietic Field Intensity of Adjustable  Alignment coil                                  0 to 4 gauss

TYPICAL OPERATION WITH DYNAMIC  FOCUSING:
Grid No.  3 used separately as dynamic focusing electrode
Values for operation are the same  as those  shown

under Typical Operation with Static Focusing
with the exception of the following:

Grid No.  3 Voltage  - DC Value
Grid No.  3 Parabolic Voltage Peak-to-Peak Value

200 to  300 V
60 V (approx)

FOCuSING    COIL

l10RIZONTAL  AND  VERTICAL  DEFLECTION    COIL

Flo.   I

-2-
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GEC

Flo.  2

FIG.   3

PIN     I  :             HEATER

PIN    2:              GRID     No.    I

PIN    3:              GF{lD      No,    3

PIN   4:            INTERNAL   CONNECTION--DO   NOT   USE

PIN    5:             GRID    No.   2

PIN    6:             ANODE

PIN   7:             CATHODE

PIN    8:            HEATER

FLANGE:        SIGNAL   ELECTRODE

SHORT    INDEX    PIN:     INTERNAL   CONNECTION--D0   NOT   USE

I.         Base-pin    positions   fit   o.25  inch   thlck,   lo-hole   flat-pl.ate    gage   with
holes    located   os   follows:     9   holes,   o.o55o  (±o.coos)   inch   diameter
equally   spaced,   0.2052    (±0.0005)    inch    apart     on    a   circle,    O.60cO
(±o.ooo5)   Inch   dicimeter.   pliis   a   center   hole,   o.3oo    (±o.Col)   in.   did-
meter.   concentric   with   9-hole   circle.

2.        All   dimensions   are   shown   in   inches.

-3-
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GEC   7226      VIDICON

Type GEC  7226  is a short-length vidicon with a  150MA heater intended for use in tran-
sistorizedcamera equipment where  space  is restricted and where heat dissipationmust
be kept at a minimum.     The high  sensitivity and low lag of this tube make  it primarily
suited for live pick-up.     The GEC  particle  shield permits  operation of the tube  in  any
position.

DATA

GENERAL:
Ope rating po s ition                                                                                                                      Any
Focusing Method                                                                                                                Magnetica

n

Deflection Metho d                                                                                                              Magnetic
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                           O. 625 in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should

be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  tube  axis  and  the short  index pin.

E LECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater ( for Unipotential Cathode)

Voltage (AC or DC)
Current

6. 3  V   ±10%
0.15  A   ±10%

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to  a.11 other Electrodes)                                  3.1 uuf

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:
Anode voltage                                                                                              750 V
Grid No®   2 Voltage                                                                                            750 V
Grid No.   I Voltage

Negative Bias values                                                                          300 V
Positive   Bias values                                                                              0 V

Heater  - Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                   125 V
Heater  Positive  with Respect to  Cathode                                      10 V

ELECTRON.C  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPOFtATION.   GARLAND,   TEXAS
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GEC

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS,   Continued:
Faceplate

Illumination
Temperature

1000  ft-c
710  c.

Signa.I Electrode Current . 60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Scanned Area 0® 500 x  0. 375"
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                                         3o0 to 35°  C.
Optimum Signal -Output Current

(Sigrial Electrode Current minus Dark Current)
For uniform  2870° K Tungsten illumination on

faceplate down to  . 5 ft-c
For uniform  2870° K Tungsten illumination on

faceplate from . 2 ft-c to . 5 ft-c

.2uA

. 14  to  . 2 uA
Sigrial Electrode Voltage

For 5 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal-
output current of . 2 uA

For a 2 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal-
output current of . 14 uA

10 to  50 V

40 to  100 V
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal -Output Current operating range
of  a 05  to  a 2 uA .65

Anode Voltage 200 to  300 V
Grid  No®   2 Voltage 300V
Grid Noo  I Voltage  (For picture cut-off with

no  blanking voltage on Grid  Noo  I) -45 to  -loo V
Minimum Peak -to -Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid  No.i                                                                                                                 30 V
When applied to  Cathode 10V

Matm,metic Field Intensity at Center of Focusing Device 40 gauss
0 to 4 gaussMagnetic Field Intensity of Adjustable Alignment Coil

-2-
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The operation of the GEC 7226 Vidicon is  based  on  the  principle  of photoconductivity.
This effect produces a change in electrical conductivity with variations in incident light
intensity.

The  inside  surface  of  the  Vidicon  faceplate is  coated  with  a  transparent  conductive
coating as  shown in Figure  1.    Over this is deposited a layer of  photoconductive mate-
rial.   This material,  when dark,  is a reasonably good insulator.     The  electron  beam
is made to scan the back surface of this photoconductive surface.

h operation,  the front surface of the photoconductor is held at a petential of some 30V,
more or less,  positive with respect to the cathode,  by the application of this voltage to
the  transparent  conductive  coating.    The scarining  electron  beam deposits a  negative
charge  on  the  back surface of  the photoconductor.    Where the photoconductor is dark,
and its resistance therefore high,  the negative charge accumulates until this back sur-
face is at the same potential as the cathode;  any further electrons will be turned away.
The dark  pertions  of  the  photoconductor  thus become charged  in  the marmer of a ca~
pacitor.   Dark current is slight electrical leakage through the dark areas.

But where light  falls on the photoconductor,   from the image of  the scene,   the conduc-
tivity of  the material  is  substantially increased.    The resulting  leakage of  the charge
leaves  a "hole"  in  the  pattern  of  negative  charge at  any  illuminated  point.    Upon its
next  trip  across  this  point,   then,   the scanning  beam will  deposit  electrons into  this
"hole";  this  movement  of  charge  calls  for  a  corresponding  flow of  current  into  the
transparent  conductive  coating,  and  the resulting  voltage across  the  load  resistor is
the output video  signal.

The Vidicon thus  has the ability to "store" the image for an entire scanning cycle;  the
image is "photographed" in  the  pattern of negative charge on  the  back surface of  the
photoconductive material, and is acculnulated there for the time of one complete frame.
This  process allows the improved  GEC  Vidicon to produce usable output  from scenes
which are dimly lichted.

The end of the anode nearest the faceplate is covered by a very fine mesh screen.  The
purpose of this screen is to establish a uniform decelerating field in the vicinity of the
photoconductive  surface,   so  that  the electrons will  arrive  perpendicular to  this sur-
face and with low  velocity.   The fine-mesh screen simply  provides  a conducting plane
through which electrons can readily pass.

Focusing of the electron beam is done by a magnetic field which is parallel to the  axis
of the tube.   Two magnetic fields which a.re perpendicular to the axis of the tube and to
each other are the means of alignment.   Deflection is accomplished  dy means of mag-
rietic fields perpendicular to the axis of the tube.   Extemal coils are necessary to pro-
duce these fields.

-3-



GEC

OPERATING   CONSIDERATIONS

DARK CURRENT:
Dark current increases  with  signal  electrode  voltage.    In  normal operation,  dark
current does  not present a  problem  unless it is  non-uniform across the photocon-
ductive surface.    The GEC 7226 has extremely uniform dark current,  which elimi-
mates the  problems  of  edge  flare,  shading,  and graininess present in earlier type
vidicons.   This permits the 7226 to be  operated  at  higher  values of dark current.

OPTIMUM SIGNAL ELECTRODE CURRENT:
The GEC 7226  is not  limited  in  its  operation by dark current restrictions,  as ex-
plained  above.   Therefore,  best  picture  quality  can  be  obtained  by  adjusting  for
optimum  signal  electrode  current  as  shown in Figure 2.   The resulting dark cur-
rent is  also  shown in Figure 2 as an aid in c.ircuit design.    Signal output is the dif-
ference  between  signal  electrode  current  and  dark  current  and  therefore can be
obtained directly from Figure 2.

LIGHT TRANSF ER CHARACTERISTICS:
Typical  signal  output  current  as  a  function  of  faceplate  illumination is  shown in
Figure 3.   The slope of the curve gives the average gamma of the tube.

SENSITIVITY:
Vidicon  sensitivity  is a function of  the photoconductive  coating  characteristics as
well as  signal electrode voltage.    The GEC  7226 has  an  improved  photoconductive
surface with higher inherent sensitivity than previous vidicons.   At the  same time,
photoconductive  surface  uniformity  permits  operation  at  higher  signal electrode
voltages without dark current limitations.   Therefore,  higher effective  sensitivity
from higher signal electrode voltage is added  to the improved inherent sensitivity.

Figure 3  also  shows  the variation of  sensitivity with  dark current.     For example,
at  1  foot  candle  and . 02  uA dark  current  the  signal  output is  . 20 uA.     Increasing
the  dark current  to  . 2 uA  increases  the  sigrial  output to  . 50 uA.     Since  dark cur-
rent increases with  sigrial electrode  voltage,   this  curve  demonstrates the  variation
of sensitivity with  signal electrode voltage.

PERSISTENCE:
The GEC  7226  vidicon  has  improved  persistence  characteristics as a result of its
new photoconductive  surface.    Figure 6  shows these characteristics®

OPEB_ATING TEMPERATUR ES :
No damage will result from operation of the tube at a temperature as high as 71° C.
Figure 7 has been included as an aid to circuit design.   This curve shows the vari-
ation in signal electrode  voltage to maintain a constant  signal electrode current as
temperature is variede

-4-
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FIG.  8

FIG.9

I             Base-pin    positions    fit    o.25   inch   thick,    lo-hole    flat-plc]te    gage    with
holes    located    os   follows:      9   holes,    o.o55o   (±o`ooo5)    inch    dicimeter
equally   spaced,    o.2052    (±0.0005)    inch    apart     on    a   circle,    0.6000
(±o,ooo5)    inch    dicimeter,    plus   a    center   hole,    o.30o    (±o.ool)   in.   did-
meter,    concentric   with    9-hole    circle.

2.         All    dimensions   ore   shown   in   inches.

5.          Target   Contact   Flange   in  the  form   of   a   metal   ring   encircling  the  tube
and   hciving  the   indiccited    diameter   may   be   located   along   the   tube   c]xis
in   arty    part    of   or   all   of    the    space    between    the    dc]shed     lines.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTFioDYNAMICS   CORPOFiATION.   GARLAND,   TEXAS
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6EC   7226A      RUGGEDIZED    VIDICON

Type GEC  7226A is a ruggedized non-microphonic Vidicon  intended primarily for live
pick-up use  in transistorized camera  equipment where space is  restricted and  where
heat dissipation must be kept at a minimum.    The tube  is constructed to withstand se-
vere shock,  vibration,  and random white  noise  environments  in  any  position  without
deterioration of the  picture  due  to  microphonics  or  dislocat:ion  of  tube  elements  or
loose particle damage to photo-conductive surface.

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating position                                                                                                                      Any
Focusing Method                                                                                                                Magnetic
Deflection Method Magrietic
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                        0. 625 in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should

be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  tube  axis  and  the short  index pin.

E LECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater ( for Unipotential Cathode)

Voltage (AC or DC)
Culfent

6. 3  V   ±1097o
0.15  A   ±10%

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to all other Electrodes)                                3.1 uut

ABSOLUTE MAVIMUM RATINGS:
Anode voltage                                                                                              750 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                      750 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage

Negative Bias values                                                                         300 V
Positive   Bias values                                                                            0 V

Heater  - Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                   125 V
Heater  Positive  with Respect to Cathode                                      10 V

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRC)DYNAMICS   CORPORATIC)N.   GAF{LAND,   TEXAS

A`+ctt,i,=il.]Linur-i',.TT~

-T-_------

Jir!;i±F.ti::;r'.

BULLETIN    NO.  GEC-103-9-61



GEC

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS,  Continued:
Faceplate

Illumination
Temperature

1000  ft-c
710  c.

Signal Electrode current                                                                                                                 o 60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
Scanned Area
Faceplate Temperature

0® 500 x  0. 375"
3o0  to  35°   c®

Optimum Sigrial -Output Current
(Signal Electrode Current minus Dark Current)
For uniform  28700 K Tungsten illumination on

faceplate down to  . 5 ft-c
For uniform  28700 K Tungsten illumination on

faceplate from . 2 ft-c to . 5 ft-c

.2uA

. 14  to  . 2 uA
Signal Electrode Voltage

For 5 ft-c faceplate illumination and signa.1-
output current of . 2 uA

For o 2 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal-
output current of . 14 uA

10 to  50 V

40 to  loo V
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal -Output Current operating range
of a 05  to  a 2 uA .65

Anode voltage                                                                                                                                 200 to  300 V
Grid  Noo   2 Voltage                                                                                                                                           300 V
Grid  Noo  1 Voltage  (For picture cut-off with

no  blanking voltage on Grid  No.  I)                                                                                  -45 to  -loo V
Minimum Peak-to -Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid  No.1                                                                                                                   30 V
When applied to  cathode                                                                                                                      10 V

Macm>meticFieldlntensityatCenterof Focusing Device 40 gauss
Magnetic Field Intensity of Adjustable Alignment Coil 0 to 4 gauss

ENVIRONMENTA L CONDITIONS :
Faceplate Temperature 7|° a.  Mar.
Shock (MIL-E-5272A,  Para.  4.15.1,  Procedure I)
Vibration (MIL-E-5272A,  Para. 4. 7,  Procedure I)
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GE:C

OPERATING   CONSIDERATIONS

DARK CURRENT:
Dark current increases  with  signal  electrode  voltage.    In  normal operation,  dark
current does  not present a  problem  unless it is  non~uniform across the photocon-
ductive surface.  The GEC 7226A has extremely uniform darkcurrent, which elimi-
mates the  problems  of  edge  flare,  shading,  and graininess present in earlier type
vidicons.   This permits the 7226A to be operated at higher values of dark current.

OPTIMUM SIGNAL ELECTRODE CURRENT:
The GEC 7226A is not limited in  its operation by dark current restrictions,  as ex-
plained  above.   Therefore,  best  picture  quality  can  be  obtained  by  adjusting  for
optimum  signal  electrode  current  as  shown in Figure 2.   The resulting dark cur-
rent is also  shown in Figure 2 as an aid in circuit design.    Signal output is the dif -
£erence  between  sigrial  electrode  current  and  dark  current  and  therefore can be
obtained directly from Figure 2.

LIGHT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS :
Typical  signal  output  current  as  a  function  of  faceplate  illumination is  shown in
Figure 3.   The slope of the curve gives the average gamma of the tube.

SENSITIVITY:
Vidicon  sensitivity  is a function of  the photoconductive  coating  characteristics as
well as  signal electrode voltage.    The GEC  7226A has an improved photoconductive
surface with higher inherent sensitivity than previous vidicons.   At the same time,
photoconductive  surface  uniformity  permits  operation  at  higher  signal electrode
voltages without dark current limitations.   Therefore,  higher effective  sensitivity
from higher signal electrode voltage is added  to the improved inherent sensitivity®

Figure 3  also  shows  the variation of  sensitivity with  dark current.     For example,
at  i  foot  candle  and . 02  uA dark  current  the signal  output is  . 20 uA.     Increasing
the  dark current  to . 2 uA  increases  the  signal  output to  . 50 uA.     Since  dark cur-
rent increases with signal electrode voltage,   this  curve demonstrates the  variation
of sensitivity with  sigrial electrode  voltage.

PERSISTENCE:
The GEC 7226A vidicon has improved persistence characteristics as a result of its
new photoconductive surface.    Figure 6  shows these characteristics.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES :
No damage will result from operation of the tube at a temperature as high as 71° C.
Figure 7 has been included as an aid to circuit design.   This curve shows the vari-
ation in signal electrode  voltage to maintain a constant  signal electrode current as
temperature is varied.
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SIGNAL    ELECTRODE

CONCENTRICITY    (NOTE    2)
FIG.9

fi

FIG.  8

I.           Base-pin    positions    fit    o,25   inch   thick,    lo-hole    flat-plate    gcige    with
holes    located   as   follows:      9   holes,    o.0550   (±0.0005)    inch    diameter
equcilly   spaced,    0.2052    (±00005)    inch    apart     on    a   circle,    0.6000
(±0.0005)    ir\ch    diameter,    plus   a   center   hole,    o.30o    (±o.0ol)    in.    dia-
meter,    concentric   with    9-hole    circle.

2.         Signal    electrode,   bulb    outside    diorneter,    and    base-pin   circle    concen-
tricity    tolerances    are    held    to    enable    the    tube    to    fit    concentric!ty

gage,    Figure   lo.

5.          The    I/2"    maximum    length    seal    c]rea    will    not    exceed    the    bulb    maxi-
mum    diometer    (I.o2o")    but    may    be    less    than   the   bulb   m!nimum    dia-
meter    (I.olo").

All    dimensions   are    shown    in   inches.

Target   Contact   Flcinge   in  the  form   of   a   metcil   ring  encircling  the  tube
c]nd    having   the   indlcc]ted    dicimeter   may   be   located   cilong   the  tube  axis

in   any   port    of   or   all   of   the    space    between    the    dcished    lines.
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GEC    7291    VID!CON
TENTATIVE   DATA

The  GEC  7291  Vidicon  provides  superior  broadcast  television  film  pickup.    Quality
characteristics  include  hist  resolution  and  freedom  from  blemishes.    The  patented
GEC  improved intemal construction allows the tube to be operated in any position.

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating Position
Focusing Method

A

i

cry
Magnetic

Deflection Method
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangular Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)

Magnetic

0. 625 in.
Orientation of Image .... Horizontal Scan should

be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
throuch  tube  axis  and  the short  index pin.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage  (AC  or DC)
Current

6. 3  V  ±10%
.60A

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to all other Electrodes)                               3. i uu£

Spectral Response                                                                                          S-18

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:
Anode voltage                                                                                             350 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                     750 V
Grid No.  I Voltage

Negative Bias values                                                                           125 V
Positive   Bias values                                                                             0 V

Heater - Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                   125 V
Heater  Positive  with Respect to Cathode                                      10 V

Faceplate
Illum ination
Temperature

1000 ft-c
710 c.

Signal Electrode voltage                                                                                        125 Volts Max.

ELECTRONIC  TUE)E  DIVISION
GENERAL  E.LECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION.   GARLAND.  TEXAS

BULLETIN    NO.   GEC-I  I  lug-60



GEC

TYPICAL OPERATION :
Scanned Area                                                                                                                   0. 500 x 0. 375"
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                             30° to 350 C.
Sigrial  Electrode Voltage

for Dark Current of 0. 02 uA 10 to  75  V
Sigrlal Output Current (Signal

Electrode current Minus Dark current)                                                     0. i to o. 2 uA
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal -Output Current operating range
of . 05  to  . 2  uA 55

Anode voltage                                                                                                                  200 to  300 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                                                        300 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage  (For picture cut-off with

no blanking voltage on Grid No.1)                                                                  -45 to  -loo V
Minimum Peak-to -Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to  Grid No.1                                                                                                    30 V
When applied to cathode                                                                                                       10 V

Magnetic Field Intensity at center of Focusing Device                                        40 gauss
Magnetic Field htensity of Adjustable  Alignment coil                                  0 to 4 gauss

Flo.    I

FIG.   2

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPORATION,   GAFiLAND.   TEXAS
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6EC   7325      VIDICON

The GEC  7325  Vidicon  has been especially designed  for televising  live scenes giving
pictures of  satisfactory quality with as  little as . 2  foot candles of  illumination on the
faceplate®    Its improved  photoconductive surface  has excellent  lag characteristics  at
low  light  levels,   as well as  high sensitivity.    Optimum  pictures may  be  obtained  by
adjustment  of  signal  electrode voltage  without  limiting  restrictions on dark  currento
The GEC improved internal construction allows the tube to be operated in any position
and in high ambient noise environments.

DATA

GENERAL:
Operating position                                                                                                                     Any
Focusing Method                                                                                                               Magnetic
Deflection Metho d                                                                                                              Magnetic
Max.  Useful Diagonal of Rectangrilar Image

(4 x 3  Aspect Ratio)                                                                         0. 625  in.
Orientation of lmage„..Horizontal Scan should

be  essentially  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  tube  axis  and  the short  index pin.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heater

Voltage (AC or DC)
Current

..

6. 3  V   ±10%
. 60  A  ±10%

Direct lnterelectrode Capacity
(Signal Electrode to  all other Electrodes)                              3. i uuf

Spectral Response (See Fig.  4)                                                                S-18

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS :
Anode voltage                                                                                               750 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                      750 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage

Negative Bias values                                                                           300 V
Positive   Bias values                                                                               O V

Heater  - Cathode Peak Values
Heater Negative with Respect to cathode                                   125 V
Heater  Positive  with Respect to Cathode                                      10 V

ELECTRON.C  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION,   GARLAND,   TEXAS

BULLETIN    NO.   GEC-104~9-6l



GEC

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS,  Continued:
Faceplate

Illumination
Temperature

500 ft-c
710  c.

Sigrial Electrode current                                                                                            . 60 uA

TYPICAL OPERATION:
* Scanned Area                                                                                                                      O. 500 x O. 375"

Faceplate Temperature                                                                                         30° to 35° C.
**°Pti¥runun:Lo8=nL-2#outKCTu:rgesntte|S;1:uFmLgarEo2n)on

faceplate down to . 5 ft-c
For uniform  2870° K Tungsten Illumination on

faceplate from . 2 ft-c to . 5 ft-c

.2uA

. 14  to  . 2 uA
Sigrial Electrode Voltage

For 5 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal-
output current of . 2 uA

For . 2 ft-c faceplate illumination and signal-
output current of . 14 uA

30 to  50 V

40 to  loo V
Average Gamma of Transfer Characteristic

over Signal -Output Current operating range
of . 05  to  . 2 uA .65

Anode voltage                                                                                                                   200 to 300 V
Grid No.  2 Voltage                                                                                                                        300 V
Grid No.   1 Voltage (For picture cut-off with

no blanking voltage on Grid No.   i)                                                                 -45 to  -loo V
Minimum Peak-to -Peak Blanking Voltage

When applied to Grid No.i                                                                                                 30 V
When applied to cathode                                                                                                      10 V

Magnetic Field Intensity at center of Focusing Device                                        40 gauss
Magrietic Field Intensity of Adjustable Aligrment coil                                   O to 4 gauss

* A scanned area  of  0. 500 x 0. 375"  was  used  to  obtain  all  data  and  characteristic
curves.

** Signal-Output Current equals  sigrial electrode current minus dark current.
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GEC

PRINCIPLES OF  OPERATION

The operation of  the  GEC  7325  Vidicon is based on the principle of  photoconductivity.
This effect produces  a change in electrical conductivity with variations in incident light
intensity.

The  inside  surface  of  the  Vidicon  faceplate is  coated  with  a  transparent  conductive
coating as  shown in Figure  1®    Over this is deposited a layer of  photoconductive mate-
rial.   This material,  when dark,  is  a reasonably good insulator.     The  electron  beam
is made to  scan the back surface of this photoconductive surface.

h operation,  the front surface of the photoconductor is held at a potential of some 30V,
more or less,  positive with respect to the cathode,  by the application of this voltage to
the  transparent  conductive  coating.    The  scanning  electron  beam deposits  a  negative
charge  on  the  back surface of  the photoconductor®    Where the photoconductor is dark,
and its resistance therefore high,  the negative charge  accumulates until this back sur-
face is  at the  same potential as the cathode;  any further electrons will be turned away.
The dark  portions  of  the  photoconductor  thus become charged  in  the marmer of a ca-
pacitor.    Dark current is  slight electrical leakage through the dark areas®

But where light  falls on the photoconductor,   from the image of  the scene,   the conduc-
tivity of  the material  is  substantially increased.    The resulting  leakage of  the charge
leaves  a "hole"  in  the  pattern  of  negative  charge at  any  illuminated  point.    Upon its
next  trip  across  this  point,   then,   the scanning  beam will  deposit  electrons into  this
"hole";  this  movement  of  charge  calls  for  a  corresponding  flow  of  current  into  the
transparent  conductive  coating,  and  the resulting  voltage  across  the  load  resistor is
the output video  signal.

The Vidicon thus  has the ability to  "store" the image for an entire scarming cycle;  the
iinage is "photographed" in  the  pattern  of  negative charge on  the  back surface of  the
photoconductive material, and is  accumulated there for the time of one complete frame.
This  process allows the improved  GEC  Vidicon to produce usable output  from scenes
which are dimly lichted.

The end of the anode nearest the faceplate is covered by a very fine mesh screen.  The
purpose of this  screen is to establish a unifo]m decelerating field in the vicinity of the
photoconductive  surface,   so  that  the electrons will  arrive  perpendicular to  this  sur-
face and with low  velocity.   The fine-mesh screen simply  provides a conducting plane
through which electrons can readily pass.

Focusing of the electron beam is done by a magnetic field which is parallel to the  axis
of the tube.   Two magnetic fields which are perpendicular to the axis of the tube  and to
each other are the means of alignment.    Deflection is  accomplished  by means of mag-
netic fields perpendicular to the axis of the tube.   External coils are necessary to pro-
duce these fields.
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GEC

OPER ATING CONSIDERATIONS

DARK CURRENT :
Dark current increases with  signal electrode voltage.    h normal  operation,  dark
current does  not  present a problem unless it is non-uniform across  the photocon-
ductive surface.   The GEC 7325 has extremely uniform dark current,  which elimi-
mates the problems of  edge flare,  shading,  and  graininess  present in earlier type

values of dark current.to be operated at highervidicons.    This permits the  7325

OPTIMUM SIGNAL ELECTRODE CURRENT:
The  GEC  7325  is not  limited in its operation by dark current restrictions,  as ex-
plained above.    Therefore,  best  picture  quality  can  be  obtained  by adjusting  for
optimum signal electrode current as shown  in  Figure 2.    The resulting  dark cur-
rent is also  shown in Figure 2 as an aid in circuit design.    Signal output is the dif -
ference  between  signal electrode current and  dark  current  and  therefore  can  be

Figure 2.obtained directly from

LIGHT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS:
Typical  signal  output  current as a  function of  faceplate  illumination  is  shown  in

average gamma of the tube.The  slope of the curve gives theFigure 3.

SENSITIVITY :
Vidicon sensitivity is a  function of  the  photoconductive coating  characteristics  as
well as  signal electrode voltage.   The GEC  7325  has an improved photoconductive
surface with higher inherent sensitivity than previous vidicons®    At the  sane time,
photoconductive  surface  uniformity  permits  operation  at  higher signal  electrode
voltages without dark current limitations®    Therefore,  higher effective sensitivity
from higher signal electrode voltage is added  to the improved inherent sensitivity®

Figure 3  also  shows  the  variation of  sensitivity with  dark current.     For example,
at  i  foot  candle  and . 02  uA dark  current  the  signal  output is  . 20 uA.     Increasing
the  dark current  to  . 2 uA  increases  the  signal  output to  . 50 uA.     Since  dark cur-
rent increases with  signal electrode voltage,   this  curve demonstrates the  variation
of sensitivity with sigrial electrode voltage.

PERSISTENCE:
The GEC  7325  vidicon has improved persistence characteristics as a result of its

Figure  6 shows these cinaracteristics.new photoconductive surface.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES :
No damage will result from operation of the tube at a temperature as high as 71° C
Figure 7 has been included as an aid to circuit design.   This curve shows the vari-
ation in signal electrode voltage  to maintain a constant signal electrode current as
temperature is varied.

-4-
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FIG.9

I.           Bc]se-pin     positions    fit    0.25   inch   thick,    lo-hole    flat-plate    gage    with
holes    located    as   follows:      9   holes,    o.o55o   (±o.ooo5)    inch    diameter
equally   spciced,    0.2052    (±0.0005)    inch     apart     on    a   circle,    0.6000
(±o.o0o5)    inch    dicimeter,   plus   a    center   hole,    o.3oo    (±o.ool)    in.   dici-
meter,    concentric   with    9-hole    circle.

2.         All    dimensions   ore   shown   in   inches.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION,   GARLAND.   TEXAS
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TD   1343-010    SUPER-RUGGEDIZED   SLOW  SCAN   VIDICON
ELECTROSTATIC   FOCUS   AND   DEFLECTION

The   TD   1343-010  vidicon was  designed
specifically    for    the   Mariner   Ill   and   IV
Spacecraft.  It is  afully electrostatic vidicon
which is particularly  suitable  wherepower,
weight   and  volume  are  all  of  prime  con-
sideration. A  super-ruggedized tube  design
was   chosen  to  withstand  the  shock  of  the
powered phases of the flight andto minimize
microphonics  induced  by  other  spacecraft
equipment,  such as shutters, tape recorders
and   squibs.    The    patented   internal   con-
struction  permits  the  tube  to  be  operated
in any position.

In  typical  operation,  for instance  in the
Mariner   camera,   the   light   input   from  a
200-millisecond   exposure   is   stored   in  a
slow   scan   photoconductor   of   proprietary
manufacture.  Subsequent readout and simul-
taneous tape  storage is accomplished during
a   24-second   frame.  The  system  consists
of  a  200  x  200  resolution  element  format
in    which    200    scanning    lines   are   used.

One  of  the  particular  requirements for
which  the   1343-010  was   designed  was  the
pulsed  beam  operation  encountered  in  the
Mariner    application.   This   operation   re-
quires  the  cathode  to be pulsed at  100 Kcps
to   provide   an   improved  signal  and  allow
for  simplified circuit design.  The  tube  may
also  be  operated using true  digital  scan or

conventional       continuous      scan.      Which
scanning  mode  to  select will  depend on the
intended application.

Unity gamma is highly  desirable from  a
circuitry   standpoint,   and  from  an  optical
point    of   view   a   wide   dynamic   range   is
required.  The  photoconductor is optimized
to   provide   these  mutually  conflicting  re-
quirements.  The  Mariner  mission,  for in-
stance,   calls  for  a  spectral  response that
is  almost  flat  over  the  visible  region;  the
photoconductor of the 1343-010 substantially
meets this  requirement.  In slow scan appli-
cations,   the   photoconductor   dark  current
should   be   as   low   as  possible;   the   1343-
010 has  a very low dark current of the order
of   Oo2   na,    even   at   the   24-second  frame
time  of  the Mariner  camera.  The low dark
current  permits   a   stable   camera  set-up
by   use   of   the   black   level  reference  de-
posited inside  the  tube.

One  of the  features  of the  fully  electro-
static  vidicon  is  the  Deflectron  deflection
system   which   provides  a  common  center
of   deflection,   thereby  minimizing  vidicon
electron-optical     aberrations.     Since   dis-
tortions  can  occur  elsewhere  in  the  tele-
vision  system,  it was  considered desirable
to   use  fiducial  marks  in  the  plane  of  the
photoconductor    for    determination   of   the
precise  relationship of obj ects being viewed.

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENERAL   ELECTFtoDYNAMICS   COF`PORATION.   GARLAND.   TEXAS



TD   1343-010 RE
GENERAL:

Operating position                                                                                                                                                    An
Focusin Method                                                                                                                                     E lectrostatic
Deflection Method                                                                                                                                     Electrostatic
Max.  Useful Diagona.1 of Rectangular  Image

(4  x  3  Aspect  Ratio)                                                                                                                                               0.625  in.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Heater
Voltage  (AC  or DC)
Current  (at  6.3  V)

6.3  V  ±  10%
150  rna  ±  10%

Spectral Response                                                                                             Visible 4000 to  7000 An stroms
Direct Interelectrode Capacities

Signal Electrode to  all others
D  1  to  D  2  (Horizontal  Plates)
D  3  to D 4  (Vertical  Plates)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS:

Grid No.1  Voltage
Negative  Bias
Positive Bias

300V
0V

Heater to Cathode  Peak Voltage
Heater Negative  with Respect to cathode                                                                                               125  V
Heater  Positive  with Res ect to cathode                                                                                                   10 V

Grid No.  2 Volta e                                                                                                                                                                        750V
Grid  No.  3  Volta e                                                                                                                                                                         1000  V
Grid No.  4 Volta e                                                                                                                                                                       1000  V
Grid  No.  5  Volta e                                                                                                                                                                      1000  V
Facepla.te

Illumination                                                                                                                                                      1000 ft-c
eratin and Stora eTem erature                                                                                           -54 to  + 7|°C

nal Electrode current                                                                                                                                   .60 uA
Shock                                                                                                                                                  50g for  5  milliseconds;

30g for  11  milliseconds
Vibration: Sinusoidal

Gaussian Noise

0.7  inches  da from  5 to  28  cps
20  g from  28 to  500 eps

5  g from  20 to  2000 eps  for  5  mins.
Microphonics                                                                                                              Shock Impulse of 5  g for  5  ms.

Observed microphonics  less than noise
Acceleration 30 g @  800  g/see
Ambient Accoustical Noise                                                                     150 db overall sound pressure level

TYPICAL OPERATION:

Minimum Peak-to-Peak Blanking Voltage
When applied to  Grid No.  1
When applied to Cathode

Low voltage                     High voltage

30V
IOV

Deflection Voltages  (Peak-to-Peak)
Horizontal  (Dl  to D2)
Vertical  (D3 to  D4)
All  Plates DC  Volta.ge

60V                                      90V
50V                                        75V

160to  240V                      250to  350V
Grid No.1  Voltage For picture cutoff

with  no blanking voltage on Grid No.1                                            -30 to  -70 V                 -45 to  -100  V
Grids  No.  2 and 4  Voltage                                                                                      200 V                                  300 V
Grid  No.  3  Focus  Electrode voltage                                                           0 to  50 V                              30 to  70 V
Grid  No.  5  Voltage                                                                                                       300 V                                   500  V
Signal Electrode voltage                                                                                                      10 to  25 V
Avera.ge Gamma of Transfer characteristic                                                                Unity
Faceplate Temperature                                                                                                       3o°  to  35°C

A
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PRINCIPLES OF  OI>ERATION OF  TD  1343-010

INTRODUCTION

It   is   assumed   that   the   principles   of   operation   of standard fully
magnetic   vidicons   are   well   understood.  Fully  electrostatic  vidicons
employ  an electrostatic focusing field and a Deflectron deflection system.
Slow  scan  vidicons  employ  a  special  photoconductor.  In  the  following
paragraphs,   these  and other  differences between the  standard magnetic
tube  and the  1343-010 will be  discussed.

ELECTRONropTlcAL

FOCUS.     Electrostatic  focus  is  accomplished in a saddle field lens
arrangement  composed  of  grids  2,  3  and 4,  with grid 3 as the variable
focusing  electrode.

DEFLECTION.     Electrostatic   deflection  in the  1343-010  is  accom-
plished   through   the   use   of  a  specially  designed  deflection electrode
configuration  called  the  Deflectron.   A  photograph  of the  Deflectron  is
shown  in   Figure   1.   'I`he   conventional  crossed pair  of  deflection plates
causes    the    electron   beam   to   be   deflected   sequentially;   that is,  in
passing  between  the  first  set  of  plates  it is  deflected in one plane and
then  when  reaching  the  second set of plates  it is  deflected in the  other
plane.  The  Deflectron causes  the beam to be  deflected both horizonta.Ily
and  vertically  simultaneously  as  in magnetic  deflection.  This  common
center of deflection reduces  defocusing caused by  dissimilar horizontal
and   vertical  scanning  angles,  the  undesirable  effects  of  fringe fields
such  as  astigmatism,  coma and keystoning  and other  abberations found
in conventional  deflection plate sea.nning.In a GEC Deflectron,  quadrature
is  as  good  as  that  obtained  in the best magnetic  deflection yokes.  The
Deflectron gives  considerable freedom in selection of scanning formats,
for  instance,   horizontal  and vertical  deflection  may be  interchanged or
rotated as  desired.

Physicallythe  Deflectron is  a cone of insulating material,  the  inside
of  which  contains  the  printed deflection electrode pattern.  The pattern
of   the   Deflectron   is   illustrated   laid   out  on  a flat plane in Figure  2.
If   the   pattern   is   rolled   to   connect   Side  A to Side  8,  four individual
electrical paths  can be  tra.ced.

FIELD   CORRECTION.     A   special  mesh  electrode,   grid  5,   is  in-
corporated  in the  1343-010  to  assul`e  flat fieldoutput  and to  compensate
for   beam   landing   error   and  optical  lens  distortion.  'I'he potential of
this mesh can be varied independently  of the other  electrodes.

SLOW SCAN  PHOTOCONDUCTOR

CHARGE   STORAGE.     The   light  input  signal  is   stored  in  a photo-
conductive   layer  whose  dark  resistance  is  very  high.  This  high dark
resistance  results in a low front-to-back leakage current which permits
storage   of  information  for  long  frame  or  delay  times.  The  high dark
resistance   also   results   in   a   low   lateral   leakage  which permits the
storage  of  high  resolution information.  It is to be  noted that the  ability
of  this  layer  to  store   information  does  not  depend on photoconductive
lag.  In fact,  the  information is  erased quickly when scanned.

The  information  to  be  stored  in  the  photoconductive  layer may be
received  either  at  a  low  light  level with  a long exposure  time,  or  at a
high  light  level  with a short exposure time.  'I`he  tube  will saturate  at a
given    foot-candle-second    exposure    level.   For   Mariner   Ill   and   IV
missions,   the   exposure   time   normally   is   200   milliseconds,   but an
alternate  exposure  time of  18  milliseconds is  available.

SLOW  SCAN.     "Slow  Scan»   is  generally  defined as  any  ra.te  slower
than  standard  TV  rate,  that  is,   slower  than 30 frames per second.  At
these    longer    frame    times,   the   charge   leakage   of   standardphoto-
conductors  is  excessive  and  slow  scan  photoconductors  are  required.
Either  continuous  scanning or  single  frame scanning may be  employed,
depending  on  the  applica.tion.

SCANNING  SYSTEM.     'I'he  Mariner  scanning  system,  for  instance,
produces  one  picture  every 48  seconds.  Twenty-four  seconds  are used
for  active frame  scan during which time the signal is  read out and stored
on   tape.   'I'he   remaining   24   seconds   are   used  to prepare  the photo-
conductor for  a new picture  andto expose the  new picture.  The  exposure
time   is  either   200  msec.   or   18  msec.  depending  on  the  available  light
level.

There  are  200  horizontal   scan  lines,   one  line  occurring  each  120
msec.  The  active  line  time  is  14.4  msec.  during which time  the  cathode
is  modulated by a loo Kcps square wave. The  remainder  of the  120  msec.
is used to  erase  residual information.

SIGNAL  OUTI>UT  CURRENT.     The   signal   derived from the  photo-
conductor  used  in  the   1343-010  is  a function  of photoconductor  illumi-
nation,  ta.rget voltage,  area  scanned  and rate  of scan.  In the unattended
Mariner   application   only  the  illumination  is  a  variable,   and with the

TD   1343-010

uunrty   gamma  provided,   the  output  current  is  directly  proportional to
the level of illumination.

DARK   CURRENT.     This   type   of  slow  scan  photoconductor  hzis   a
typical   dark  current  of  0.2  na  at  standard  TV  rates,  with the normaal
1/2  x  3/8  in.   raster.  Dark  current  varies with fraLme time,  and beanm
travel  rate  so  that  for  the  Mariner application,  the  dark current is of
the  order  of 0.2  na.

RESIDUAL   SIGNAL   AND   ERASURE.     Although  the  signal   can  be
stored   in   some   GEC   photoconductors  for  as  long  as fifteen minutes
with little degradation, the 1343-010 was optimized for a 24-second frame
rate.  'I`he  resichial  signal  after the first scan is  small and the  signal is
erased  quite   readily  when  the  surface  is  subsequently scanned by the
electron   beam.   In   the   Mariner   application,   complete   erasure   was
effected  by  rescanning  each line  several times immediately  after each
line  readout.

SPEC'I`RAL  RESPONSE.     Slow sca.n photoconductQrs have  generally
the   same   spectral  response  as  S-18.  The  Mariner  mission calls for
a   spectral   response   that   is  almost  flat  over  the visible  region.  The
1343-010   has   a   relative    response   above   75%  over  the  entire  range
from    4000    to   6000   angstroms,   decreasing   to   0%   at approximately
7000 angstroms.

LIGIIT   TRANSFER  CIIARACTERISTIC.     The  light  transfer  char-
acteristic  is  best  expressed  by the gamma,  or  linea.r slope of the log-
log   plot   of   output   signal  as  a  function  of faceplate illumination.  The
average   gamma  is  near  unity  within   the   dynamic   range of the tube.
(The  dynamic  range is the  range of values  of illumination between zero
signal  and  photoconductor  saturation.)  For Mariner,  a gamma of unity
was highly desirable from photogrammetrical  and circuitry standyoints.
Since   a  wide  range  of  illumination  levels  was  anticipated on Mars,  a
photoconductor  with  a wide  dynamic  range  was  I`equired.  'I`he  1343-010
is  optmized to provide these  mutually  conflicting requirements.

BLACK  LEVEL  REFERENCE

In   slow   scan   applications,   it   is   very  important  to have  a stat)le
camera set-up.  A very dependable  method for obtaining stable operation
is to provide  a reference blackareawithinthe vidicon,  which accurately
tra.cks  the  vidicon  dark  current,  to  which  the  video level  is  clamped.
The  bla.ck  level  reference  used  in  the   1343-010  is  shown  in  Figure  3.

FIDUCIAL  MARKS

Electronic  distortions  resulting in inaccurate  spatial measurements
can   occur   at   many  points  in  the  television  system.  For the  Mariner
mission,  fiducial  marks  (these  marks  are often referred to  as  a reticle
or  reseau  pattern)  are  deposited  in  the plane  of the phtoconductor for
determination   of   the   precise   relationship   of   ob]ects   being   viewed.
The    fiducial    marks    used    in    the    1343-010   are   shownin  Figure  3.

REsOLUTroN

A  fully  electrostatic  vidicon  is  capable  of  a  limiting  resolution in
excess   of  600  'I'V  lines  in  the   center.   Slow  scan photoconductors  are
inherently  capable  of much higher  resolution.  'I`he  1343-010  thus  easily
exceeds  the  resolutictn  requirements  of  the  Mariner application which
is limited by the  scanning format and bandpass of the  system.

SCANNING MODES

'I'his  type  of  vidicon  is  readily  adaptable to various unconventional

scanning   modes  such  as  spiral  scan  or  radial  scan.  Digital scanning
can  a.Iso  be  empleyed.  The  aspect  ratio  of rectangular scanned areas
may   be    varied   as    desired.    in   the   standard   orientationfor linealr
scanning,   horizontal   sea,n   lines   are   essentially   parallel   to   aplane
passing  through  base  pins  Nos.  2  and 9,  but other orientations  may be
used if desired.

In   the   Mariner   application,   the  design  parameters  of  the  optical
system  prescribed  the  use  Of a rela.tively small scanning area of .22 x
.26,  and  an  active  area of  .22  x  .22  inches.

ENvmoNMENTAL

The   absolute   maximum   ratings   shown   on  page  2  list the  normal
environmental  levels  which  the  super-ruggedized tube  design used for
the  Mariner  application  will  withstand.  The  camera containingthe  1343-
010   was   subjected   to   three   orthogonal   vibration  tests  of  10-minute
duration   ea.ch,   with  Gaussian  noise  to   14g  rms  added with  sinusoidal
vibration  to  9g  rms. An additional lc)w frequency sinusoidal three-axis
shake  of  several  seconds  duration  with levels up  to  30g rms  was per-
formed.
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FIG.   5     BOTTOM    VIEW

NOTES

1.     Base-pin positions  fit  0.25  inch thick,  15-hole  flat pla.te
gage    with   holes   located   as   follows:   14   holes,   0.0470
(±0.0005)  inch  diameter, equally spaced, 0.2510 (±0.0005)
inch  apart  on   a  circle,  0.6560  (±0.0005)  inch  diameter,
plus    a    center    hole,    0.300    (±0.001)   inch   diameter,
concentric with  14-hole  circle.

2.     All  dimensions  are  shown  in Inches.

3.      Faceplate  thickness  0.094  +  0.004  -  0.008.

4.     The   socket   for   this  tube  can  be  obtained  from GEC.

15   PIN   BASE

JEDEC     NO.138

(NOTE    ')

ELECTRONIC  TUBE  DIVISION
GENE:FiAL   ELECTRODYNAMICS   CORPOF!ATION,    GARLAND,   TEXAS
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GEC  6014 VIDEO  SIGNAL GENERATOR

Tentative Data

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

Tbe Model 6014 Slow Scan Video Signal Generator is designed to generate the  standard
Indian Head Resolution Chart video  signal  including 500 line  resolution wedges  an.d
five gray  scales.    The  system,  with the exception of the monoscope tube,   is completely
transistorized.    .Rectilinear sweep generators  in the unit provide a wide  range of
slow speed sweep frequencies.    Additionally,  provision is made to drive the DC
coupled sweep amplifiers from  an exte.rnal source making it possible to use less con-
vent:ional  scanning formats.    Sweep,  blanking and,  of course,  video outputs are all
provided by the Model 6014.    A total of six modes  of operation are provided by the
equipment:

Internal Sweep,  Internal S
The frequency and timing of the  sweeps  is completely under internal control.
The phase of the line generator  is reset at the beginning of each new frame.
Sweep,   sync and' blanking outputs  are proJided for external use.

Internal Sweep,   External S
The operation is the same as  above  except the phase and frequency of the
sweeps may be controlled by input pulses.

Ode Shot,  Direct Initiate
In this  mode the  sweep rates  are' controlled internally; however,  only one frame
will be  scanned when the panel mounted push button is actuated.    Provisions are
made for external line  synchronization.

One Shot,   External Initiate.
This mode  is the  same as  above except individual frames may be  initiated by an
external negative pulse.

External Sweep.
As  implied,  the  DC  coupled line and frame  sweep amplifiers may be. driven from
an external signal.

Test.
This position disconnects  the frame generator while permitting the line genera-
tor to continue running.    By operating the frame center control any portion of the
signal pattern may be  selected for focusing and bri3'-.-``mess  adjustment.

Electronic Equipment Divis io-+`i
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS  CoRPoitj-r-`ION

Garland,  Texas
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CONTROL  ELECTRONICS:

Line  Generator.

Page  2

This circuit contains  the necessary elements to form  a variable frequency sawtooth
voltage wave form  and a linear power amplifier with which to drive the deflection
yoke.    Negative  current feedback around the ampl.,i  _i.-causes  the  curr.ent through
the yoke to follow the  input  voltage  sawtooth.

Frame  Generator.
The frame generator circuit is  similar to the line generator with the exception
of the  sweep timing components.

Blankin Generator.
The blanking.generator circuit contains  line and frame monostable multivibrators
and blanking amplifiers,   along with  line and frame  sweep hold off circuits.    The
frame hold off is  used in conjunction with the one  shot mode of operation,  the  line
hold off is  used to  reset the line  sweep generator at the beginning of each frame.
A blanking output is provided in addition to blanking for the video amplifier.

Video Amplifier.
The video  amplifier circuit provides  the gain necessary to boost the 'output of the
monoscope tube up to  0. 5  volts.    The response of this  circuit extends from  DC  to
beyond  loo KC.    Difference  amplifiers  together with a large amount of negative
feedback ar6und the entire  loop provides good DC  stability.

POWER SUPPLY :

Low Volta e  Power Suppl
A low voltage power  supply  section provides  plus  and minus  14 volts  DC  regu-
lated for the operation of the Model 6014 transistor circinits.    In addition minus
14 volts  is provided for the high voltage  supply.

_High Voltage ,Supply.  _
The high voltage  supply  i.s  housed in a  separate anclosed container.    Here  a powe.r
oscillator acting through a  step up transformer and full wave rectifier provide a
negative  1200 volts  DC for the monoscope tube cathode.    A bleeder string and zener
di'ode circuit supply control and focusing grid potentials,   a separate winding on the'
high  voltage transformer,  and a half wave  rectifier  supply  plus  250 volts  DC. for the
collector grid.

Electronic  Equipment  Division
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas
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-65 eps,   I  am

a              PERFORMANCE :
ut  Power: 105  -125  VAC,   55

Deflection Generators
Line

Frequency:  (Two  Ranges)
Input Sensitivity:
Input Sync :
Output Sync:

Frame
Frequency:  (Two Ranges)
Input Sensitivity:
'Input Sync :

Output Sync :
External  Initiate :

r\

rf-

I  5  to  500  cps

2  volts  P-P
5  volts negative
5 volts negative

0. 01  to  i. 0 cps
2  volts  `P-P

5 volts negative
5 volts negative

10 volts ne ative pulse

Blanking Generator
Output

+  10 Volts  -normal
-  10 Volts  -  Blanking

Video Amplifier
Frequency Response:
Output:

DC  to  loo KC
0. 5  volts  (white  - positive)

Resoluti'on 500 lines

Number of Gra Scales                                                                                                             Five

Electronic  Equipment  Division
GENERAL ELECTRODYN.AMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas



MODEL   6021    UNIVERSAL  TRANSISTORIZED   SCAN   CONVERTER

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

The GEC 6021  Scan Converter provides  a directmethod of converting video signals
from  one  scanning format into another;  typically,   Radar PPI to TV,  Slow Scan TV
to  Standard TV,  TV to TV,  etc.   This  capability results from  use of a special GEC
Scan Conversion  Tube which  incorporates  separate  reading and writing  guns and
whose  target  provides  information  storage capability.     This   is  accomplished in
one basic unit by using plug-infunctional modules  selected to provide the  required
conversion.     The following standard signal processing  modules  are available and
can be used on either input or output sections of the Converter:

A

...    TVcontrol

...    PPIControl

...    Slow scan control

Special scan formats  can be provided to
customer requirements.     High and Low
Voltage Power Supplies,   required by all
configurations ,  are made in s im ilar mod-
ular form.     This  modular  construction
produces  a  versatile  and  easily  main-
tained system.

The GEC manufacturedscan Conversion
Tube provides variable storage of the in-
put sigrial with simultaneous  reading and
writing.

The  GEC 6021  is  rack mounted,  requir-
ing less  than 37  inches  of  panel  space.
Transistorized   plug-in  printed  circuit
modules  simplify  maintenance  and re-
duce power requirements to a in inim urn .

ELECTRON.C  EQulpMENT  DIVISION
GE.NERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION,  GAFtLAND,  TEXAS

BULLETIN    NO.   GEC   602-I-62
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THEORY  OF  OPERATION:

As  stated in the general description,  a Universal Scan Converter is  an electronic
device which may be  utilized in converting video  information from  one scan for-
mat to another.   For example,  PPI type scanned video sigrials fed into the unit may
be simultaneously read out  as a video signal in standard TV raster format.    The
GEC  6021  is  Universal  in  that  it  is  equipped to take plug-in  modules  controlling
each of the major functions  required.   As  a result,  scanning can be readily changed
to any format by plugging in the required control module.

Basically,     a Scan Converter  performs  four functions--it writes  information into
the storage tube,  stores the information,  reads  information from  the storage tube,
and supplies the necessary supporting power.

The Scan Converter is made  possible by a special tube.     This tube has two inde-
pendent electron guns with a commontarget which is made up of an Ebic (electron
bombardment  induced  conductivity)  material.     An electron  beam  writing  on one
side of the  target changes  the conductivity  of the material according  to the beam
intensity.   A second beam,  the reading beam,  recharges the surface of thetarget,
producing the output video signal.   The target areahas the ability to store thewrit-
ten-in information for a number of reading scans,  thus makingpossible storage of
input video for periods  up to 60 seconds with constant reading of the output side at
normal TV rates.

In the GEC  6021 Scan Converter,   a separate module  is provided  for each of  the
following:

Input or Writing Module
Output or Reading Module
High Voltage Power Supply Module
Low Voltage Power Supply Module

Each  of these portions  will be  discussed  in more detail,   however,   it should  be
pointed  out that any  one of the  scan modules  (PPI,  TV or Slow Scan TV)  may  be
used for either reading or writing.

MODULE FEATURES:

TV Control Module  -Type  001:

This module  provides  sweep  and blanking  circuits  necessary  to drive  the  GEC
7828 Scan Converter Tube at standard commercial television rates  30 frame/see
and 15, 7501ine/sec.     The  scanning rates  may be  synchronized from  an external

®

lil
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Sync Generator or from  an optional self-contained generator.

An °grLPointer Generator is also available that allows a reference marker to
be  injected into the TV signal.    Marker  location can be controlled remotely.

PPI Control Module  -Type  002:

This module contains circuits necessary to operate the Scan ConversionTube with
PPI (Rho-theta) scanning format.     It features  an all electronic  sweep system  that
accepts  antennadirection information in the form  of a 3-wire synchro signal.    The
input scanning beam  is  rotated electronically  without the use of moving elements
within the system.   This circuit functions over a wide range of antenna speeds and
pulse repetition frequencies.   The antenna may be  sectorscanned or rotated con-
tinuously.

Ranges  of 25,   50 and  150  nautical miles  are  provided  in the  standard  unit.     A
Range Mark Generator produces range  rings at 5-mile  intervals with  25 mile rings
intensified.

Slow  Scan Control Module  -Type  003:

The Slow Scan Control Module contains  sweep and blanking circuits  that will scan
the Conversion Tube  in a rectilinear manner over a  loo:i frequency range within
the  regionof 0. 01 to 500 cps.   The line and frame scanning frequencies are contin-
uously and independently  variable.    The  unit has four modes  of operation:  1.    In-
ternal sweep,   Internal sync,   2.    Internal sweep,   External sync,   3.    One shot or
Single Frame,   4.    External sweep.     Appropriate  input and output signal connec-
tions  are  provided.

The one  shot mode  of operation allows  sweeping of individual frames that may  be
initiated  by  an  external  pulse  or  by  a push  button located on the control panel.

High Voltage  Power Supply  -Type  004:

This  module provides  all  voltages necessary for operationof the Scan Conversion
Tube.    In addition,  it contains  controls  for the  tube focus  and  intensity.   Interlock
is  provided in such a manner that failure of sweep currents  in the deflection yoke
will cause  power to be removed.

Low Voltage  Power Supply  -Type  005:

®

a
This unit supplies the  remaining power  to  the conversion system in addition to pro-
viding control of the  video  storage,   shading and erase.

Electronic voltage  regulation throughout this  unit provides  excellent stability for
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the entire system.   Here again interlocks areused to shut down the entire system
in case of failure of one of the major  supplies.

An elapsed time meter is provided in this supply.

CONTROLS

TV Control Module  -Type 001:

Video Gain  -Potentiometer
Line Size  -  Potentiometer
Line  Center  -  Potentiometer
Frame Size  -Potentiometer
Frame Center  -Potentiometer

PPI Control Module  -Type  002:

Video Gain  -  Potentiometer
Sweep Size  -Potentiometer
Vertical Center  -Potentiometer
Horizontal Center  -  Potentiometer
Range Mark - Off/on  - Switch
Range Mark Intensity - Potentiometer
Range  -  Rotary switch  selects  range

marks for 25,   50 or  150 mile range

Slow Scan Control Module  -Type  003:

Mode Switch  -  Rotary switch selects  operating mode
Internal Sweep,  Internal Sync
Internal Sweep,  External Sync
One Shot
External Sweep
Test

One Shot Initiate  - Push Button
Video Gain - Potentiometer
Frequency Multiplier  -  Locking push button for XIO and XI
Line Size  -  Potentiometer
Line Center  - Potentiometer
Line Frequency  - Potentiometer
Frame Size  -Potentiometer
Frame Center  - Potentiometer
Frame Frequency  -Potentiometer

-4-
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High Voltage Power Supply Module  -Type 004:

High Voltage  -Lamp  indicates  high voltage  on                     Lgr~
Input Intensity  -Potentiometer adjusts storage tube parameters
Input Focus  -Potentiometer adjusts  storage tube parameters
Output Intensity  - Potentiometer adjusts  storage tube parameters
Output Focus  - Potentiometer adjusts  storage tube parameters

Low Voltage Power Supply Module  -Type  005:

Off/on  -  Main Power switch
Power  -  Lamp indicates power on
Video Shade  -  Potentiometer adjusts  shading or storage tube
Video Storage  -Potentiometer adjusts storage time of storage tube
Video Erase  -  Switch manually  initiates  erase function

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Sweep lnternally or Externally Triggered

Single Frame Mode may be triggered manually or byexternal pulse.   Sweep ampli-
fiers  may be driven from external source.   Video modulated to enable DC coupling
to scan converter tube.   High volta.ge power supply interlocked with line and frame
amplifiers.   ScanconverterTube thoroughly shielded.   Elapsedtimemeter.   Print-
ed circuit plug~in modular construction simplifies maintenance.   Feedback control
on critical power supplies.

OPTIONAL CIRCUITS:

The following specialcircuits are available for use  in the GEC6021 Scan Conver-
ter.

Pointer  Generator  -  The Pointer Generator  is an electronic remotely con-
trolledcircuit whichenables an observer to inject a reference mark into the
converted TV picture.    This pointer  can be moved about  in the picture and
can be turned off or on from  a remote location.

Sync Generator  -The Sync Generator is a transistorized countdown circuit
which  provides   15, 750 and 60 eps  sync pulses with  interlace.     Output sync
pulses are available for driving external equipment.

®
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

System
Input Power
Image Storage
Image Resolution
Number of Gray Scales

TV Control  -Type  001:

105-125  vac,   55-65  cps,   i. 5amp
Controllable to 60  seconds

800 lines
8

Video
Sensitivity
Response
Impedance

Sweep Frequency
Line
Frame

Sync  Amplitude

PPI Control  -Type  002:

i. 0  volt  (white  positive)
10 cps  to  loMC  i 3  db

75 ohms

15' 750  cps
30 cps

4  volts negative

Video
Sensitivity
Response
Impedance

Pulse  Repetition Ra.te
Standard Display Ranges
Radar Trigger Input
Synchro  Input

Signal Type
Carrier Frequency
Sensitivity
Impedance

Antenna Speed

Slow Scan Control  -Type 003:

i. 0 volt  (white  positive)
10 cps  to  10  MC  + 3  db

75  ohms
100 to  1200  cps

25,   50 and  150 nautical  miles
4  volts  positive

3-wire
60 to  400 cps

26  vac wire  to wire
5, 000 ohms
0 to  28  RPM

Video
Sensitivity
Response
Impedance

Sweep Generators
Line Frequency
Frame Frequency
Input Sensitivity
Input Sync
Output Sync
External Initiate Pulse

-6-

i. 0 volt  (white  positive)
D.   C.   to  lMC  i 3  db

i, 000 ohms

5  to  500 cps
•  01  to  1  eps

2  volts  peak to  peak
4  volts  negative
4  volts  negative
4  volts  negative
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ELECTRONIC  EOUIPMENT  DIVISION
GENERAL  ELE.CTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION,   GAFtLAND,   TEXAS
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•PRELIMINARY  BROCHURE

GEC  6025 TRANSISTORIZED VIDEO SIGNAL GENERATOR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .

The GEC  6025 Universal Scan Video Signal Generator provides video  signals by  scanning
actual pictures  in any desired scan format.    The plug-in control module need only be.
changed to  select scan mode.    The video  is  provided from  a vidicon reading magazine
loaded 35 MM slides..

This unit is of relay rack panel construction and can be provided in a table top cabinet
or in panel mounting form.    In this  form  it  is  19" wide,   12-I/4"  high and  18"  deep.    A
table top cabinet can be provided as  an option.

The  unit contains a vidicon and lens  system,  light source,  magazine and slide feed,  and a
removable  vidicon. control module.    The control module contains the necessary  sweep

•           g::eerv::°ero acno: tcraoT.:::tsc °cnatnr°b[ec::S:i:: d[:opr] uvga-r[Lno upsrtfnutnecdtLCo±nrsc ::t abd°da[=:oi°:omin e[::::::::ge -

slow scan unit  -  e. g.   radar PPI type sweep,  standard TV raster,  or special to custom er
requirements.    The attached specification sheet covers the slow scan module.

VIDICON CONTROL MODULE

This  is  a plug-in unit housing the control circuits  in printed circuit board form.    All
processing circuits necessary for the control of the vidicon are contained herein.    This
unit provides continuously variable control of the  scanning frequencies over the range
specified.    The control module features four modes  of operation:

Internal Sweep,  Internal S
The frequency and timing of the  sweeps are completely under intemal control.

Th? phase of the line generator is reset at the beginning of each new frame.
Sweep,   sync and blanking outputs  are provided for external use.

Internal Sweep, External S
The operation is  the  same

®

as  above except the phase and frequency of
sweeps may be controlled by external sync pulses.

One Shot Initiate.

the

In this  mode the  sweep rates  are  controlled internally,  however,  only one
frame will be  scanned when the panel mounted push button is  actuated or an
external pulse applied.    Provisions  are made for external  line synchronization.

Electronic  Equipment Division
.    GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas



External Sweep.
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As  implied,  the DC  coupled  line  and frame  sweep a.mplifiers  may be  driven
from  an external signal.

The following circuits  are contained in the control module:

Sweep Generators provide continuously variable frequency saw tooth voltage
wave form  at a low impedence for driving the  linre and frame sweep amplifiers
and for external use.    Provisions are  included for sync  input and output.

Sweep Amplifiers supply the power gain necessary to drive the magnetic de-
flection yoke.    These amplifiers  are DC  coupled in order to maintain good
linearity at the  slow sweep speeds.    Negative  current feedback around the
amplifier is  utilized to cause the current through the yoke to follow the in-
put voltage.    Temperature stabilization is  incorporated.

The Blanking Generator contains  line and frame multivibrators,  blanking
amplifier and sweep hold-off circuits.    An external blanking output is pro-
vided in addition to the blanking required for the video  amplifier.

The Video Amplifier provides  gain necessary to boost the output of the video
preamp to a  i volt level.    A carrier system  is utilized to obtain DC  response
while  retaining good stability at the high gain needed.

CONTROLS:

-          On/off -Power switch
Power  -hemp indicat:es power on
Lamp Off/on  -Slide  illumination switch
Lamp Indicator  -Lamp indicates  slid6  illumination on
Beam  -Potentiometer controls vidicon parameter
Target  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon parameter
Focus  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon parameter
Frame Size  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon sweep
Frame Center  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon sweep
Frame Frequency  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon sweep•Line Size  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon  sweep

Line Center  -Potentiometer controls  vidicon sweep
Line  Frequency  -  Potentiometer controls  vidicon sweep
Frequency Multiplier  -  Locking push button switch selects Xl or XIO range
Video Gain  -  Potentiometer
Mode Switch  -  Rotary switch selects  operating mode

Internal Sweep,  Internal Sync
Internal Sweep,   External Sync
One Shot

®

External Sweep
Test

One Shot Initiate  -  Push button manually  initiates  sweep when mode  switch is  set
to  "one  shot"  position.

Electronic  Equipment Division
GENERAL  ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas
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pe  Video  SiModel 6025  Vidicon T al Generator
Specifications with Slow Scan TV Control  Module:

ut Volta 105-125

Deflection Generators
Line

Frequency (Two Ranges)
Input Sweep Sensitivity
Sweep Voltage Output.Input Sync

Output Sync

Frame
Frequency (Two Ranges)
Input Sweep Sensitivity
Sweep Voltage Output
Input Sync
Output S

10 to  1000 eps
2  volts  P-P
2  volt:s  P-P

5 volts negative
5 volts negative

• 02 to  2  cps
2 volts  P-P
2  volts  P-P

5 volts negative
5 volts  ne ative  .

Blanking Generator
Output +   10 volts  (blanking negative)

Video
Frequency Response
Output Aapplitude 1. 0 volt nominal

DC  to  220 KC
(white positive)

Resolution 600 lines/inch
Number o£ Gra Scales

Sensitivi 0. 5 ft. -candles faceplate  illumination

Electronic Equipment Division
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS  CORPORATION

Garland,  Texas .


